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ABSTRACT
· The period of World War I is also the · time of
Nonpartisan League control in North Dakota.
.. ,,.

bf ·ex~reme

is
'

The period

interest to historians of the state as

North hakota's:experimentwith the radical government was
•,

.

'_. ·:·

·:. ': ....

',

·.

.

· . · urttsfue,in: the natibn at the . time . and a marked departure
'

·

.. ·.,.· ....

.

·.'

,,

: ,' -:,. ·:·};,~;, ::, \'<·.":-',: :: •:'. __ .:

: ..

.:·

',-"::.': ;,

'

.

f,i:om the s:tate's own poli't{cal · tfadi tions.

'

of.

th~.

'.,'

On both sides

pol'itical fence} liloiipartisan and conservative, a

kind of extremism existed which was unusual within the
state.
The United States government passed the Espionage
and Sedition acts of 1917 and 1918 as a means of legally
ensuring the patriotism of its citizens; anti-war talk
and,.·. particularly, efforts to block recruitment or conscription could be punished with stiff prison sentences.
Many private citizens took up the challenge to guard
the nation against disloyalty; censorship and vigilanteism became common throughout the nation.
Most North Dakotans were staunchly oppused to entrance into the conflict, and the state's new NPL government shared that position.

The problem of the period is:

how well did North Dakota handle the divisive pressures
of intense local political battles coupled with the
Vl

'conformist. demands of unrestrained patriotism.
viewpoints exist: on this qu~stion.
.

of t-!brth

president

Opposing

Dr. Edwin F. Ladd, the

Dakota.Agricultural College at the time

arid lat~r . a ,United States Sena tor, claimed that North
.-

w-is.

Da.k;t~
an °oa.sis of sanity in a desert of hysteria. ti
. . . _-,:' '-, ' >·,. ..; '
'TO that,' historian. Kenneth. I, Smemo., in his study. of Judge
Charles

.F;

Artliclon, responded, ,iThe state act.ually saw

<little s,an'i't:.f,and a lot of hysteria at that time."

This

sttidy r·~;iiirnfrtes the issue~ '
•. Most 'of.· the research previously done involved the
tr~ns;~ipts of the sedition trials~ official docw,~nts of
,the state-.and nation, and the extant correspondence of a
few of t.he leadin,J figures.

This paper uses many of

those same sources but emphasizes research from newspapers because they include many minor incidents that
give the period its flavor and cumulatively suggest a conclus.ion.

The most important newspapers were the ultra-

conservative Grand Forks Herald, the moderately conservative Bismarck Tribune, and the Nonpartisan League's Fargo
Daily Courier-News.

Other dailies and a handful of

weekly newspapers were also used.
This study concludes that North Dakota survived
the strain C"'f the war years with a minimum of violence
and hysteria.

The Nonpartisan League's deliberate govern-

ment and Judge Charles F. Amidon's refusal to use his
bench to advance the conservative view of patriotism
acted as restraints on hysteria.
vii

,; ·••.

< /':rht:l Esj_:i:iC>~ci'ge' and Sedition .laws of 1917 and. 1918 :··

· · .. ·,

•:::W;;fa(,Jf?n~~IJf~;Br:i~.;i\~Ji#i{tin; to .

i ,, '.·\iri;'th'.e, :unite'd ·States
. •·., ··:, ... -.' ,:·- •' . ,•. .·,:··· ;. ·,-,- . ·, ,·.

curb •dcs10,arty

during
world War l.
'. ',.' ·: '·.·. ··.t

·

The. bills

wef; rneant.:€3spedially to perialize .or imprison all those
::.)<"\>·...._/i.·>/:':.:. ·.<·.>:;-:".;-,/;_.\.:.?.i. ·.·<<·· ·.· '
_· ..-,_·.··\·'·_-...... i <: ... .:-· ·_,.:·:. ..-:·
..· :, who \;i;.ri.ter.1;-~recl with the war :ef;fort\ . .· For .various reasons
'.

·.:

-:

,:... ·{

.· '·':i/·\·
··. both ;fficials
of the go'\Tetnmeri,t
, ,,• ''
.. ,,
,;;.-·,·.;'".,_,_

-'-./·:

0,,:· .. :... .:-.-:-<'.),:.',/;::,.\'

\; 'guarcii~tis'
.

·,_ ', ':. : ,', ; '.,

'

I ;'.,,,

.(,,

.. :

'

art'a

self-appointed '..

' .. "

of .the. nation :misapplied'. them

to an immense

•Vari~~y,
Of Situations •.
.
::··
''

•,

'

<:,w~~t .cons.ti tu:t:ed disloyalty was one of the burning

·i~~~es
.
. ... Of
'

·the

homefront.

Because the laws were basi-

callyunt:ried, judges and officials at all levels inter-

, pr~ted
. tl:lern
in a variety of ways; and strong emotion of.
. .
'

' .

ten c:oldrsd their opinions •. President Woodrow Wilson
did not encourage tolerance; in fact, his public utterances could often have been construed as approval of
· .the intolerance of the times.

He did not provide

strong leadership but designated responsibility to lesser
officials which resulted in further inconsistency. 1
The inconsistent interpretations fostered a great
deal of confusion concerning what sedition was and was
not.

Confusion, combined with the sentiments of war,

and in some cases, as in North Dakota, serious rifts
1

2

over. domestic .social issues created a climate of hysteria
... in rnany
·p1ibe~
the country.
.
.
·'
. '.,, ihroughout
'
''

81ac6iirit.rYties·~£ 1anguage and.culture sti11
\' ·, ..

a. g:t'eat

, . held

i)bpulation of immigrant Americans.

. ·.· . thJ /f)l:e~~lent. aversion

tO,

Despi 't:e

"hyphenism, n however I many in\-

tnigl:'an-\: ,;/roui;:,s Passed through · t.he war without much

't;Ouble\; fh

i:it6t( according to John Higham the war helped

reducEi
·i?'iei')\ldi~e.
-: ';; ..-,:
'.:•;

'

in~:i"~cb:rcis
. _·,

Many ethnic communities had outstand-

.;·.

,: ,::·:.:... :..'.:<,'

.

C)f\service'W'hich facilitated their acceptance

·:>··:·:·::·:_.:·

:\>{::r_. <.·: ~·· -'.,) . . ,. /· .· .

byold-:-stock
Americans.
.
',,

.',

'

·. sufieied.

,

'

'

However, many German-Americans

The,'· German.
language:,
Ge.rman newspapers, German
,'
.
.. .
'· ,,
'

'i.,

ministry, German schools and all other things German were
i,under attack throughout the war. 2
:·.,:<.

'

.

'

.

.

'

'Notablyfthe.1917
and 1918 acts caused a great
:\''
'
,,

many.Americans to become self-appointed spy hunters and
seekers of seclitionists.
· Loose interpretation of the
..
_,
''

'

Espionage and Sedition laws made many believe that vigilanteism was acceptable and, indeed, in some cases it
became so.

The government gave official sanction to

one such group, the American Protective League, but
there were many other organizations of the same type
.which worked for the same end virtually without r,.striction although they were not officially recognized.
A great many unaffiliated individuals also lent their
eyes and ears.

Attorney General Thomas Gregory declared

in 1918, "It is safe to say that never in its history

' i~ .,: ;.

3

. has . this c:iotiht:ry be0n .so thoroughly policed."

"Loyalty"

and l'disloyalty"
becamei words that were crudely defined
...
.

. 3

but deeplyfelt.

· This paper concerns not only the laws and their
official interpretations but also how the laws affected
lives of many ordinary people living in North Dakota
during World War I.
This study also deals with the problem of wa::--time
hysteria.

Dr, Edwin F. Ladd, the chemist and president

of North Dakota Agricultural College, claimed that North
Dakota was an "oasis of sanity in a desert of hysteria."
'l'o that, Historian Kenneth I. Smemo, in his study of
Judge Charles F. Amidon, r<c'Sponded, "The state actually
saw little sanity and a lot of hysteria at that time."
Within that context this paper assesses the nature of
North Dakota's war-time hysteria. 4

FOOTNO'l'ES
INTRODUCTION
1 Ha.rry N. Scheiber, The Wilson Administration and
Civil Liberaties, 1917-1921 .(Ithaca, New York: Cornell
University.Press, l960), p. 60; John Higham, Strangers in
the Land (New·Brunswick, New Jersey: Rutgerg University
Press,.-:-f955), · p,. 215; Carl Wittke, The German Languafe
Press. in America (Lexington, Kentucky: University o
Kentucky Press, 1957), pp. 267-74; H. c. Peterson and
Gilbert c.Fite, oe.eonents of war, 1917-1918 (Madison,
Wisconsin: University of Wisconsin Press, 1957), p. 19.
For general background on the Nonpartisan League during
the period see Robert L, Morlan, Political Prairie Fire:_
The Nonpartisan League, lSlS-1922 (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 1955); Herbert E •. Gaston, The
Nonpartisan League (New York: Harcourt, Brace, andHowe, 1920); Andrew Alexander Bruce, Non-partisan League
(New York: Macmillian Co., 1921); Charles Edward
Russell, The Stor of the Non artisan Lea ue {New York:
Harper an Bro ers,
2 ; Thomas W. Howar _, ed. , The
North .Dakota Political Tradition {Ames, Iowa: Iowa-State University Press, 198l); Carl H. Chrislock,
Ethnicit Challen ed: The U er Midwest Norwe ianAmerican Experience 1n world War I Northfield, Minnesota: The Norwegian American Historical Association,
1981); Robert K. Murray, Red Scare {Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 1955).
2Higham, Strangers in the Land, p. 215. Wittke,
------~---..-The German Language Press in .Am~rica, pp. 267-74.

.

3

Peterson and Fite, Opponents of War, 1917-1918,

p. 19.

4 Kenneth Irwin Smemo, "Progressive Judge: 'The
Public Career of Charles Fremont Amidon" (Ph.D. dissertation, University of Minnesota, 1967), p. 242.

4

CHAP'rBR I
OnApril 2, 1917, President Woodrow Wilson called
upon Congiess to declare war on Germany.

he

In his address

a~sured its members that disl~yalty would be handled

with "a firm hand of stern repression. ,,l

•rhe "firm hand"

came in the·form of the Espionage Bill that became law.on
June 15, 1917;

This bill was the culmina'tion of con-

gressional desire to make certain that the President had
the legal power to prevent "disloyalty" from hindering
the war effort.

The main obstruction to immediate passage

was a press censorship provision that was eliminated and
with its elimination the bill passed easily.

2

Most

national lawmakers apparently believed that the bill
could not be used to suppress critical opinion; rather it
would L

used only against genuine hindrances to the war

effort. 3
The bill, however, did suppress critical opinion
in the press.

Title XII provided Postmaster General

Alberts. Burleson with the authority to control the
mails based solely on his opinions of propriety; he proceeded to exercise his power to the point that most of
the fears that had caused the original censorship clause
4
to be eliminated became realities.

5

During the war years wildly inconsistent interpretations of the Espionage law took place.

The portion of the

bill that .caused the most confusion was section 3 of
. Title, .I which was to punish anyone· who ·
shall wilfully make or convey false reports or
fal:se statements with intent to interfere with
the·Operation or success of the military or naval
f.orces of the United States or to promote the
succe'ss '.of its enemies: and whoever,. when the
United States is at war, ...ihall wilfully cause or
attempt toca:use insubordination, disloyalty,
·mutiny, or refusal of duty in the military or
naval :forces of the United States, or shall
.willfully obstruct the recruitment o:r. enlistment
service of the United States.5
All during the wat the definitions of loyaity became
narrower· and the Seditio1· Act of May 16, 1918 reflected
. this trend.

The· Sedi tior. Act was an amendment to the

Espionage Act which ~ongress designed to make even the
most thoughtless utterance against the govc>:-nment or the
war a federal crime.

The most persuasive argument for

passage of the Sedition Act was that it would help curtail mob violence and vigilante justice against radic~ls
who were not being punished undei.: the Espionage Act. 6
Nevertheless, with the passage of the Sedition Act a
federal mandate of repression and intolerance was firmly
established.
II

Regarding the 1917 act, North Dakotans in Congress
initially were most concerned about censorship of the

.,.

7

'

. ·~

•.
.< , (

·'

~·,

"l'·

,I'

p.cess. ana wat-::P#/;fi'~keririg iri ~g¥i.?1.1tt.it;e

. CJf.

farmers< .•. ••ih{t

.

.

,;

'

'

.'

.•' ·.'

by •the time

pf voting for tl).e sedition .

'

1918

Act iri

.

.

.at .the• expense.

most of them saw·'the\heed.
for a more.. 1:t'.epres-'
. '\ .. :,..:.','
..

;,,

,,

>sive law.• ;
·. ·/Senator Asle J, Gro:nn'a .was·•• a ,prbgrE:,;i::fi Repubtf'can.
',·;..

•_,'

:)\ltbough he w,fs :hot affiliated with the radical Nonparti-:. ·. ,, . ,::.··i···._'

.

',

.:.: " .. :·,': ,;.- i, .:. ,:··' ....

·,

·,!,

.

.,::: ·: ',

: ''

'

-,·

'

'

_·,

•,

.

'

'

..

:. san
l'.i~agtif, Gronna
received edi to.rial support. in
the. NPL
.
., .,.
.
'

,',

'

'

: ,':

'

.

•,,,

,'

'

,·

riew'spaper .•)i'argo..>Coili:'ier:,;.,News throughout the• war years.
·<:·/~··:/. ';/.'./·> ·._i/:t/.-'·,· <:;·'.;' ·.·· . ··.··_,,., ..: ;, '
He':d:id
ntit support the· final form of 1;1ither act, but he
,. .
hadpr~pos~d
an unsuccessftil amendment to the I:spionage
·, .·

'.'...

'

,.

·.·•· · Act)aimed

'

at p~eventing speculation on gra:~n futures by

making such speculation illegal unless thf", grain was ac•tual.ly going to be delivered in the fut.ure. 7 Gronna was
one .. of only six senators who voted e.gainst the earlier

His feelings on the Sedition Aut were expressed
shortly after its passage.

He urged the Se,1a te to proceed

slowly in passing laws that would crush organizations
which sought to make "governmental, social, industrial
or economic change. 118

Gronna pointed out the problems of

determining what constituted legal methods of change.

If

it were true, as held by Peterson and Fite, that "probably the chief and underlying reason why many people
supported a sedition law was to curb the r.w.w. and other
radical labor groups," 9 then Gronna's oppositicn may have
reflected hit agreement with the much more lenient stance

8

the NPL gover:ment of North Dakota took in regard to the
I. W.W. in cotrtparison ~i th many of its Nor'thwestern neighbors.
Senator Poiter J. Mccumber~ an old guard Republican,
· •··•· missed the. vote on. the Espionage Act but voted· for the.
Sedition Act,

H~ had, as had all the North Dakota.· rep:i:e-

..· sentatives in both houses, been concerned dhiefly wlth
.··. measu;es of food production control and food conservation
.· · a:tt~ched. to the Espionage Act • . Also, he,· like many
Others, .· was :worried about freedom of the press.

He

offered an amendment to'the Espionage Act to protect from
prosecution newspapers that might print administration
releases which might later be declared classified and off
limits.

Mccumber offered the amendment for the "protec-

ticn of the press and tlie liberty of the publisher."
never·bec'a:me part of the Act however. 10

It

By May, 1918, however, Mccumber was much less concerned with such liberties and his remarks indicate that
he was very much in favor of the'tightened strictures of
the Sedition Act.

In reference to a newspaper editor

who he sensed. was "pro-German" he said:
It is such persons who a:re likely to be caught
by this proposed law, because, having in their
hearts a hatred against our cause they will sometimes lose discretion and give.utterance to sentiments which ought '-o send them to the penitentiary .11
·
In the House of Representatives, North Dakota was
divided on the 1917 bill, but if they had all voted in

9

1918, fl'i.ey probably. would have supported it.

Anti-League

< Republidarl Cpng:tessma.n George M. Young did. not speak in

. Congfess aur-ing the debate on the Espionage. Bill nor were
his CoJ:runerit:.s ori' the subject. considered newsworthy enough
to merif ~~c6rding in any of the newspapers used in this
. study~
,1 ·, Ho~ever,
.
.
.

'

he

.

was the only North Dakotan who voted

toitf,~ Espionage Act.

He also voted for the Sedition

···•.··.A~t{il'Z,\'·•.•·>'1·•••···. · .·
'

,...;::;'<1;",

'' . <' . ,.. ;\

'·

:rh 1~17\

Congressman .Patrick·· D. ·Norton, another p:.:o-

,,.' gres~i\l'·~·Republican who did not join the Nonpartisan
"I·"'.

•LE:\ague, was greatly concerned about the autocratic powers
alloted' the administration iil. the original draft Of the

:bill.

HEl commented, "If the section is passed in its

present 'form, it will not be the President's judgment
that.i~ exercised.

It will be the judgment of some petty

administrative officers."

He added that he hoped the

·
bill would
not roceive a single vote. 13

On the second bill Norton revealed that he, like·
Mccumber, had changed his attitude about such laws.

A

strong opponent of the I.W.W. and Socialists, Norton
exclaimed, "They have no right to be permitted to their
false harangues against the government and against many
of its loyal citizens throughout this country during
this time of war. " 14
North Dakota was without its third Congressman
during the voting in 1917 because Henry T. Helgesen

10

had died and had not yet been replaced by ,John M. Baer,
Bae.1'.' ,. •a. Nonp~rtisan Leagi:ier, .might have been expected to
consider

He

th~

Sedition Act more in the manher of Gronna.

did not, hotvever; his apparent support for the bill

was ,based on the.argument that such a law would·h!31p to
pre\rel'lt vigilanteism:
'l'hey. [the· people of his id.strict] would rather
have. \1e11 defined laws e nrl.'orced in the courts,
·. even though thought by ,/cme to' be drastic, than
. · to have lo6se laws furt.fa',h a temptation for
·certain citizens to ad it.~..'i.ister punishment without
warrant of law or appe.'1J.. ing to the court.15

...··He, however, was absent for the vote.
North Dakota's representatives with the exception of
Y~ung.opposed thA Espionage Act of 1917.

By 1918, how-

ever, t.hey, with the sxception of Gronna, supported the
· stronger measures of the S·i!dition Act.

Their shift to .a

more restric+-.ive posi·::.ion reflected the changing mood in
North Dakota.
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CHAP.TSR II '
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\,

',' ·•

< Kennet:~. Smemo in his
st,udy of Judge. Charles
\:.i\,· •\. ' ' :·

F.

,c.•

Amidon

has

pdi11.ted otit that. NC)fth' 'Da°kota.

hid

more · than

· itf · s~lir~'c9f, iri.dibi:.ments dn es~ionage and. sedition
. <:"ha~;~i

dirrlr1y .tiii

tioh'E\.1 ·

war but very few resulted in convic-

T~ti: is .proof

· . p.la'd~ i#ef~

to him that. North Dakota was a

pitriotic hy~teri·a co~ld have gotten out of

hand b\it.did;l"lot} thanks largely to the decisions of
..... Amidori. . A;sta'unch nationalist and one. of North Dakota's .
•. le!~din9
·pt·ogresriive
idealists
since the 1880s, Judge
,·. '
.
.
.
. ·,.
•'
'

'

'·

'

Ami<lOn• s' political life . "took
.

.

a leftward

course. II

For

.

exan,i;:,le, before the ·11ar Amidon and Theodore Roosevelt
hadbeeri . .f.riends
and correspondents agreeing on theories
'
.

of ~id.on

for

.gressiv:e aims.

'

.

.

judicial reform as well as on broader proDuring the war years the two idealists

took-very different view::: of domestic events and their
friendship was.broken.

The war years also cost Amidon

a great deal of personal popularity in North Dakota, and
Smemo · conje·ctures that the great strain of the controversial trials broke Amidon's health.

2

However, it be-

came apparent during the course o~ the sedition trial
period that Amidon, liberal as .he was in adjudging
alleged seditionists, was capable of finJing them guilty
13

14

· . · of espioI?,a.ge if their alleged statements apparently were
biased by \;{ f<>reign background as in the case of German.;..
.· .. Lutheran Minister John Fontana.

In other trials Amidon Is

~ytnpath~~i wit:h the NPL were obvious; and when he gave
hisi:~hiiiie 'to the jury in the case of Job W. Brinton, an
: ·.·.·. NPL .organizer, Amidon spoke . favorably of the ongoing
struggle·of.· class against class as a means for progres..

'

. . ,,

·.

i

::>'

sive change.

3:·. ' .

· One can imagine the effect of such·pro-

nouncerhe~ts 6n the prominent conservatives in the state.
Th~J~wer of the Nonpartisan League which worked
to keep North Dakota sober in its approach to the issue
. WaS ,helpful to Amidon.

The St<'l.te government and the de-

cisions of Amidon helped North Dakota remain relatively
free from ,the outrages caubed by hysteria which were to
be found in so many other states during World War I.
This chapter will deal with the major sedition trials
of the.period.in the federal court, and some cases of
German-Americans being tr.ied for pro-Germanism outside of
federal court, but on trial, nevertheless, for espionage.
I

The espionage and sedition trials took place in a
North Dakota that was experiencing political upheaval
that separated people into two feverish camps.

The two

sides were the Nonpartisan League, the farm reform movement which sought to gain control of the Republican party,

15
and the combination of Democrats and "old-line" Republicans.who by, 1918.had aligned together in the Independent
·Voters Association or IVA.

Newspapers such as the

Grand.Forks Herald, the Fargo Forum, and to a lesser extent tl:le·Bis:marck
Tribune villified the NPL with content
:.·
that:. often seemed hysterical in its partisanship.

NPL

newspapers like the daily Courier-N~ of Fargo revealed
less rage but not.less staunch advocacy.

It does not

seem surprising then that North Dakota should have had an
excessively large share of indictments on espionage
charges s:i.nce i t was clear. to the ol<l-line forces that
the NPL was not particularly for the war and could be
attacked on that basis.

Also the prosecuting attorney in

these espionage cases, U.S. Attorney Melvin Hildreth, was
·clearly on the side of conservative forces.
The first trial to take place in North Dakota--and
the only one over which Amidon did not preside--was the
nationally famous trial of Kate Richards O'Hare, a speaker
and organizer for the Socialist party.

The <:ase came to

trial in December, 1917 and concerned a speech that O'Hare
had made in Bowman.
O'Hare had been giving the identical speech all
over the United States without arrest even though law
enforcement officials closely watched her.

This '-vas a

point ~f some confusion for U.S. Attorney Hildreth who
wrote to an official of the Bureau of Inrestigation and

16
asked
why., · i f O'Hare had spoken in New York and other
.
'

'

'

'

eastern states as she did in North Dakota, no action was

. . ·.

. . ·. . · . . .

taken against .her?

s·"

'Part of the answer to this question

had.to c!.o·with the timing of the case as it became ap:.parent that what had been tolerated previously :Jould be
Jdd~pt.able no longer.

O'Hare was too idealistic! to

c::hange her speech to. fit.the more restrictive times,

in .combination
,_

''

This

with the fact that Judge Wade~. a. patriotic

zealot\ had no intention of allowing O'Hare to·be found
inno'cent made for a trial which strongly contrasts in
operation and conclusion.with the cases which Amidon presided over.
The cases of the prosecution and defense hinged on
two very different points.

.The prosecution made its

disloyalty charge based on the speech in which O'Hare
said that the blood of American soldiers would enrich the
soil of France,and that the mothers of American soldiers
were no more than brood sows.

The defense asserted that

the charges against o•aa:re were an indirect attack by one
faction in Bowman against another and that the trial was
just the instrument for this attack.

The two sides in

Bowman were the conservative "Phelan faction" led by
;..·local banker James E.• Phelan and the "Totten faction"
which favored the NPL and had a certain amount of power
locally; Lillian Totten was the postmaster and her husb::tnd, Edward P. Totten, the county ::.iudge.

17"'
.,:.,.:'

•,-: .I

. ; ~fi~i~ri>/i~ifa ~~althy

fihincier •. who had come west as
6
a di Vj_sion\i~t~1.i~tendent for ,the' Northern Pacific.
The
· ··.···: ...... · -. \/;;_::\:>:_-;i::\.r)u·.-_.-_::.: . . · ._ ·\ --_ . .-·. _;>·· - -_·_t . ·- · ._.·_ . · .
_· -·_ · Tottens)::,laim~'d\that.
Phelan
.;wa,s ,striking
at them.
because
' '. '- " . <' ''! ..,.-.; .' : ' .. , .
.
.
.,
. ,,, ','. ,' ',
' ...... ' .'. . :·
. -· . ' .
.'
·· of''ffr~if ,Jpt.\\i6f{':· '.and W.i.lson~campaign activiti.es had
·i-. ,.i :··:\:. \· . ;_:.'.--:< :·-~>(:<(/!_::::.:/-)'_·<·: ·-·\·'.r':·.,y., \ .. -·- .
, ·,·; ·-:.- ·- . -·_·, ··-- -.:· -.
. . -_ - ·
·. ra1sedy:the1r political p;r~S:tige and gained for th~i:nselves
J -

.f_he

•••

;:tronage jo~s that Phelan had formerly controlled.

ilic1ti'this /irii~ht' have been a personal feud for local
:.·::_:::-:. - .,: . ._.:.: .... ,·,:.:,,;:,::. _:.·/:\.\·:Jr:'_:·.-.. :··. .:.• political
,control
is also supported by the report in the
.... ·. . .
.
,. ·: -.'.,, .'.·,
'

· a1sxnardk

,

.•_

Trfbune. that

Phelan had bE:?en tolerant toward the
7
NPL but'had attacked the patriotism of E. P. Totten.

The<i.d.e~listic Tottens were just as aggressive as
Phelan.

They were aided by E. P.'s better-known brother

George, a former Bowman minister who had been defrocked
for ,his uninhi.bi.ted attacks on sins he perceived locally,
and who had rebounded easily into the role of edi.tor of
the Bowman Citizen.

As a staunch NPL backer, he had be-

·come politically influential to the extent that Governor
Lynn J. Frazier named him to the state board of regents
(now called the board of higher education).

One can only

assume then that Phelan found the Tottens a tempting and
accessible target once they had presented to him such a
potent weapon as their closeness to the controversial
O'Hare.
Some examples of the testimony reveal the questionable nature of the trial.

The prosecution witnesses,

who had testified chiefly that they had heard her

18
seclitibus. ;ema:tk~, had .remarkably poor qualifications as
witne~sis·;
.

been

~w()

of the five testified that they had not

in th~buildingbut

had been .outside listening.

Mrs.

George
Olson, f;r example, sat outside in a car at least
..

. · .··

·,.,

t*enty feet from the door, at least one hundred feet away
'';.

,·

frorti'the stage.in the hall.
·attorney Lovell.

This was testified to defense

On reexamination by prosecutor Hildreth,

M:t's; ·•· Olson' s'aid she· was twenty feet from the speaker.
1ovell ~h~n,.again, got her to admit that she was at
·. ieasb twenty feet from the door al though this time she
said that O'Hare had moved around and was sometimes closer
to.her.

Another prosecution witness who had been outside

was rancher Joe Hawks who claimed he had heard most of
the speech, but at one point he said it was difficult to
hear because of prolonged train noise.

8

The prosecution witnesses agreed on what Mrs. O'Hare
had said, particularly the brood sow remark, but skirted
the issue of rivalries 1n Bowman.
assuredly did exist.

Suc::h an issue most

For instance, Dr. A. A. Whittemore

claimed he was not aware that Mrs. O'Hare was staying
with the Tottens.

Ole Hanson testified that he could not

recall any particular bitt.:~rness in Bowman.

Letters to

Hildreth received before the trial from these two witnesses reveal a clear antagonism to the Tottens and by
extension those affiliated with them, particularly the

19
Socialists.
..

.

.

The tone of their letters clearly disputed

their testimony.

9

The other significant tact Lovell took was questioning witnesses ~hether there had been any young men of
draft age present at the speech and whether the speech
had affected their attitudes toward the draft.

Ole Hanson

was the only one of the witnesses to name any men of
draft age.

There was no evidence presented to show that

the speech had affected .the men.

Lovell then moved, un-

successfully, that the trial be discontinued, arguing that
since no deterrent to conscription had taken place, no
crime had been committed.lo
Lovell then examined O'Hare.

There was little

doubt that she was opposed to the war, but her explanation
for the remarks used against her refuted the horrendous
implications that the press of the "old gang" had put upon
them.

The brood sow remarks referred to reports from

Europe that governments and churches were ordering women
to "give themselves to soldiers in marriage and out" to
keep the population up; the obvious implication was that
this could happen in the United States too.

The other

controversial statement, that the blood of the soldiers
would enrich the soil of Europe, was followed, said
O'Hare, by the question ''Perhaps this may be the best
use for it?"

Her explanation implies that she did not

think that fertilizing the soil of France was the best

20

use for the blood of the soldiers.

Nevertheless, the mes-

sage of her. s.peech was clearly anti-war.

Judge Wade

plainly showed.his distaste for her by repeatedly cutting
her·off. duringthe·course ·Cf her testimony •
. .J?rosecutor Hildreth tried to link O'Hare with a
worldwide Socialist network particularly with Socialists
in Germany.

O'Hare denied any communications with Germans

since.the war broke out.

Nevertheless, Hildreth succeeded

in making her anti-war feelings clear although O'Hare
· ,inifig:~ted that evidence somewhat by saying "I believe
democracy will grow out of the results of the war. 1112
The defense witnesses were as single-minded in
their testimony as had been the prosecution witnesses.
They denied staunchly that the speech had been anti-war,
and they clearly felt that factionalism did exist in
Bowman.

Their testimony, however, tended to be as con-

fused and imprecise as that of the prosecution witnesses.
The most impressive wi'.ness of this group was
Edward P. Totten.

Totten denied having heard the version

of the "brood sow" and "fertilizer" stories that the
prosecution witnesses told.

Attorney Lovell repeatedly

asked Totten about the political bitterness in Bowman.
Judge Wade refused to allow these questions for some time
but eventually allowed them in that "sometimes we are
persuaded by our.£actions.''

Once his answer was allowed,

'l'otten ~eadily attested that factionalism did exist in
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Bowman.

Undei cross-examination by Hildreth, Totten said

·that.tie was hostile to the "Phelan faction. 1113
Mrs~· Lillia:n Totten tes'tified · ne~t, and in so doing
.· it. became clear that she was a ,,ocialist.

She recalled

that the·. speech was a log{cil.1 argument for socialism.

14

Hil'dreth tried to prove that the witnesses were
ant{...:goveinment.

He a ttemi:-' .ed to get farmer John Williams

to say thJ.t O'Hare was not getting a fair trial and that
the government of the United States did not want fair
play.

Hildreth also tried to establish. that Mrs. E. K.

·. Couett was .a Socialist as it was widely reported that her
·husband, a Bowman barber, was one.

However, she did not

only not admit to being a Socialist but also testified
that she did not remember anything about socialism in the
speech.

It became quite apparent that Hildreth could

overwhelm most of these witnesses quite easily by showing
that they could not properly remember what she did say
beyond their denial of the reputed import of the "brood
sow" remarks. 15
Lovell praised E. P. Totten in his clocing arguments, calling Totten "endorsed by the people" as the
representative of President Wilson in Bowman.

He argued

that Senator Robert LaFollette was saying more seditious
things, and he had not been arrested.

Curiously, Lovell

added that if O'Hare were guilty, then all of those who
supported her would be guilty as well--an argument

22

with which the "Phelan faction" would certainly have
.

··.

.

16 .·

agret:.d •.· .. •
Hildreth argued that the case was a simple one:

·.• she had' rttade .the anti-'war rell}arks and there were men of
• '

•·

. 17

.draft age present~

,!ud~e Wa~e charged the jury, making points designed
:to a::i.d ;f.he c~~e of the prosecution.

He said that parents

. influence.·,. tl:i~1r children, and therefore it was unneces)'

:._

.·'

',

\

'

,

1. •

. , ..

I•
'

•, ':,

.

'

.·• sary for, young people to be present at the speech because
O'Hare w~s influencing their parents.

He said that it

/ was not necessary to have a specific case based on memory
as memory can.be influenced by what one wishes the fact
.to

be. 18
Lovell took eleven exceptions at the biased wording

·of the.charge but to no avail.

The jury found itself in

accord with Judge Wade, and O'Hare was found guilty in
less than half an hour. 19
On December 14, the day of sentencing, Judge Wade
and Mrs. O'Hare traded long speeches.

Wade chose to

precede the passing of a five-year prison term with remarks
Which lasted approximately an hour.

He started by estab-

lishing her credentials as editor and writer for various
Socialist publications, reading particularly an anticonscriptivn piece from the magazine Ripsaw_.

He also

:read fr.om a drama by Mrs. O'Hare called "World Peace"
which pictured America bound by unseen bonds.

~o refute
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idea. ~ide p~irtted
·. Mia.wJ~t describing. his
:t.ua1,:r1se., .• HeJpointed
thii

a flatterinc-, picture of life in the
'.

·.

.

own harcsc.cabble boyhooc, and evento thefrEe election of public

/(\:·.:--,.:·;/: .-::/

'. )of1:it:ials
a:t'i'd•. .praised
_President
Wi~.son.
.
.
'' .
.
'
'

'

: '

,

'

,'

He argued in

'

ref~r~Il¢~.to, ''.W6rtd PeadE?',i.Jith 'th~ .quect-.ion· "Whoowns
',

this
.
.,
..

,, ,.":.'<_'

,.·,.

'

'

·.,_\/·

,, .

einpi:i::e?
:/b_hs\iering that the people do; but., said
,.
11

',

...

'·,.,

wa:a~};;::',liiindr:i'.•f{g{ submit to ,.t.he will of th,~ majority in(
•'>.

a

,

•

.

.dein'dpra.6y>, C, ·.\

.

Patriotisrn':i.s the willingness - to

ind.t.,.to. lawfully constituted authority.

II

srib-

He cOhcluded

·. that this was the greatest country on earth but that
O'Hare.was a:n anarchist, coricluding "The defendant does
riot·ta'.ke pride in her country, she abhors it. 1120
· · ·0 1 Hare respcinded to Judge Wade with a dramatic hourlong lecture.

She said that she had given the identical

speeC11·in front of federa1 marsha11s in much more highly
charged situations and neYer had been arrested.

She

described the Bowman audience as "a solid, stJ.bstantial,
stolid type of farmer crowd.

There was not the great

enthusiasm that had prevailed at many of my :neetings.
There was nothing to stir me or arouse me or :::ause rr':! to
raake a more impassioned pie than usual. "

o 'H,\re declared

that the "real thing" in th~ case was the cont.est over
the_post office.

She said'that she took pride in "stir-

ring up" the people for progressive causes, claiming
that it was devotion to her country and not hatred for it
that. caused .her to .do what. she did.

She claimed that she
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was dangerous to the war profiteers, what she termed the
"invisible
government"
of the nation.
' '
.
.

.

.

'

O'Hare said that

·. she wou1h ca~ry no bitterness for the members of the jury
because -\:hey have done what-they thought it was their.duty
to do, btlf. she co:mp~red h:ersetf to martyr~ of other.days

·.·· < .· ·... ·.•· .·. ·•

. . ' · 21.

including
Jesus
•...
..
...
;

.

'

,,

At:l:ol:'hey Hi idreth ..followed O 'Hare affirming that. , .
· .with such ,a glbr:i.ou~ spe~king manner she could have done
'1'

'

,

'

..

1

I

gi1ic1.t< godd :Lhstead of great harm and that the issue was
·. . · . ·
.
22
not the Tottens but the speech.
•

' ,

'

•

,

'

• •

'

'

Before.the trial there had been high level pressure ..
. to hav.e Lillian Totten fired, chiefly from Senator PortE'.:lr
· · McC.umber who had read letters from the "Phelan Faction"
on the floor of the Senate.

Only Governor Lynn Frazier's

intervention saved her job.

Following the trial, how'."" ·

ever, th.e r:,ostmastership in Bowman was declared vacant.
'
'
2~
R. T. Heywood, "a prominent Democrat," replaced her.
Judge Edward .. Totten announced his candidacy for
the state supreme cburt'on the.NPL ticket.

He never

achieved this ambition, however, and the Tottens stayed
in Bowman until 1920 when they moved to Fai".'.,1ope, Alabama
to join a utopian community of "single taxers. 1124
Kate Richarc~s O'Hare.got out on bqnd6f $7,500.
She said several North Dakota friends would have supplied
the money but to spare them criticism, she had obtained
' .
25
t h e money f rom oner
sources.
t

2 ',
I'._

fr,ee fdr thk duratiiSn of. the war,
.

'

..

gi'iting
,-

.

speeChe!S

spe.kcii
.
.

.

:nbw.,·,..i'.. /:···c6ncerned
''
' ' <:ttsel:f.
.
' .,,_:wi t.hxher
' .. ' . '....tri,:1J..
.

'

·',

around the.country.·
A large part of her
.
'

.she p9inted

• out that d\.tdge Wade and all sixty· of the potential jurors
. wei::~ catholic; and Catholics; she .'Cla:i.riied;
hile:te
.ti:a:Ined.
"'
.
. :,. .
.
'

·. to·;6p~6ie{S0Clalism.
/''
. .'.
. ._· '",: ·.'
·-·'. ., -·
';

-.

',

'

'

'

'

'She. also pointed out that not a

'

_\.

'

'

~i:ngJ.~·:{fattn<:!r: was
/:··:.i'"_: _ _ :':>,(::.1:-,:\:·:>\\'·-/·:. ,,."·':'.:_ ·:"_'/''. -. :·

. -.

·aniofrg the iuro:ts,
. ..

. '._·· . ·_,. : _-._ ... ~,

,,

She claimed tha~

-

' .,./':,.:those
> ', . . :,;; .. ':·/who
,· . ' .. took
·. :. . ·, '..the. stahd. .against
' ' . her were perjurers, most
,.\4hofu h~'d)i~t beJn at .the, meet:i.n:g. 26

oi

•oiHa.'r~:was not required.to go to p:i:ison until her
~ppei~lwas denied in November of 1918.

This freedom

iannoyed
i:nany .· North Dakotans, ,including
U.s. Attorney
.
'
.,

',

,.

'

'

Mei yin Hild:1:"eth who felt that allowing O'Hare to act like
a .martyr

was

dangerous.

Eventually though she did go to

,prison cind served a term of approximately one year,
receiving amnesty in May 1920 from President Wilson.
While in prison she finished second to Seymour Stedman for
the nomination for vice president on the Socialist ticket
· under Eugene Debs who was also in prison.

She might

have gotten the nomination but the Socialists felt that
one of the candidates had to be free to campaign.

Despite

the sketchy evidence, the conviction was upheld by both
the circuit court and the Supreme Court, the latter decision made jus'-:. two months before O'Hare was
·.

amnesty.

2·1

g:,

anted
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. The, riex:t ·espionage. case, that of Henry von Bank, to
,come before di.strict c6urt found Charles Amidon back as
ju,:ge.

It c::cincer.ned a directi·1;-e that North Dakota At tor.

'

.

'

.

G0nera.l vlilliam Lander.
-· he1d sent to all schools, in-

· .:ney
.

.

.

',,'

'

. str11ctingt~hem to fly an American flag at all times.
.
.. '
,·,

'

'

'

'

'

The

seve'111:~eJ2year1old May Burt, teache~ in the rural Cass

Schdo1 District ':No. 79, brought this, in mid'Deqenibe; .19l.'.?jto ,the att-'ntion of von Bank who was the
,·
sdhcioi. boa:td president. When von Bank, a natu~-·alized citi-

.c8un.ty
'

'

.

'

',

'

zen 'f:tom Luxembourg, came

1:0

the school, he told May Burt

'.f:ha-t:he would :just as soon see a pair of old trousers
flying over. the school as the flng.

Burt :::eported the

matter to Cass County Superintendent of Schools J.

w.

Riley wh.o visited von Bank and received the same
•'

1

trousers ". remark.

Von Bank further explained t.hat the

school could not afford a flag, and he challenged Riley to
send La::iger to him so von Bank could talk "Dutch," an
ambiguous remark which could be construed.as slang either
for Gerlnan or for being in debt or having monetary :lifficulties.

He made the remarks in the presence of a young

man who had registered for the draft, arid for this reason
von Bank found himself in court;

The trial attracted

great interest because von Bank was a proroinent citizen
.i.n the Fa:cgo area.

His defense 'attorney, Cass County

States Attorney A. W. Fowler, tried to make the point
that in discussing school business von Bank had made a

27

von

crude.jbk:~;

;

Bank testified that he had thought that

the cost of .R:eeping. a. flag over the . school· day and night
.· ...
~nd're'piac.irig
,:;he. worn ones would be very expensive.
'
.
.
'

'

'.

'

;•

'

'

'

'

...·. FO\lrlei- IllOVe&.Cfoi
. dismissal . since no law had been broken
.:;.,.
·

because the <{Iltent was not to obstruct conscription~ 28
tJ.S •. Att,irney Hildreth held that von Bank was not
'.

'

:·-,

.

· Joking about:. th~ trouser's because the statement ,,ad been.·
. '

•. \<'",

•

rE:lpeatedto. Superintendent Riley when von Bank was cool
a.nd Calm •. Hildfeth sciid he Wbuld not talk. patriotism
but "to hear

cl.

man make such a statement who has earned

money under the stars. and stripes make the red blood rise
to·anuncontrollable point."

This.particular argument

emphasized.that von Bank was an immigrant who had not
properly as imilated, an argument to which the nationalistic Amidon was susceptible. 29
Amidon called von Bank's attitude reprehensible
but declared that it would be "unpatriotic" to find him
:• .ilty of a crime if none had been committed.

The judge

added that it would be wrong to find him guilty of impeding recruitment or enlistment of servicemen.

Clearly,

Amidon did not believe that von Bank had violated the
Espionage Act.

Nevertheless, he had the power to dismiss

the case but did not.

He allowed the jury to decide,

and they found von Bank guilty.
sixty days. 30

Amidon sentenced him to

28
':, ~' i . ' .

Von. Ban.k' iippealed the case; his appeal was accepted,
•,,,

and he wasirel~ased dn $2,000 bond.

In October, 1918.,

the circuit · court overturned the conviction·. l:>ecause it
decided that the'case should not have gone to the jury
since the ;urpose of the ·. ·'$t'ateI\lent
of von .Bank had not
.
31
been tb flwilfully" prevent recruitment.
'.

.,

'

It is, Jnlikely that Amidon .would have found von .Bank

gfriLt.y. ·~ad ~h~

decision been his alone as his directiv

the,;jury indicates.

1
~

to

He must surely have anticipated

that the higher court would ·overturn the conviction.
Again, he tended.to be somewhat stern with defendants like
von Bank whose acceptance of the American way was not as
total as the ardent nationalist Amidon would have it.
Amidon was not unwilling to give rather severe
sentences based on the Espionage Act.

The trial which

immediately followed that of von Bank illustrates this.
Robert Harden and Frank Geizgler, members of the International Workers of the World, were arrested near Munich
on charges of vagrancy.

They were carrying IWW litera-

ture and appeared to be agitators among farm laborers.
Both were also accused of having threatened the life of
President Wilson.

They had been jailed in Grand Forks

on August 20, 1917 and awaited trial there for almost a
. year. 32
Harden claimed that he was not a vagrant but had
been a farm laborer for fifteen or sixteen years.

He

29

alscj said that he was an admirer of Wilson and had not
threatened .his life.

He took his ultimate conviction

. coolly but. held that he was a victim of circumstances.
Geizgler had.come from Austria in 1914 and could not speak
English; . he claimed that he did not even know that Wilson
•,

'

,

was president
un'cil after. he was toid so in the court'.
,,

''

'

,,

'

;rooril~ :Afu±don sentenced.

them to two years at Leavenworth
·•. ·for.ithe' th;eats against Wilson 3 In his third case, Amidon

.3

. •.·.· setlte11cied Claus Gunderson to ninety days in the Cass
County jail for·:using language "insulting and abusive" to
the .Red Cross, its work, and workers .

34

. Neyertheless, Amidon was deliberate with the large
·· riumber .of espionage cases that were placed before himself
and the grand jury.

When the March, 1918 session was

over,· Amidon talked at length about patriotism and
strongly made the point that everyone should be very slow
ab<>ut accusin:g someone of espionage and that it was espec:'..ally improper to use the new law as a device for
hurting one's personal enemies or r.i.valE...

He also re•

assured those who were worried about .the new laws and said
that they s.hould have .faith in the American legal system,
recalling that similar laws enacted during the Civil War
had been struck down immediately after the war. 35
Still, in May, 1918, North Dakota led the nation in
per capita convictions in sedition cases accor~ing
Attorney General Thomas Gregory.

Of the 250 c .,;,

~

~0

1.ons

30

. for ~edi.tion d.:·n the. :country, North Dakota had five for
llsediti6n i, and two for threats. on the life of the presi·. dent,
,,

.

Harden, Geizgler, and. O'Hare. received .much harsher
.

.:

'

· sentences
. . ..

.

.·

.

'·.

tha~ the other convicts whose sentences were
. ·

· 36

measured ·in days. .

..

·. Wa.rtime anxiety and suspicion continued to increase
·in North.Dakota.
May,

19t8

With the passage of the Sedition Act of

which increased the scope of what could be con-

. sider.ea treasonous talk, U.S. Attorney Hildreth proposed a
large increase in prosecutions.

Amidon cautioned the new

grand jury in the same maHner aP. he had remarked to the
previous jury, stressing the difference between criminal
utterahce and that which was merely unwise or politically
disagree.able to the juror.

Amidon specifically pointed

out that it was no crime to discuss economic abuses like
profite..:;rfng and waste, assuming that the purpose was the
correction of these problems.

This referred to prosecu-

tions being prepared against many NPL-sanctioned speakers.
Despite this warning the jury returned a record sixtyfive indictments, most of them for sedition.

Amidon dis-

posed of most cases before they went to the jury.

By the

summer of 1919 the North Dakota district had quashed, dismissed, nol-prossed, or discontinued sixty of the seventythree sedition cases it had handled.

Amidon was unwilling

to join the conservative establishment of North Dakota

31

as personified by Hildreth who brought all of those prosecutions before the court. 37
An.important example of the way Amidon chose to
handle espionage cases in June of 1918 is the case of
B .. H: Shutte.

Shutte; a farmer, said that the war was a

swindle,and·that the rich were using it to get even
richer.

Amidon enumer1.1ted the points that had to be sat-

isfied before an indictment could be drawn.

First, unlike

the new sedition law of May 1918, mere utterance of unpatriotic sentiment was not a crime under the 1917 law
that Shutte was charged with breaking.

Second, it had to

be a willful act uttered to prevent actual enlistment and
had to be in language of a character to cause the forbidden results.

Third, it must have been spoken with

and witnessed in the hearing of someone eligible for the
serviGdS.

In the case of Shutte, Amidon declared that

even though the language was offensively unpatriotic and
willfully uttered, there was not solid proof that he was
speaking to the young men specified.

In other words,

unpatriotic pronouncements would or would not be a crime
depending on to whom they were spoken. 38
Using the Shutte decision as guideline, invalid
indictments were found in the cases of nine other men.
Again, they ·,,ere released because there was no proof
that they had made their remarks to military personnel
.
.
or t h ose su b Ject
to recruitment
or en l.istment. 39
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The sununer of 1918 brought some

o:

and controversial trials of the period.
Job

w~

the most famous
John H. Wishek,

Briuton, and Reverend John Fontana were not

nationally-known figures as were Kate Richards O'Hare and
Walter ThOm'is Mills, whose trial would come in 1919, but
they, particularly Wishek and Brinton, were well-known in
North Dakota.

The trials drew throngs of people to

Bismarck and were reported in detail across the state.
Wishek.was a wealthy man from McIntosh County who
owned some banks along with a number of other businesses;
he was a·lawyer and a former state senator.

He was a na-

tive citizen of the United States, born in Pennsylvania,
but he was proud of his German heritage and popular .,.d th
the heavily German population of McIntosh County to whose
people he was affectionately known as Father Wis:hek.
The charges against Wishek were twofold:

40

that he

had discouraged the purchase of Liberty Loan bonds and
enlistment by the distribution of a booklet entitled
"German Achievements in America. 1141
As in the O'Hare case it became obvious that the
trial was the result of strong local rivalries.

An early

witness, C. P. Burnstead, stated that Wishek advised him
not to sell his cattle because $30,000 would not be worth
much if the Germans won.

Under cross-examination, how-

ever, Burnstad revealed that he was "sore right now" at
the defendant.

Other witnesses included a traveling

33
salesman named·Dahmann who claimed that Wishek had refused to talk liberty bonds with him.

Many other wit-

nesses, generally with non..:.German names, testified to the
disloyalty of Wishek.

Strangest, perhaps, was a cashier

from the rival banking firm of Hammond und Johnstone,
who testified that Wishek had confided in him that he was
.

·

against the war.

42

one government witness alleged that Wishek said
that Germans must buy bonds to buy peace with the government.

Whether or not Wishek believed this, the purchase

by himself and his banks of $73,250 in Liberty Loans made
43
accusations that he opposed them ludicrous.
The jury was still allowed to decide the fate of
Wishe'I';., however, because of the circulation of "German
Achievements in America."

The charges against the book-

let stemmed chiefly from the fact that it t,;eemed antiEnglish and that some of the accomplishments listed in the
book were incorrect.

Amidon charged the jury for an hour

and a half, asking them to interpret the case in light of
the obvious rivalries of McIntosh county and as to whether
Wishek was really trying to prevent enlistment or the
draft.

On the other hand, Amidon pointed out that

"treachery to an ally is.treachery to the United States
· in this emergency."

The booklet had, by the time of the

trial, been excluded from the mails because of its
,14

character. ·

34
.I'.,

'rhe jury was hung.at 9-3; and although Attorney
Hildreth swore he would bring tfie case to trial again, the
charges were eventually dropped and the case dismissed in
· .

45

October, 1918 • .
The case that followed hard on the he(;!ls of the.
Wishek case .was that of the prominent reformist speake:r:
\.' ''

and organizer Job

w.

Brinton.

The case proved to be most

. controversial £6r Amidon and left him to suffer the most
bitter animosity of the "old guard" in North Dakota. 46
Brinton made a speech in Garrison to promote
Consumer United Stores, NPL-endorsed retail outlets.

In

his speech Brinton attacked war-profiteering and in the
course of that attack he seemed to say that the government
needed Liberty Bonds to pay the inflated prices of the
profiteering industries.
· .
47
Espionage Act.

He was indicted under the

Hildreth was again the prosecuting attorney, and
the trial bore some similarity to the O'Hare trial.
Again the witnesses seemed to come from one of the two
wa:L'ring camps of North Dakota politics, and the testimony
was based on the memories of those in attendance at
Garrison.

Like the O'Hare trial the witnesses held to a

well-coached line of testimony depending on their side.
Hildreth tried to use the similarity of the two cases to
his own advantage by pointing out the parallels between
·

O'Hare and Brinton.

48

35
.-.;,·· .

. Brinton. spoke long on his own behalf, delivering
. portions . of his·• speech.

waving a
.paint wa; riot:.

.that

He defended. himself by saying

flag and running around at night with yellow
patriotism.

He defended his attacks on big

busihes~.a:rid big money, declaring that loyalty and profits
.
.··. .
49
did not mix and.that his was constructive loyalty.
.

.

.

.

Amidoll iiiowed the case to go to the jury but dis... missed sotlie: of the charges such as the charge that

.
.. Brinton
'

'

.

'.

.

:

,

'

..

'-

.

'

'

. gave
.
'

'

''

.war

.
.
.1,nformation
.

.

to Germany.

Amidon deni-

grated most of the testimony by imploring the jury to find
. Brinton guilty or not guilty only on the charge at hand.
J-te.remarked, "You have heard almost everything argued except the issues in the lawsuit."

He also cast doubt on

the veracity of the fragmentary notes taken at the speech
and urge'd the jury not to try to read the mind of . the defendant •. Amidon pointed out that the profit figures
Brinton quoted correlated with those of the special commission of the government.

The only reason he put it to

the jury was because the talk on profiteering could conceivably have been a way to discourage sale of War Stamps
and Liberty Bonds.

The issue was not whether or not

Brinton made a good economics discussion or whether i1e
had divided his time properly between patriotism and the
discussion of the stores, the issue was only whether he
had violated the Espionage Act.

"That is the only issue

that is submitted to you," Amidon charged, "and I

36

entertain the greatest doubt from the arguments that have
'been ma:de whether you can fetch your mind to that ques.
50
.. tion or. not." ..
· Am.idon did not chdose to end his remarks there
however.

One ·of the arguments frequently used by anti-

NPL force's was· that the

NPL, a party of farmers, stirred

up class hatred and fostered an atmosphere of class
<::against. class.
·;,'

. :.,Amidon
'

I

> '.,

'

"

chos~.

the jury •.
,

to

The trial. had been no exception, and
answer this contention in his charge to

He defended the right of people to stir up
•

·•.:;class against· class as the proper evolutionary pattern of
.a healthy society.

He believed that class ..:onflicts were

. 'at lE'.!ast 3,500 years old and had brought about the great
reforms of history.

He stated that there would never be

any change if a law banning class struggle were estab.lished:

"We have not come to the time that discussion of

evils, though it does stir up class against class, is forbidden in the United States and makes criminals, and when
we do then we will simply pass into the Crustacean state."
.Amidon went on to urge the jury not to read the newspapers because they were biased.

In his study on the in-

tellectual and political development of Amidon, Professor
Smemo remarks of this speech that "This summarized
Amidon's liberal reformist views, of course, and gave
small comf~:t to the opponents of the League, rousing a
storm of conservative ·.protest. 1151
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·The jury was out 0nly a short time and returned a
verdict of·not.guilty.
Upon release Brinton went to the offices of the
Bismarck ..Tribune and punched its editor GeOrge D. Mann in
the eye.

"The Bismarck Trib'une printed a two column

· article calling me a traitor to my r.ountry . • . false
and seditio.us words in my mouth which I never uttered

.

.

. over the signature of J.E. Sullivan," Brinton e:x.:..

plained.

"The jury has convicted the Bismarck Tribune and

exonerated me.

•

•

• It is desirable at times to settle

things out of court.

I settled one today after I had

been exonerated by the jury."
The outrageous actions of Brinton and the words of
Amidon concerning class against class stirred North Dakota
conservatives to venomous response.

Understandably the

editorial of George Mann on the day following the incident
was wrathful.

He sarcastically suggested that the action

of Brinton may hav~ been an example of how the Council of
Defense, a state organization opposed to the vituperation
of the conservative newspapers, planned to enforce its
ban on discussion of pro-Germanism--by the rule of the
brute.

He said that the NPL had been insidiously encour-

~ging this behc1vior and that it was "Prussianism" triumphant.

The attack, he went on, "was prophetic of what

may be expected by those who refuse to bow their neck
before the oppressor's heel when the domination of

..· ,('
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0

.. Brint~nism shh'11,,'be fuade ·absolute." .· Mann· attacked Brin torr
· and the st~t~·goveinment asking '.'what· can be expected .from
·,•.

· .. a state

th13.t

'(,,

suffers such leadership?

.stir up'Class·against class.

Tis no crime to

Welcome words for Brinton.

'From clais,hatl'.'ed 'to the rule.,of·•·the
beast/is :but,a
'.,'

.·.

· .· 52

step.''.
·
' .....

.

.

,,

. , Because of his position, Amidon became an outcast .to
;',\·:'

many c:,f his' old; friends. . People' crossed the street to
avoid ta1ki~g withhim.

Others refused to speak to him

when· he called on the phone, and he received threatening
·..

·letters~

53

Actually, the case versus Brinton was one of the
few·· ·cases of its kind to reach trial in North Dakota.
'"lespite th.e deeply felt animosity of the two sides in
· . North t:>akof.~.,. relatively few political cases were handled
I•

'

.when compared with the number of NPL organizers who were
tri~d in Minnesota and in other midwestern states.
rather ol:;,rious factors proba')ly account for this.

Two
In

North Dakota the NPL was in control of the state government including the Council of Defense which set the tone
for what would be cons:a~red disloyal within the state.
And, Amidon refused to forsake his own progressive principles despite pressure from the conse~vative side.
The results of Amidon's next case were very different.

The Reverend John Fontana, minister of the

Evangelical Church of New Salem, was found guilty of

39

sed:i.tion·,an:l sentenced to three years at Leavenworth.

The

sentence ,was harsh and showed that Amidon could be as
:reactionary
as the conservative "patriots" if the issue
..

.·... .

'

•

.

.

';,'

.

'

was not that 6fpolitical reform.
<

•

:

C

•

•

'

His ardor against the

·· Gernti'.il'l.""Anl;ricans of North Dakota who were not "Americartiziri<J'i. swiftly
enough was strong to the point of excess.
·.
:

.

'

.

'

, Hi.:ld:t'~th•s most important witness against Fontana

.wi:i:~ ,J.,'i!§nry

,!{ling, a cashier at the First National Bank ·

of New.. Salem.
··war bonds,

Kling had approached Fontana to sell him

Kling testified that Fontana said that he

·would ,not purchase any of Wilson's double-crossing.
Fontanc:i,added that his buying might influence people to
buy and prolong the w~.r.

Kling testified that Fontana

had a picture of the Kaiser on his wall and that he had
said that the sinking of the Lusitania saved German lives
because the ship was loaded with munitions.
Under the cross examination, Fonta;1a's lawyer tried
to make the point that the bonds ha:: not been ':>ought because Fontana could not afford them.

This.prospect

Kling denied, alleging that Fontana had bought German
government bonds.

The point was also made, that the talk

between Kling and Fontana was private, and Kling was not
subject to the draft. 54
Other prosecution witnesses were members of the
church.

D. A. Podell testified that even after the

United States had joined the war, Fontana had mentioned

40

in a ,sermon that God. gave the German people ways and means
.
'

'

to hold df:f their 'e!iem.ies of ti,e world.

He also claimed

that Fontan~ ;had prayed that peaceful relations might
. again be •l:'est:oted between the two countries.

Podell, a

·, you~gi,n: man who, had been it1v6lved with Sunday school at
the church, maintained that Fontana had become upset with
<some :6f t:hem for using English too ,much in their classes .
. ,The de:Lense stressed that Podell could not still .
.

..

·.,'

:·

·.·
!

':-

... '

··: . •

'<·

,•

.

.

hold a cleat memory of the.sermon,and that Fontana had
treated the soldiers properly at a farewell service that
the church had for them.

Defense also pointed out that

Foritaria had made a call for German loyalty to the United
States at the outbreak·of the war. 55
· John Schadel, a 62-year-old retired farmer, testified thatduring the war years before the United States
entered, Font1.1na had prayed every Sunday for the "old
Fatherland" to defeat its enemies.
fied that Fonta,,a

Wc\S

Nellie Dietz testiagainst the Red Cross. 56

The next witness 0harged that Fontana maintained
·. that God blessed Germany by giving her the submarine.
The witness could not say for sure whether there were any
men of draft age present.

Under cross-examination she

revealed that she could not remember anything about the
sermon or text of that Sunday.

Another testified that

Fontana had received a Bible for the church from the
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Kaiser but Amidon threw this testimony out of court.
.,

·.· :...

The

.

government rest:ed·its Jase,

·At this;,.,J?Oiht,

the .defense protested ·Lhat they

.,··,,·

d~cili~g with the incid~nt of December 19 , 1917 ,.

··. should be.

·.'

.

the,attemptedb6nd sale by Kling, not events of August or
57
ApriJ.;'.but Amidon overruled him~

Th~. ,~e:fens;
.
'

.

witnesses began with Herman Kroger' a.

.

77-year-'-old retired farmer who had served as president of
·.· ' the/ dhurch board for 29 years.

He said that Fontana had ·

. ·.··.• prayed foj:i peace, the president, and :.. .>'lgress and that af-. te'r . the tJrii ted States entered the wa - he had not prayed
for Germany.

He testified that Fontana thought the draft

,. .was a goo d 1·aw. 58
·1aw
J:ohn Christianson, a 56-year-old elevator man and
farmer, testified that Fontana had said that as American
citiz.ens they must stand behind their oath to the presi.· dent .but that he added in his prayers a call for all to
see the foolishness of war.

The witness said he listened

closely because befbre·united States entry, Fontana had
prayed for the success of the German armies.

He also

claimed that he had never seen the picture of the Kaiser
in the house on any of his admittedly infrequent visits
'.·...
.• 59.
there. ...
Fred Lenhart, a 50-year-old contractor with a 24year-old son in the army, testified that the church
members should support the new Fatherland against the

•'

'!

i'

6;1.d.

42
i;

,•,

1lsed the' illustra--

He not~d,fH~~:'.'~?1:~;na had o~ce

tion that
Gertaa:riy
had been gi vein'
.
. . . : .,....
. .,
. .·, :'·'··>-:·· ',

,'

·.(

'

'

,, ,.,·,.,:.·... / . _.,.:(',

,'

',. ~.

a
•':

weapon, the submarine,
. . '/·.

..

•'

.

· to· hold off' their >enemies .just as: G6'd;. gives• man weapons
·-·:. :- ..,:·:)."<:·>·.:·· ... ··. .-:'::·.. · , ·:···:"..\': :..

. t:6. w:i.thift:c1\-id. sid

\

'

::::,.,;,:,,;!'. •',··,:

> .. ·.,,:,,/-;• ,·,.

'

··,:_

'

'

and temptatfon. · He noted too that

~entail.a
priyed
most C,fterl
, .. · ._ .
·,··
.
. ..
. /•'
'

,fl~g ,had

···:.

i'.£8:r

'i;,eace •and th;1't
',

be;n put up·. in the· church.

a:· service

The prosecution

~oint:ed out<that.. the flagha:d not·. appeared until the

.

'•;.-..,-.;,·

,,

'

spri;i;;g bf .,1~18>a:fter Fontana's indictment; 60
\

'

'

.

'

'

.

;, ·. (,VMdst: d~fense witnesses .spoke in English' but several
;·), ...

·)

.

,'

. r\e~<'.(id. ~.

~i,"~~.s:lator.

;'

·:

..

;

.

.

Jbhl: Riehsdorf w-as 65, had been in

the:t:JnitedStates since 1882 and had a son in France.

He

. test:ifi~cl'~hat Fqntana had prayed for. peace and not for
. : ·1\.:: :i.:\ <{\:.'·.':·::/ '·.. ,' :
, ·. •German: ,victory since United States entry. The next wit• ness Wilhelm Zarndt also needed a translator and gave the
same te.stimony: . More witnesses came with little or
' h th e .same tes
· .• t'imony
. . 61
b. ro k en Eng l'J.s h b u t wit
. ~'inally; Fontana: himself· took the stand.

He was 46

and had been in New Salem for nine years but had been in
·the United States f0r 30.
father was Italian,

His mother was German, but his

He maintained that he had told Kling

'he would buy bonds where he did business and not from
him.

Fontana produced his notecards from the August ser-

mon in question.

They did not seem to indicate that he

supported Germany in the war.

The cards were in German.

Fontana stumbled a little with English, but Amidon insist2d that he testify in English unless it became
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. · .ii;npo:Ssible.
·. The notes revealed that Fontana had said that
.
.
.
,...
. Geri:nany ha..d a W'eapon with. which she held out against her
'Eineit\ies. \Inti'l. i;iow;. but God has given the Christian a
c.:Wea.i6Il w:Cthwliich to hold· off t~mptation at all. times-Jray~:r~

·,:-.·-.

'.

;

",

".'

.

i

Fontan:a. ae.nied . that he had ever prayed after
,:-

·"

.i,,.Jt±:1 ,6) l9i7. for
·. ·\{~; f;~s: . ~2,· .· . ·

the old Fatherland for the defeat of

··•· \•i))F6'.h'f~~a:·tE:?~tified that he. and .Podell had had an
· :a.±~~~Jnti:J~~r
.'

.-·'

.•-:.':'.; ;-:·.

__

:_'./,·

..... .,

'

,'

th~ ..<di.rect1on
',

.'.·

'

·-.-

,'

,·'

· · · .·. ·,,,.'
go .lri rega:rd to language.

,•

the Evangelical church should
.'·

.

'

Later Amidon questioned Fontana

about his'church rind. the German churches of the area.
Fbhta.na>'iip;essed.his
view that.the German churches
'-·-··
.. '
·

'

should
keef :i:nstruction in German for the old people for
-· . .
'

at least a. few more years.
'

He continued, saying the name

of ·tl:ic,Vchurch
was neither German nor Lutheran, although
.
.
'

.

'

·. it:,:was a:E:filiated with the Lutheran church, but Evangelical
. '",'. _::., . _::-::' .
Church, Evangelical Synod, an American synod, controlled
in the United States.

The church had originally been tne

'
Evangelical Church of Prussia which was a combination of
Lutheran and Calvinist churches.
Fontana was uncertain as to whether he had told
the United States commissioner that he did not buy bonds
because they were feeding the war.

He also insisted that

it did not matter what weapon he 'vas referring· to in his
sermon because the sermon was on temptation and not the
war.
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·Amidon took the opportunity while Fontana was still
on the stand to, lecture him on the Red Cross, saying that
with just a·little effort he could have found out that
Getmanswbuldget care as well as the Allies.
Everett.Lauterrnann, the U.S. Commissioner at Mandan,
. was brought i~ to give the evidence he took for the in. dictment on . November 27, 1917.
.

.

The only thing he wo.uld

swear was that Fontana had told him buying liberty bonds
would.be feeding the war.
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In his chnrge to the jury Amidon said that the

u.. s.

army did not want hirelings.

It wanted men who went

under the inspiration of a lofty patriotism and a high
purpose and whoever dampens that ardor obstructs the
eDlistrnent and recruiting service.

Later, Amidon stated

in his charge that failure to buy bonds, stamps, or Red
Cross subscriptions did not make a crime but that failure
to do these things may be failure to measure up to the
standards of good citiz~nship.
'l'he jury found Fontana guilty of attempting to
hinder the sale of Liberty bonds among the members of his
congregation and of interfering in other ways with the
successful prosecution of the war.
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Amidon sentenced Fontana to three years in Leavenworth and his remarks were reproduced in detail across th3
state and nationally i;, the New York Times.

Amidon de-

clared that the day had come "when you must grow an

45
. Anlerican soul."

He maintained that we put: fer~ :gners,

not just Germans; down in the middle of our

COi

1try and

leave them alone and their co:mniuni.ties becorr.e "liirt-le
Germanyi/; little Austrirts,
and. little·. Russias.

, ;.tle ltalys, lit.

These people have throwz:,

. arourtd themselves and instead of keeping their oa.t~ to
'

grow
'

.,, ',

American souls they have cherished and perpetuated
'(':·1 .

. everything foreign."

He admonished them that they must

.open themselves in every way to American influences, espe~ially the learning of English.

The punishment of
65
~ t ana was mea~ t to teac h a.
11 f oreigners
'
£On
a 1 esson.
The court of appeals eventually.overturned the senten~e because the alleged violations had occurred bQfore
66
passage of the Espionage Act.
In the case of Fontana, the evidence of any serious
wrongdoing was meager.

He had undoubtedly been pro-

German bef~re the United States ~ntered the war, but that
he continued to be af-cer entry could only be s~1rmised by
the evidence given.

The ._,ase was probably caused, like

so many other cases of the period, by prejudice, rivalry,
personal feuds, and perhaps a saclistic impulse.

Seeing

through.this kind of evidence had formerly been a strong
point of Amidon's term as federal judge.
The case seems to have gone against Fontana as
much for the alienness of his defense witnesses--the fact
that they could not speak English particularly-'-as for any

)1

46.

great ba.rriers·he may have put in.the way of enlistment or
the draft..

When Amid1.>n said that he was making an example

of Fontana,

ne

served notice that he was not sentencing a

man but all communities like New Salem that were not
changing quickly.enough to·si'lit him.

The congregations

·Of the Evangelical Church were unrepentant.

Fontana was

not r.elievedof his duties as pastor and was honored as
the principal speaker at the dedication of the rebuilt
church of the synod at Hebron, North Dakota. 67
The case of Fontana did not end espionage and sedition cases in North Dakota.

Another famous case, that of

Walter Thomas Mills, was held in March, 1919 for example.
But this type of case did expire as the wartime fervor
faded from the lana. 68
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CHAPTER .III
This.ch;,ipter deals with the growing intolerance

thingii :German

:\:1;b~~i:ds.
. wak

/• '

'

_.,

ihatply

·.:..',' > ,;•

·'r····

'

'.

'

.

···"

.

as the war progressed.

North Dakota

cfividecl politically and the two camps each
'

• .

'

,

used. ·' acdusat:Cons of "disloyalty," "pro-Germanism," sedi-

•· . :~io'n

'anci~spionage.

The most conservative element prided

<i t·s~·if :di Jrdi:l.ance and watched German-Americans carefully .

.. ···.1.-;hfte:rt' sharp
•,'.

accusations resulted in acts of discrimina-

:tiori,. .intimidation,. and even terrorism.

As the trials

.,

.. indicated, accusers tended to be opponents of the
. d~f'endahts personally or politically .
. Most. o::{
the examples in this chapter came from the
,·
· major dailies: . Grand Forks Herald, Bismarck Tribune, and
·. · •.. the 'Fargo· Couri'er-News.

Examples of German community

'response are found in these papers and in the German
language Staats-Anzeiger 6f Bismarck as well as other
daily and weekly newspapers.

Each newspaper, especially

the three major ones, had a distinct reporting and editorial .style. based on specific political beliefs and
prejudices.

The'type of story used and the editorial

commentreflect a specific viewpoint--there are no claims
of·objectivity.

As the war continued the tone of the

editorials and the type of story changed in all the
52

53

<papers •. , The NPL Fargo cciurier'-News, for example, was more
. ;iik~'.(y,.to e~it:orialize .aga.inst war-profiteers whereas the
.

extre;ely,ce>nse.ivative
Grand Forks Herald reached uncommon
.
'· ..
.
heii;Jht~ Of rage against "disloyalists" of all types including. G~rroan-Americans.
I
.

.
. ''•1

· .itth.~ outbreak of the.war the first news in the
·-,,-·:/''?</_;, '.·,,i;',_'/_\;., ,',: ,,:·_.-i,:, : ·._.-. ·.

·. .

.

-_·.

' '

Grarid . 'Forks:Herald concerning possible conflict in the
stlt~ was assurance of safety for Germans and their

.

.

1,;operty.

'"Obey the law, keep your mouth shut," conclude.a

the issuance.of A. F. Turner--Sheriff of Grand Forks
.. County, n<:>, one would be hurt.

The Herald strongly backed
this statement and others like it. 1
·The Herald reported very few disloyalty cases in-

volving. Germans· that first sunune.r of 1917.

In the fall it

restated the proper GermRn-Ameri•~an behavior which contained a certain tolerance for pro-German thoughts, with
the repeated admonition that these thoughts should never
be.voiced. 2
However, German-Americans had reason to fear at the
begir,ning of the war.

A man named James Panburn shot

Rheinholz Bohnet in early April of 1917 after beating
him and breaking his jaw.

His defense was that Bohnet, a

German-American, had insulted the flag and said other
insulting things. about the United States.

The article
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reported that Pan.burn was probably finding an excuse to
"shoot up the. town ... 3
.

Les$,
6riminal,
but undo~btedly terrifying to German. ,..,
.
'·

. Americans,. was

~

story which. started "Phalen Finnegan

swatte.d a fellow citizen who suggested about Deutschland
· tilier A11±es." . The art.icle explained that Finnegan upon
..

.

.

. .

''

.

doing the deed immediately went to the Rolette Police and
tur.ned hims~lf' in.
went back'

to

He was released with compliments and

where 200 friends. presented him with a "solid

gold :fob engraved with a suitable testimonial fro:n the
·citizens~"

A collection taken by the Red Cross at this
:meeting netted $48.00. 4
Germans :·indicted: at the beginning of the war were
those ·few.who might actually have posed somewhat of a
threat

to

North Dakota society or who did not yet compre-

hend the serious nalure of the new loyalty laws.

In the

first category is the ·.:nnamed alien who was reportedly
threatening . to destroy the local railroad bridge over the
Little Missouri River, and Otto Mann, an alien, who was
given sixty days for tearing down two American flags in
the workroom of the Nordale Bakery yelling "To hell with
the United States Flag."

Another article reported that

Adolph C; Glasser, a German, was arrested by the police,
accus€:d of making threats against Wilson and the government; his friend Mike Lepoe was apprehended for similar
reasons, but he was taken before an insanity board.

In

(
'"

'

.:', .. ·

55

· · •. the '•i:i'E1cona 8~-tiagor/'·was'. the first case. of seditious conduct
,. _ ·,_-, ·', ·'... ,· :·.".·_, . :_ .-: ·. \:.//.-·, .:'(_\(_..··_:-J:/./1 ··t· •'(). . \ . ·· .....· ·, · ·
· presf:dE!d 6vl:!t'-by Judge 1\midon. Amidon sentenced Dick

td, five days ii:'l the county jail for remarks made in

Hoef;t

· .. · f_:-i;_>\.\·; .·...>/._'r:".-">;.-

1

··.··,. •. :·:, __

:...:~:·,

\

;:-.

<··

.

,

Marmar'tlfiY:,North' Dakota which were construed as threats by
those who turned him in. ·Amidon warned him that German-

' Afu~ti~hns, ''have a straight ahd narrow path .to walk in these
times" and···. ~V'e.ri: ithough his remarks about the flag may have
·}'~ -,,
'

been .a

je>ks,r: 0 the flag is. a·poor subject for a German to
' . •.:,;_,_ ···> (·. :-" .. ' ._·. :; .· .. ·
.• j6ke about at this time." Hoeft was an alien resident
Germ.an Army Reservist. 5
Later the German aliens and German-Americans came
under closer scrutiny.

'l'.'he Herald noted with approval that

a volunteer Bismarck group was translating German language
newspapers and furnishing articles to the Bismarck Dailz.
Press.

This seemed to be "curbing" the German-language

papers.

Two cases of near sedition had already been re-

ported to the Department of Justice.

Later, all German-

language newspapers would have to furnish the state with
translations

of its lead articles. 6

The Herald reported with some sympathy the punishment of Johann Handtmann, the Deputy Sheriff of Morton
County, who was called one of the best educated Germans in
North Dakota.

Handtmann had sent in a letter which was

published in the Nord Dakota Herold, a German-language
newspaper; "It must do our young soldiers who are already
in Paris a whole lot of good, when as they walk through

56
. .

.

the st:reets :the French girlS.fall on their necks and kiss
tKem r

o.h~ . wit>te •... /~But

O\:ll: •y6cin<}
.

. .

fu~ri
'

that is all that France has to Of fer

who are to be used as cannon fodder--a world
.·

... · of deprav:ed<w6xrien. ·> Paris was heretofore known as a city

o:f th~lowest moraJ.s and it will now again prove itself as
such·.;• /He aisd cii.sapproved of the draft, "American's mil·liohs Of yd~ng•men who can go to war and serve as cannon
.• fodder
and pull the chestnuts out of the fire for Britain
' ,::· : . ·.
'

.'

and

,,

.

Frant~."

'

'

Less than a week later Deputy Handtmann lost

his job and after another week, on August 1, 1917, his
nirieteen-year-old son joined the army, the event which
.. probably had prompted t~,e letter. 7
The 11erald reported in the same vein the case of
eight.businessmen from.Anamoose, a town settled heavily by
Germans, who gave false reports and statements in regard
to local draft registrants.

The businessmen were charged
with conspiring to hamper enlistment. 8
· · · Still, there were very few reports of cases of German seditionists indicted and only an occasional rumor to
cause vague concerns like the report in early December,
1917 that there were German fanatics with explosives hiding in the Badlands.

Nevertheless, the vigilance of North

Dakotans for the German spy was not allowed to decrease.
Between August, 1917 and January, 1918, the Herald published five pieces which were all warnings to be on guard
and all included a defense of the Espionage Act.

The two
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most outspoken were editorials which were extremely explicit about wh.~m one should ,trust ac1d especially who
~hould not be trusted. 9

<'l'here

are,

still many in the employ of the German
govetilinent around whether Gtlrman.". or Americans,
. ,.1\.cqept ii:l:to your confidence only people you know,
. '. beware of strangers for a very long time' do not
·. tell them' •·confidential i r,:ilations unti.1 he has
sh,::SW'h by unimpeachable references, which he can
get:if hets .•· "on the square" .that he is ,.,. loyal
cit±zen:·oh legitimate business, and not a spy or
·agent',Ofthe
German government.10
.
.
,,, .
.· The chant~s

6'£ an

a;•ent gaining valuable information about

·.· <the ·war. from any North Dakota resident seems far fetched.

· :Stit,
···.-;·...

the Herald decided, in January, 1918, that its reader-

. ship, .n~eded

a daily

reminder to be on the alert; so, from

jariuary
27 uritil March 17, a.nd from March 22 to 24, these
. , ..
·paranoid.paragraphs, borrowed from the Providence Journal,
ran daily, in dark type, at the head of the editorial
Column,·

.

E.very'German or Austrian in the u.s. unless known
by years of association to be absolutely loyal
shoutd, ·bs treated as a potential spy. Keep your
eyes and, ea.rs open. Whenever any suspicious act
or.disloyal word comes to your :iotice, communicate .. at once with the Bureau of Investigati.on or
the Dept. of Justice.
'
We are
at war with the most merciless and inhuman
nation in the world. Hundreds of thousands of
its people in this country want to see America
hwniliated and beaten to its knees, and they are
doing and will do everything in their power to
bring this about.

'rake nothing for granted. Energy and alertness
in this direction may save the life of your son,
or husband, or brother.11

'': ,:'
•,)'
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)'1ith ,tha:t kind of ,advice. running 'daily, it is not

\','. :', :· ·.'' ·\i·:<:({;\. <·.-: . , ·.'.·.- .. : . :· '..'', ~--·.pt/,
'-~ ;,..-:sso strange ,,tnab,19,18' s,1w so mi:1.hy cases of people being ac.
.· ..
.
'

.

.

c:used· of prb-"Germanism~ , This kind of. name calling became
;·, ··::i,· ··.:·.'\.: ...i·::.::.-.:·,··>.·· ·..-: ·:·,': .- .. ·,,':,-

. ·:·: ..

so comhton that'.,:ey~n\ual:ly,. in mid-summer of 1918, the
· ~,vrth Dakota. coJnc:il ·of Defense issued a resolution that
',

pJJ~le ;sh'bttcl st6~ using t.he<term "pro-German" . so loosely
Wheh refe:rring to their enemies.

This term should Only be

i,.se<llrt'd~~rie~tion .with those who had been lawfully con. Victe~:~ . ..1:.~ Herald sarcastically headlined .this report
'

'

'

'

l'Be Polite to Pro-Germans. 1112
Many people did take the trouble to turn in suspected spies sometimes for ludicrous reasons.

Helen Ricks

paid her fare all the way to Fargo and back to charge the
family with whom she was living with disloyalty.
.

.

·.

'

,,'...

She was

. .

a teache:r(ih a.rural school in Morton County and had had
her class put on an "entertai.11ment"; the locals thought
she.should use the $26.00 raised to buy a new desk for
herself.

She declined and wanted to use the money to get

Red Cross membership and Red Cross pins for her students
and an American Flag.

Evidently, she was reporting the

family because they were of the people who would have her
buy the desk • 13
Many German-Americans were indicted but not convicted of seditious statements.

The cause of these indict-

ments was similar in tone, to this statement which contains both suspicion of the motives of the government and

·

..,,..·

\
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)·,'..:'

,a true•pro7"6~rmansentiment·and which was allegedly spoken

..,.· ..:by.

A~ ri,./sdh~l:1:ei:t\.
·., \".:,,
':

· 1S

n:~:fthing mbre• thcl.n a figurehead for the

,'

:,

'

\,

__

,'/~ounttli•~ ·· •·'.

.

W'E:l;t''

a:druggist in Mandan, "President Wilson

'

I

j UnkerS

in this

~ea;ce wi'll only be made· while the Kaiser

1nevit:&b1~ · and not to be overplayed.

..·····.·' '.
•'. :-,--, ·, ·,.
'• -.':' ;· ',1:; ',. ,.,. ;-· .•:' ' ' .. \' //."i·. ,, ..

I

Al though it

'

,;

'.

-.:· .

dJ.d
them
more oftsn than did.the other newspapers
-,.- •report
,,
.
.'·,

•,.

•,'';

usied/

i't' s,a\"ed its real editorial lashings for NPL-related

. , . ·.. ·..... ·.. . .•. ·.• .. ·• 14
disloyalty cases.
,,

In'.·a few 'instances I German-Americans were punished
outside.of.the courts enough to gain notice.

These punish-

ments.were.in the form of public humiliations, public
,coercion or scuffles, all .of which resulted in quick recanting
by the pivotal
German-American.
.
.
._

,,

In an article which stated that Willow City had "a
.great patriotic demonstration," the Herald recounted how
several hundred people of that city paraded about because
of n~ws that 500,000 Germans had been captured.

The

crowd eventually surrounded the home of the Diepholder
brothers, local German-American implement dealers who
were suspected of being pro-German; beating tin pans and

60
shout{ng,
:th.e
mob urged the brothers to come out and join
.
.
.
the defuonstJ:~t.i.on.

Eventually, Walter Diepholder rushed

.• .but and attacked .the leaders with a mop.

This angered

them,.. ', and they: chased him back inside where he was able to
')

1oc~

ih~ door..
',)

The mob did not break down his door but

.

<entre~f.ed th~\sheriff to arrest the brothers "e'er another
.. sun ·should set.'.
. were· 'both

II

f6rced

The sheriff did so, and the brothers
publicly to profess their patriotism and

kiss,.the. flag; Walter read a public apology as well.
·Those. who had painted the Diepholder Brothers implement
·building with yellow streaks and epithets went unpunished.
In a less spectacular incident reported February 6, ·
1918, newsman Ed Richter knocked down "mine host" [sic)
Henry Hessling·; proprietor of the I<aiser-hof restaurant
in southwestern North Dakota, for making the remark that
"a good Dutchman should eat white bread on wheatless
days."

·Hessling immediately apologized.· The article
16
heartily approved of Richter's actions.
More typical, and almost as dramatic, were the
"educators."

For instance, the Niagara Loyalty League

which sent out several members to the homes of "slackers"
to explain what the Red Cross did.

In the spring of 1918

they terrified an old Gei::man farmer who had never before
contributed.

Twenty-five carloads of people came to his

house to explain the Red Cross and, if possible, get a
donation.

He gave them $100.00 and his son kissed the

15
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·.flag and said. if necessary he would go to war.
.

.

.

,

.

.

Heraldhea;t:ily
approved
.-,.._____,...
.. ,
.,
. ..
;
.,

·

The

.

of this incident.

The Stutsman

.
.·
_. :, ,_,._·:. /::·:._ ·. -_:,.-.-·./' ' :. ,: .
.... ·.
County·Bar·Assdc1at1on d.i:d ·similar service, but it would

.·., .....

.,

'

_

••

'·

•

'.

',

',

•

"

!

'

...

only s~nd out·tw'oor three solicitors.
.

.

.

'

These two inci-

'

dents were the most prominent examples of the actions of

th.is \~:i.nd· of group i but, during the war, there were sev..

..

·· eraf
· eye

'

'

loyalty organizations 'that raised money and kept an

on

t.he neighbors·.

It seemed apparent that a constant,

.. ac!tivei'<survcitllance
could. legally be undertaken by an in'
.
.

.

.

-

dividual or group, and many took this responsibility very
seriously. 17
'.l'he Grand Forks Herald devoted much publicity to the
larger loyalty clubs that sprang up with the onset of war.
An editorial on April 8, 1917, just two days after the
start of the war, stated that it would be a good idea if
the vote were extended only to those patriots willing to
V

defend their country; in the editorial William Allen White
was quoted,.· "a democracy is only as strong as the trained
patriotism of its citizens. 018
.Purely patriotic organizations were formed almost
daily, arid the Herald reported and lauded all of them,
no matter·how small.

Most of these groups worked to pro-

mote the Liberty Loans, Red Cross and other war related
drives; other~· like the Home Loyalty League of Grand
Forks, which had only thirty-eight members at its inception

',\',,

: :~

.· 'ii\ '

.'

'

/.'

'.
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<\The ,Her'ald' s editors were angered with a resolution

. pasJ~iI•i~f!;:~&,,§t1feC:·couhcil of Defense which arose from
'

'·

',' ;Ii_'.·

'

'

''

'

·;"'··:, ·the
:a:{:i~~'.t~ ~:Jer · the . l~ose usage
· .:·. ,).,;'..'';'.; ?·-')_· :!,:~~;.(.·.,·.'\/\/'.· _·,t,.'f-'t): . <.:·:·- ;···,: ~.·.· ,

of the term pro-German

·' whi'ch was btimaxed w'i th the calling to the council of
· E. A. T~~tevi:n, the.publisher of the Mandan Pioneer in the
,suxruner of 1918~

of ....th~ .......
G:rahd
'.

·.,

··:·, .•

Tostevin shared the anti-NPL sentiments

Forks Herald and the other conservative news-

.

papers.in.the state; he had been called because he had
edltorialized that 15,000 pro-German votes had given
Frazier the victory in 1918.

The council maintained that

his. editorial constituted an attack on the loyalty and
patriotism of the state.
repentant,

Tostevin was emphatically un-

He believed that even though the communities

he charged with pro-Germanism had gone over their quotas
in the Liberty Loan and Red Cross drives, when they got
into the privacy of the voting booth they voted their
feeling as had the German coxrununities in Wisconsin and
in Minnesota showing their disapproval of the attitude
of American in the war by voting for the NPL, not because
they supported its platform but because the League was
obviously more sympathetic to their views.

Tostevin re-

fused to quit using the term pro-German because he said
it fit the case.

He also said that he did not recognize

1: ..
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•.

.

.

diffi~ult·it
would be to censor
'
.
/~' .. •,· ..
'

·

''

·• ,newspapers~.

the incoming out-of-state

These. moves by the Council of Defense were

pop~li~).y called' the flTostevin Resolutions, " but the reso'

.

,,,

'

.

.· lut:i.ohs'. . caused lft.tle ·stir.. The Herald continued to in.

'

.

'

' ''

. ::;i'.:-)}:·:,:\ __· :·'···,·· ' '·, ·.··.·-··:, ', : -....

'.

. ;

· sinUa'te, •broadly, that the. League was pro-German, even
.•'.·

' •• ·• •• : • ,,,_.

··:

_(,

'

·-.<· "f'' ·,,

\·,. ,._ ·.'':-': ,·,·.': ·_1

··.·.·going' so far
.' ' ' .

:)·\:

··:-

.

···.

',

'.. .

as

.. ·.. :-.:, .'_::;.;,:' ·,:,. ·..

,',

'

.

.

.

to have them speaking in heavy German
'

accents iri.a'.riti-Nl>t cartoons.

'\··-.>..'i<.; :_:.)·.(\ ',', _·, .. '

.: .· ·.-i.:,._.:·.·:;· ..

·.· .. .

There is little in the

.. .

Grarid Fork1,f'Jierald to indicate that the "Tostevin Resolu-

•. .• fi6J; ....;ere

~nforced. 20

The State Council had a role in another issue.

The

a<::ti:oriarose over the German language question which
·cattsed·some controversy during the course of the war.

In

· areas .of heavy German-American population, German was
still the •primary language and there was suspicion, par\

ticulariy in those same areas, about what was being
·<,
",

1

tauc;rht

to

children who received their education in the

tongue of the enemy.

The Herald editorialized, under the

heading "One Country, One Lang·uage," that all Americans
should be educated in English; even though this article
was nq:tan overt attack on German, it concluded that "a
good many facts" indicate that the Germans have been
spreading propaganda in America through the Ger.P.10.nlanguage press.

Happily for the Herald a report came

that on J•;:i.•.e 5, 1918 an order was issued by the North
D~kota council of Defense that elementary schools were
:t<.': teach only English and then on June 29 a further order,
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,reportedly from the Council of Defense, proclaimed that
... · all . inst;uCtion

bf

children in German cease in the public

schools and that confirmation classes should also be
taught only in English.

The latter ordt:!r was said to

· .h~v~ b;eri,:15t6hght•,on by the complaint of a hundred citizeni

cd:·,.krriiitc'i. ·;. There was

no indication of any great pub-

.·. lie protisf}>,.in 'fac::t there was no mention of the orders
a.gainuritll t;omonths later when they were rescinded.
Evild~nti.y,,
·
.
' .
'.

'

on~ of
.

,-

.

the head stenographers in the office of

Thomas Allen Box, .head of the council, named Mrs. Emeline
,.

Clayton h,ad taken matters into her own hands and had sent
out· the Orders under . the name of Box and signed the order

.

herself. · .· Attorney General William Langer had looked into
.

th~ matte;r he was the one who gave the details of the
·. ·. presumptuous·. actions of Mrs. Clayton. 21
· Gfand1, Forks
eliminated German from its schools with'
out the aid·· of Emeline Clayton.

The issue of teaching

German in' the state's schools was intermittently discussed
in the·Herald.· The opinions of the editor and articles
published·
on : ''the subject were not against the teaching of
.
of the language but·still found reasons for eliminating
it.

The editor made tlie point just before the start of

the new school term, in September, 1917, that the study
of German was not something that should be associated
with the war, but that French was perhaps the more important language.

A

year later, the Herald reported there
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Freri6h • ert.rol.lment was up, ,however.

...

thEl 4'ues~i6n'

wJs

An indication that

topJ.i::al was the report that the Calvin

•· High debate .. t\:;;?am would engage the local Farmer's Club de-

r.\: ·;. · :. .--. -. -. . -.'._ ·; .:- -

\:J, .

·. ··~'}- _i('.' . ·.: ·:·- .·.·

bate t.eain•over the question---'"Resolved: German should not
·
22
be taught in·the high schools of North Dakota."
The·Her~ld backed the elimination from the Grand
Forks system of three teachers.

The arguments in both

cases, Edith Hoppe and two sisters named Tischhauser, were
concerned not with teaching pro-German propaganda but with
teaching that which was not patriotic or pro-American
enough.

In editorials and in articles the stance of the

Herald was that teachers were "the government's best
agents u and further, that teachers must be full of "real.
loyalty to be effectively persuasive. 1123
Edith Hoppe, a German citizen and a teacher of
German and French, was brought before the Grand Forks
Board of Education in late fall of 1917 and questioned on
why she did not teach patriotism.

Her response was that

there was no occasion for such teaching in her classes.
The Board and the Herald found this excuse unacceptable;
it was pointed out that her parents were in Germany and
most of her male relatives were in the German Army.

The

Board requested her resignation, but she left town before
giving it.

The Herald considered the case closed and
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•· reported sytnpathetically that she had been a popular
.. :
'

.

'

.

.

'

'

'

.· teadh~r. during .her three years in Grand Forks but added
. that ·he£ resignation
was absolutely necessary because her
. '
.· io:Yalties were not appropriate. 24
.

'

.

'

'

.

.. ·.. · .. Later the same school year the more controversial
,c;1se of ·the Tischhauser sisters was decided.

They were

of .German heritage but American citizens by birth, as was

. thel~

fitther: .. their mother had come to America at the

· age of only ii.ine months.
fought in the Civil War.

They had had relatives who
However, at least 242 people

signed a petition against them.

The sisters were vocal

about their :l:eelings 1 they had refused to sing the "Star
Spangled Banne.,r" and had made remarks favorable to Robert
LaFollette, who:~e speech at an NPL conference in St. Paul
had beerihighly c~itical of the government and the big
business interests.

The sisters were allowed to defend

their actions, but the !:fg_,;ald reported nothing of their
defense.

It was more effusive in revealing the case

against them.

Superintendent J. N. Kelly refused to give

them a hearing, but they got one before the school board
where they testified along with some of those who had
complained.· The sisters had been fired shortly before-the reason given by both Kelly and the School Board was
.that there had been "constant nagging instances" of
criticism of the sisters received by the school leaders.
On the basis of .the hearing, the sisters were granted an

.
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.

.

·...

:

investigiit·ion by a committee
to be appointed by the school
'
'

.

'

.

'

board • ... '!'hey went out and visited "a majority of the pat.

_-

.

·'

.

.

rons.who
hav~ or might have children under the instructions
.
.
' .
\

· · of the' wcirrien •. " •· Patrons with definite opinions were almost
evenly divided between those who were strongly for or
again~t .. the sisters.

Those neutral, a majority, said

that th~. effectiveness of the teachers was impaired
so as
:,··,
·to make itu1'.wise to keep them.

The conclusion'~as that

the firing was just because "they have been more or less
.trouble ever since they became connected with schools."
The committee could not find evidence to bring disloyalty
charges, however, such as had, apparently, been insinuated in the petition against the two women.

So, the sis-

ters lost their jobs and their names did not appear in
the Herald for the rest of the war period. 25
The Herald's report on Reverend Fontana, his sedition trial and its aftermath, is an example of the bias of
the newspaper clearly delivered.

The Herald included in

full as evidence an argument which was thown out in court:
that Kaiser Wilhelm had presented a Bible to Fontana and
his church in New Salem sometime previous to November,
1916, and the argument of the District Attorney that this
was like noting that a bank robber had bought dynamite
before blowing up the bank.

The paper gave full coverage

to the evidence presented against Fontana and included
very little of his defense except his statement that he
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'«as·too

poe>r
.

to buy American Liberty Bonds.

·.' ',...... .

.

'

The bulk of

.

the testimorty made it clear that ever stnce the United
'

::

.

'.

States.had..g~tten into war Fontana had prayed publicly
.for the end of the war betweeri the "old Fatherland and the
'new. 1126 . However, statements made by Fontana before the
war·were rememb~red by hostile witnesses; the most damag. ing was the . testimony .by J. L. Kling which was fully recorded.

orhe

iast article closed by noting with disgust

,how many of the witnesses spoke broken or no English, and
.'
d rat
f sta
. t us was. 27
watth eir
h

It was with much greater annoyance and with accusations.of treachery that the Herald greeted the news, a
niorith later, that Fontana had been retained as pastor of
his church by a vote of 57-22 and, furthermore, was being
honor~d.by.his synod, the German Evangelical Synod of
North oa:kota, by being invited to be the principal speaker
at the dedication of a rebuilt church of the synod at
Hebron, North. Dako'ti.

This article concluded that surely

those who publicly support a convicted disloyalist must
. ·be disloyaiists
themselves.
.
'

.

"All the Germans who backed

Fontana.· :_;hould be put under careful scrutiny,
edi to·:. ialized, 11

II

the Herald

watchers will have ample evidence to

regJ.rd him as an alien enemy, masquerading it may be,
under the thin disguise of a paper American citizenship. 1128
The Herald described John Wishek as the King of the
Germans.

Typically, the Herald presented the charges

70
.. :aga{nst wishek .in rriuch greater .aeta.i1 than it did his
\:i.efense. C. P'. Burns tad testified that Wishek had advised· him to sell his cattle because "$30,000 wouldn't be
worth much

if the 'G:rma:ns

whipped us."

Also, Wishek had

supposedly .said in a response to a question about Liberty
B6nds, )'bh, no.

That is just a bluff, it is the high-ups

who want·to get some money out of the Germans in this
country•;"

Later Wishek reportedly said, "We must buy

·bonds to.buy peace with the government."

Less likely for

a man who had recently run for Governor was the testimony
1129
that Wishek said "We Germans must together stick.
There were other similar examples of testimony reported
in the Herald, including something Wishek had allegedly
said that was so coarse it had to be written down and
handed to the judge; this was struck as evidence in the
court.

An interesting aspect of this case was the testi-

mony of a man named Esswein who had been in Ashley, the
home town of Wishek, posing as a real estate man but later
revealing that he was a government agent.

The testimony

of Esswein, the strongest anti-Wishek statement, was given
full coverage in the Herald.

Esswein claimed that Wishek

had admitted that he had been opposing the government and
hac explained about the difficulties of being a good
American citizen in a German community.

Further, the

basement of Wishek's bank was regarded as a meeting place
for plotters.

Esswein also denied much that Wishek has

71.
testified in his own behal£; none of the testimony of
Wishek was ever :reported, including his reply on the following day.to what Esswein had said.

Nevertheless,

Wishek's image relayed through the coverage was that of a
very powerful figure.

It was alleged that he frequently

offered suggestions to his attorneys and was much on his
own in his defense.

The newspaper reported that Wishek

and his banks had bought $65,000 worth of Liberty Bonds or
28 percent of the bonds sold in McIntosh County.

He had

also offered loans at reduced rates for the purpose of
buying Liberty Bonds and had given lectures on the reasons
for buying bonds, presumably to the German-Americans.

A

few days later when Amidon discharged the jury, the
Herald implied that the charges had been brought by rival
bankers and others in the community who resented, apparently, ·the power Wishek held; but the article in the
Herald found it significant that so many of the defe11se
witnesses did not speak English.

30

An incident indicative of the fea,

and irrationality

of the time and also indicative of the ambiguity of the
new patriotic morals faced by even so loyal a tabloid as
the Grand Forks Herald occurred over an incident of vandalism in Bismarck.

It had become a conunon practice sur-

reptitiously to paint buildings, particularly newspaper
buildings, yellow for reasons of perceived unpatriotic
behavior.

Incidents of this kind had taken place in
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.Garrison; Minot, McHenry, and Devils Lake prior to the
· Bismarck episode. · The Minot Daily News building was
painted when a riot occurred because the Daily News had
.printedah~xtra edition in the middle of the night which
contradicted an extra issue at midnight by the Minot
Independent .'\'ihich said that the Britis1. were holding the
· ·. . ·· .•... · ·
31
line .against.the Germans.
·. In roid;...July, 1918, in Bismarck, a paint brigade had
been covertly painting out "Bismarck" on signs and writing messages such as "To Hell with his block-headed Hun,
What did he ever do for us" and "change the name of the
city to something decent."

A few days later, three Bis-

marck boys who confessed to the vandalism were rounded up.
The article in the Herald was sympathetic to them, making
a reference to Bismarck as the IIGerman Iron Chancellor."
This incident proved .the impetus for letters from all
over the country to Bismarck demanding that the name be
changed.

A Herald article suggested that had the paint

been some color other than yellow there would likely have
been little protest by residents of Bismarck.

The de-

fense offered for not <::hanging the name was that Bismarck
really was a great man and that a name change would be expensive.

In an extraordinary article three days later,

the Teutonic background of the name and heritage of the
city was denied; headlined "Bismarck not named by Huns"
the article reported that Bismarck had been named by
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Yankee merchants eager to attract German capital into the
"new·Chicago."

Much less.believable is the assertion that

there were only 200 German-Russians in Bismarck, and the
Vast majority of the citizens of Bismarck came from other.
states.

On July 31, the Herald printed the letter "home"

of·George Winship, former publisher of the paper, who often wrote his views down and sent them back to Grand Forks
from his.retirement place; he praised the "Capital City
.paint brigade" and went on with an att.ack on German
''Kultur" that is astounding in its conjecture, even by
the standards of the Herald.

To paraphrase his letter:

The devilish teachings of German "Kultur" in this, as well
as in other peace loving countries, is disseminated in the
German language schools, church and press and through the
German-American Alliance--"It is the revelation of the German Kultur .in our land which has spurred people of America
to prompt and effectual action; and now, in consequence,
the danger becomes less and less each day."
this was publ1.shed in the Herald.

No reply to

With its super patri-

otism it is not surprising the Grand Forks Herald was
):;forth Dakota's most vigilant newspaper of the German
"Kul tur. "
II
The Bismarck Tribune took a more moderate stance
than the Grand Forks Herald throughout the war but more

74
conservative than the Fargo Courier News.

It reported

the .cases o:f coercion or violence committed against North
Dakota's Germari .... Americans like the Panburn-Bohnet incident in Bentley near Mott; but, in general, stories of
dramatic humiliations of German-Americans were much less
likely to appear.

33

At the beginning of the war, articles designed to
·show logical reasons for United States entry were common.
Typical was a letter to the editor by Mr. C. Kotzenabe
stating that the United States was making war on German
"junkerism" and totalitarianism.

Also, a front page re-

port on April 19, 1917 said "Bismarck Pledges Fealty"-not against Germany but against aristocratic militarism
which ignores the rights of the people.

In thesP, sarly
.:

'";

months the Tribune seemed generally much less eag"''C than
the Herald to force patriotism on one and all but chose
34
to try to bring it around with reasonable ai:JUment.
The Tribune also hoped that the war would forever
banish the "hyphen" and foresaw patriotic celebration as
the key .to this accomplishment.

To encourage such cele-

brations the Tribune publicized many patriotic rallies
even in very·samll towns.

Also, examples of patriotism

by German-Americans appeared often in the first months
of the war.

Two examples:

the Golden Valley school

dropped German from its curriculum, and Germans in Dunn
Center renounced the Kaiser.

35
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However, later that summer of 1917 the Tribune began
carrying more stories of German disloyalists who were
forced to kiss the flag.

More dramatically, it chose to

attack.the Nord Dakota Herold, a German language newspaper, 6iting Tribune translations of three articles it believed to be disloyal.

On August 11, 1917 the two news-

papers .broke·off relations, the editor referring to the
Herold as hreptillian matter.''

John Nadalski, editor of

the Herold, demanded a retraction of the Tribune's
charges.

The Tribune replied that its translation might

not have been correct but that it \-Jas the only one they
had because the Herold would not supply another.

The edi-

tor also conjectured that the German press with few exceptions was not aiding the nation and concluded "let
them go back to Germany if they like it so much.

1136

But, again, stories of German-Americans who were
charged with sedition were often offset with stor.ies of
the liberal buying

of Liberty Bonds by Germans and their

loyalty in other ways.

37

In January, 1918, the Tribune reported with lit~le
comment that the State Board of Education voted unanimously t0 drop German from all schools under its jurisdiction which did not include the various public schools
controlled by local boards.

Dr. Edwin F. Ladd, President

of the Agricultural College, proposed the ban, and it was
seconded by Neil C. McDonald, the NPL-endorsed state
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superintendent of public instruction.

McDonald reportedly

said, "I think it is impossible for a child to study the
German language and literature without becoming imbued
with the imperialistic spirit characteristic of Germany
and so hostile to our Democracy.

1138

There was little more about German-Americans until
March, 1918, when the paper published a report of the
small German-American town of Zap and its small neighboring community of Expansion.

On successive days the news-

paper reported that some boys in Expansion had defiled
a Lincoln's birthday party by taking down the flag and
stepping on it ar.d tearing up Lincoln's picture.

However,

illustrative of the newspaper's refusal to portray the
German-Americans as completely pro-German, Reverend

c.

P. Schmidt of Zap was interviewed as a corollary

story.

Although he said that he would like to start a

German-language parochial school he hastened to add that
he had urged his congregation to take lots of liberty
bonds .

.Much less common at this time were articles like

the story of Dr. Joseph C. Grew, counselor to United
States embassies in Germany for nine years, who referred
to a "Hunnish character" which he surruned up as anti?unerican, cruel, capable of atrocities and also inconsi:,, cent.
Again, reports of successful loyalty meetings of
German-American'-' At Jamestown and Bismarck were more
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comtnon than anti.:.Germa:n reports. ' Both meetings were front
/ ' ,39\ •
· page news. · · ····
a

In April,·· 1918,. the

Tribune carried many stories

showing the loyal SE!btimehts of German-Americans and
,G,erman-Russians. •:A.good. example is the story of a German-

.

.:i·

Russian wedd:i.ng in Bisrilarck which turned into a Liberty
Bond buying fest.

.The people from "south of the track"--

the German-Russians--subscribed double which impressed
the people selling,bonds immensely.

40

The next time significant attention was paid to
German~Americans came during the primary election in June
1918.

'1.'he Tribune was interested in getting as much of

the German vote as possible for the faction opposed to the
NPL.

The newspaper worried that League campaign speeches

in German may have made unjust claims about teaching
German in schools.

These campaign speeches the Tribune

surmised, were probably claims that the "Old Guard" would
eliminate the German language from all schools.

The news-

paper claimed that the voting records of the two years
previous showed no pro-NFL bent among the state's Germans, but a large League vote would mean one of two
things:

that the League's economic stand had won new ad-

herents there, or that the League stand on the war had
appealed to the Germans, thus German support for the
League showed disapproval of the national administration.
This editorial concluded that it would not be fair to
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say that increased strength for the League in German counties meant that the people there were pro-German, but
the.article certainly implied that such a conclusion was
not impossible if the NPL showed unwarranted strength
. there. 41
In the same issue the editor went farther in attempting to influence the German vote.

Under the heading

"Vote As You would Shoot," he stated, "th€rr, .is only one
issue--Loyalty.''

He said that there was a need for a

united front and declared those who had not mastered English were just "ap much enemies of America as the Huns who
face our boys in the trenches."
poli ticans who

'l'he editorial deplored

stooped to bargain for their votes saying,

"Enemy aliens" must be assimilated, interned or sent home
to their own kind.

It concluded:

It would be a crime to. permit them, voting as
Americans, to name public officers pledged to
serve the Kaiser. This vote must be watched.
We know where to i >.. d these alien enemy communities, when we find where their vote goes we will
have reason to suspect a bargain with the Kaiser
and any man guilty of serving such trucking cannot serve an American people.42
The editor used the term "dummheit," German stupidity
which governs "Kultur."

The editor roar ed, "Th eon 1 y way

to get it out of their heads is to shoot it out. 1143
This type of anti-German ranting was rare in the
Tribune and was undoubtedly brought on by the frustration
that the editor felt at the inevitability of NPL victory
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ifr th:a:t primary.

.And indeed, the NPL did win by a wide

margin.
Later, in another example of how the Bismarck
Tribune differed in tone from the Grand Forks Herald, the
Tribune reacted to the·· '.'Tostevin Resolutions."

Obvi-

ously, the newspaper wa;~ sympath.etic to the plight of
Mandan editor Tostevin, ·but it did not take the vicious
, .·stand against the state council of defense that the
44
·Grand Forks Herald did.
Mid-summer of 1918 th,~ Tribune bore the conclusion
of the ·story of the "yellow-paint brigade."

The Tribune

did not give the tacit approval to the vandalism that the
Grand Forks Herald had.

,The names of the· three young

vandals were printed in the newspaper; as they were underage the police did not know quite what to do with them.
The next day the mother of one of the boys came in to
the editor's office with her son and demanded an apology
for putting his name in the paper.

The editor replie::1

that she should give that boy a job and become a more
responsible parent, and he would not be out galavanting
,

.

an d d au b ing paint.
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In the case of neither Wi.shek nor Fontana were the
reports so excessively one-sided 2s they had been reported in the Grand Forks Herald.

The 'l'ribune printed

some of the testimony of the defense in both cases and
showed some sympathy to Wishek in particular. 46
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In August, 1918, a much better explanation for the
· elimina.tion .of .the order to end German teaching in all
North·Da.kota: schools appeared.

After the order was pub-

lished in·· newspapers across the state in May there was no
more said about it until a complaint about a private
German-language religious school in Amenia came to the
County SU:p~:r:intendent of Cass County, J.

w.

Riley.

Inter-

este.cl residents of the area tried to get some guidance
from the Council of Defense which replied to them but
did not mention the order.

The interested residents de-

cided that the council was trying to skirt this potentially volatile incident until after the pri~ary election.
In the middle of June a local committee found Council
Secretary Thomas Box in Fargo and insisted on an explanation.

Box said he was not sure but would check on it and

.enforce it if it were true.
from him.

The committee heard nothing

After the primary the county superintendent

appealed to Attorney General William Langer and Box who
verified the order.

Later, the superintendent used the

order to shut down another German-Language school.

When

the Germans complained Langer decreed that the superintendent had exceeded his authority.

When Riley protested

that he was only following orders, Langer aqreed and said
that the person to blame was the stenographer, Mrs.
Emeline Clayton who had misinterpreted the action of the
Council of Defense.

The Tribune conceded that this was a

,.
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.-delicate;. matter.'. but. )nade the. point that this showed the
' ·,. '-<.: :/-..:.·: t:/"i,'' _,' ·.:,

,,

-.· ' :

~

:

1

confusic,11 'a'r\d 1ibk 6:f communication among the members of
a very important body.
the in:'cic'l.Eint ·

ai' fhe

A month later the editor used

bas is for at tacks on the Council.
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,An interesting story presented without comment,
\

·/
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'

\

'
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!

'

'

,'

also appeared in August, 1918.

Dr. Peter Alexander Speek

·of the Div:i.sion of Rural Developments of the Carnagie
Foundation of Americanization found in some predominantly
Ger;:rt\a.11 cireas 6f North Dakota that immigrants from countries other than Germany were "Germanized" and spoke Ger.·

man rather than English.
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Also in August the question of a name change for
Bismarck was debated often, although the Tribune did not
take an editorial position on the issue.
49
by September.

The debate died

In the last two months of the war the Tribune became very harsh in its attacks on the German l&nguage,
reversing its earlier more tolerant stand.

It is evident

that the editorial staff had decided that the Council's
permission to allow German schools was an example of
disloyalty which might be exploited.

No longer did the

editor worry that his stand would lose German votes for
the conservative side.

The Bismarck Tribune became much

more like the Grand Forks Herald, using aggressive editorials which seemed to brook no compromise any longer
between the way the German-Americans of North Dakota had
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.lived before the war and the demands of total patriotism.
·.· The important election in November of that year was prob. i;'\bly .. as much responsible for the tone of these attacks as
was the generally heightened spirit of ,.)atriotism.
The editor used Amidon's harangue against Fontana
in.~he first of these editorials on August 29 as the basis
for the first thrust at Langer and the Council of Defense.
The editor threatened that the "boys will return and take
you to the b:1r of terrible judgment" who in their absence
had aided in the perpetuation of foreignness.

The editor

· singled out Langer, inevitably referring to him as "Wilhelm. 1150
On September 7 it printed an editorial from the
Mandan Pioneer which saw no reason why one could not ban
the German language in private religious schools because
"Young Americans must be trained to think in the Americar:
language for only in that way can we train up men and
women who will be thoroughly American."

On September 11

a similar editorial from Nebraska was presented, urging
51
unity by banning the German language.
A day later the editor exhorted the "Americans of
German blood" not to fall into the trap of voting for the
League--presumably because of the foreign language issue-because .the two real issues were equal suffrage--which
the editorial implied the Germans were against--and the
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NPL's refusal to include in their platform an endorsement
52
· .
o f W1' l son an d h'is war po 1 1c1es.

A few days later the Tribune again took up its
attack on the teaching of German in school and added as
a target Philander Priestly Claxton, United States Commissioner of E~ucation, who said, "I consider the nationwide movement to eliminate the German language from public
schools and ordinary affairs of social and commercial
life, a form of hysteria and oppose such a course."
editor called for his dismissal.

The

Claxton, a former pro-

fessor of German who had studied in Germany, continued to
be a frequent target right up until the end of the war,
but he managed to survive the onslaught and served until
The rage against Claxton, a rnember of the Wilson

1921.

government, may have upset the editor because it gave
Langer and the Council some official backing for defending the German language which would offset the arguments
of Amidon in the Fontana case on which the Tribune re. d so l1eav1·1 y. 53
1 ie

Finally, indicative of the fundamental change in
the tone of the Bismarck Tribune was its October 4 editorial which stated that we were at war with the German
people.

They are the "ones killing us and maltreating

our boys who are prisoners of war."

The editorial con-

cluded that they are as truly ''Hunnish'' in their behavior as is their government.

A

companion editorial
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exclaimed "the German fatherland is where resounds the
German tongue."

The Kaiser had said, the editorial con-

tinued, "He who speaks German is German. 1154
So, by the end of the war the Bismarck Tribune's
attitude toward German-Americans and the German language
had changed from moderate tolerance to one even more intolerant than the Grand Forks Herald's.

III
In contrast to the Bismarck Tribune and the Grand
Forks Herald, whi~h were conservative politically, the
Fargo Daily Courier-News was owned and operated by the
radical Nonpartisan League.

Herbert E. Gaston, who would

later write a history of the League, edited the paper.
His editorials an::.;wered with strong wording the accusations and arguments of the other two newspapers although
they lacked the extreme vehemence of the Grand Forks
Herald.
The day after war was declared, the editor stated
the war aims of the NPL.

The war was not going to be

against the German people, nor for money, nor for national patriotism:

''The world can not be freed from the

curse of warfare staged for king and commerce until the
strong nations are willing to make sacrifices to protect
the weak from aggression.''

The newspaper's editorials, in

general, reflected this idea that the war was idealism
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triumphant:~ a chance for human:i.ty 's, hopEi to triumph through

for

death,

the war would free the German people from

tyrarihy: , This point, freedom from tyranny, was pointedly
madef~ti.d remade in parallels between the war and the NPL's
.
"B'ig B'iz. .,55
.s t rugg 1 e agai~st
The newspaper reported in the first week of the war
that Attorney General Langer telephoned the states attorneys to demr.:id. that all German clubs, Vere ins, report all
members or others they knew who were under suspicion of
being disloyal to the United States.

He called upon all

Germans to take every step to stamp out sedition and
added that special officers were watching men in Emmons
County.

Langer warned that arrests for distributing sedi-

tious literature and other seditious activity were likely
to be made in a few days.

This kind of article was not

likely to appear in the other two 1,wspapers because
Langer was a "League" man at the time.
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The Courier-News printed the stories of sedition
charges and the registration of German aliens, but articles that demonstrated the paper's opposition to hysteria at the beginning of the war were equally common.
For instance, in mid-April, 1917, North Dakota Insurance
Commissioner H. A. Olsness said that he would endeavor to
protect American branches of German insurance companies
from unwarranted attack.
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In editorials the Courier-News hoped for a "Wilsonian" peace· "right now," preferably before Germany would
be crushed,

The editor saw a long and costly war ahead

and hoped the German people would revolt to stop the
eventual ruin of their country.

The cost tCJ the United

States, he hoped, would be shared by the wealthy as well
as the.common people through conscription of wealth.
These two themes pervaded editorial comment in the early
months Of the war.
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The Courtier-News anticipated the ''Tostevin Resolutions," which made illegal accusations of pro-Germanism
without a court's conviction, when it editorialized about
"Beware of Mob Spirit" and misdirected fervor.

Gaston

argued that agencies of the government which were trained
to handle "ill-doers" do so.

This editorial surely would

never have run in the Grand Forks Herald.

The same edi-

torial contained reasons to learn foreign languages including German.
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News coverage of any anti-war feeling

among Germans in North Dakota during the summer of 1917
was slim.

A confused and distraught anti-war letter

from Mrs. A. A. Liederbach of Killdeer claimed that fifteen young men of Ashley had not registered for the draft
and reported a few other cases of ''slackers.''

It was

not clear whether these men were German-Arnericans. 60
The Courier-News offset these·stories much more
forcefully than even the Bismarck Tribun~ with long

87
accounts of Germans or Austro-Hungarians doing great war
wo:::-k as soldiers or on the home front.

One example,

Anton Harry Dusinger, a printer for the Minot Messenger,
had joined the National Guard to fight his relatives because the United States was so good to him.

Another

story focused on Ferdinand Pischer, a German-Russian of
limited English speaking ability, who was a great success as National Guard recruiter.
worked in the Minot area.

He was from Sawyer and

A German station agent in

Minto was eager to join the service but was barr3d be. .
t 61
cause h e was not a citizen
ye.

Later in the summer a man from Hannaford became
the first to be convicted of draft evasion in North
Dakota, and he was sentenced to sixty days.

He claimed

that he had been out on the farm and had not heard about
registration.

The courier-News editorialized the next

day that ignorance was responsible for the unpatriotic
act and that the governm2nt could insure his patriotism
by educating him and g~ving him a good life.
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During the autumn of 1917 editorial comment and reporting on the questions of Germans in America were almost exclusively defensive oft.ho German-Americans and
aggr2ssively opposed to autocracy in Germany and ''elsewhere."

This latter stand included a continued editorial

campaign to show the foolishness of the accusations of
disloyalty by the conservative press.

L, an editorial
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entitled "Sedition" the editor stated that there would
very likely be real traitors with which to deal in this
war; the country should not accuse those "who have merely
adopted a wrong view and perversely cling to it" because
many of these men would gladly give their lives for their
country.

The enemy of America and the friend of Germany

according to Gaston, were those who caused internal
strife by calling sedition at every opportunity.

The

editor concl11ded that these people were probably not real
traitors either, but "they are more likely merely fools."
Reports of the loyalty of German-Americans came periodically during that fall.

Two examples were the statements

from the stat0.s' attorneys of Slope and Traill counti.es
who reported loyalty in their counties and across the
state.
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The editor continued to be taken with the idea of

fighting for ordinary Germans to free them from autocracy.
A series of articles from different sources dealing with
the handling of German prisoners-of-war revealed this
tendency.

In an editorial on October 27, 1917, Gaston

pointed out that the German prisoners of war were overjoyed to be out of the "inferno" and in America.

A letter

to the editor suggesting that the German prisoners should
be put to work on North Dakota farms helped prompt an
editorial that the "melting pot" process was better
achieved in small towns than in the neighborhoods of

89
cities like'New York.
.

This was followed a week later in

.

. mid..:Novembet by the theory of Professor Paul Koenig of
the University of Minnesota that kindly instruction
wotlld free Germans from a rigid system which restricted
independent thought.
'···.. ,::

The freedom to develop themselves

tll~tAmerica offered would swiftly win them over.
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A little over a month later in January, 1918, the

editor expressed further his feeling for the Germans.
Whereas the Grand Forks Herald and Bismarck Tribune invariably referred to the registration of German or
Austro-Hungarian citizens as "Enemy Alien Registration,"
the Courier-News left out the word enemy.

The editor

further stated that no odium was attached to the process
and that these people should not be hated.

To the

aliens he remarked that they should be cognizant of the
. t y in
. wh'ic h th ey 1 1.ve
· d wh en voicing
· ·
· ·
65
socie
opinJ.ons.
From the NPL newspaper in Bismarck, the Paladium,
came an editorial printed on January 10 in the CourierNews calling the proposed name change of Bismarck "illadvised and childish to an extreme'' since Bismarck was a
"big man" whom Kaiser Wilhelm had removed.

Besides,

argued the editor, it would still be the same town and
.

the change would be very expensive.
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More important was the complete report on the
decision of the State Board of Education to prohibit all
German teaching in schools under its jurisdiction, which
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did not include all the schools of the state.

However,

the board recommended. that all local school boards do
likewise.

The resolution was divided into parts which

illuminated the reasoning of the board.

First, it con-

jectured that in parts of the state children have little
· chance tdhear good·English.

SE:cond, in studying German,

childreh may get the wrong impression of this war.

Third,

the.study of French and Spanish were equally important
...•. ~ndirtiore appropriate at that timP..

German was really

only use.ful in the study of science and did not need to
be stitdied until one was in college.
'l'he newspaper sought responses in this action by
interviewing Fargo Superintendent of Schools Arthur Deamer
and Cass County Superintendent J. W. Riley, who, later,
.featur.ed so prominently in the German school closing in
Amenia.

Deamer seemed unconvinced but sympathetic to the

action..

He noted that German had been taught in the

Fargo schools for fifteen years by a local German society
eager to spread the language and culture, but Deamer was
not sure that he .would eliminate German from the curriculum partly because German enrollment was down by a third
anyway and seemed to be dying on its own.

Riley, on the

other hand, said that the state board of education policy
was a blow to loyal German-Americans and also ignorant
because the United States was fighting "Kaiserism" not
the German people.

'l'he study of German in county schools
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was elective, not forced upon students.
. cited his

own

loyal record:

Riley then re-

he had a son in the service,

and he had been involved in punishing those who did not
show proper respect for the flag, a reference to the von
Bank case.

Fargo schools decided to eliminate German I

for the 1918-1919 school year but to continue German Ir.
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.The Courier-News was as confused as almost everyone
else on the German language issue.
the same story on Reverend

c.

In early March it ;t"an

P. Schmidt of Zap that the

Bismarck Tribune had with the additional comment that he
was a. "patriotic rector" because he urged his congregation
to subscribe to the Liberty Loan.

Jt also commented that

if Schmidt received permission from the county superintendent, he would bi.: '.:ell within his rights to open a
Lutheran German language school.

A month later following

the publication of the Council of Defense resolution banning German teaching, the editor contended that teaching
German would be "bad" because of students possibly being
imbued with "Kultur."

He continued that it would be bet-

ter to abolish it now and start a prog:cam of rure language, no culture, when the time became more propitious.
The editorial was undoubtedly prompted by the need of an
official Nonpartisan organ to defend the Nonpartisan
Council of Defense, but even so it indicated the necessity of the League to come more in line with the thinking of the super patriots.

By July, 1918 the Courier-News
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was entitling the article on the closure of the Amenia
Lutheran school "State Stops Use of School for Hun Language." 68
The Courier-News reported on all the trials in
about the depth as did the Bismarck Tribune.

It printed

in some detail some of the anti-war bombast of GermanAmericans arrested under the Espionage Act, as in the case
of Methodist minister W. IL Herbig from the Jamestown
area.

Herbig was arrested and bail was set at $1,000

for arguing that "Germany was selected by God through
Martin Luther to convert the world and when the people
drifted away, the Lord decided to punish [them)."

He also

explained why Russia, England, France, the United States,
Mexico, Belgium and Serbia got what they deserved.

This

was one of the more extreme examples of pro-German
speech, but United States Marshall

c.

five German-Americans from central

North

P. Scott arrested
Dakota and two

others from northwestern North Dakota for similar statements.

In response to these cases Judge Amidon allowed

demurrer because mere utterance of such sentiments under
the Espionage Act was not a crime as it was under the
later Sedition Act.

Because they were not accused 11nder

the new act, finding them guilty would be breaking the
law and that would be disloyal.

The othe::~ reason they

were not guilty was that someone eligible for military
service had to be present.

The newspaper quoted this
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reasoning at much greater length than had the two conser. 69
vative papers.
Once the summer of 1918 .was well under way and
political races became more important, questions of
German..-American loyalty or disloyalty receded further into the background.

The courier-News refuted the notion

·. that. the German-American vote had carried the Nonpartisan
League to victory in the . June 1918 primary.
.

It held that

the Independent Voters Association had also campaigned
in the German tongue, something the conservative newspapers had chosen to ignore.

The editor concluded "every-

body knows what the real issues are and all else is the
rankest political buncombe."

The rural German vote had

gone to the NPL, but the urban German vote had gone to
the tVA:

The next day the editor asked why, if North

Dakota had gone pro-German with its election of Nonpartisan Leaguers was its record of war work so good.
In the next week the newspaper editorialized very strongly
against Tostevin as he went before the Council of Defense.70
Whether or not

by design a letter to the editor

and an article, both on the loyalty of North Dakota Germans, ran a few days after the printing of the Fontana
decision.

The denunciation of Fontana was printed on

the editorial page, and the editor endorsed the decision
heartily.

He followed his endorsement with a long caution
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bn settin9
the proper environment.
'
.

''

He thought it would

be wrong· to tak_e power from local boards and put it into
the· hands of.Americanism-flaunting groups.

Again, the

Germ~n issu~ seemeid secondary to the ongoing battle between·. ~he, Nonpartisans and the "old guard."
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The,concl'u'sion of the story of the two boys from
the Zap area.who tore down the flag and Lincoln's picture.waS,rec::orded on August 20.

Judge Amidon lectured

the boys, Christian Jod and a youth named Miller, and
their parents on respect for the flag and American institutions but found them not guilty of a crime.
, . · ·.
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In. another example of lenience Amidon allowed a

man named Johnson to go free after paying a fine of $200
to the Red Cross.

Johnson had tried to bribe the draft

board with $500 to keep his son out of the army.

He was

an old man who remembered this practice from the Civil
War. 73
After the Council of Defense reversed itself on the
closing of all German language schools in the state the
news?aper printed a defense of Thomas Allen Box, secretary c;,f. '.:.he Council, emphasizing his war work in adminis74
tratlo: .,·,nd that he had five sons in the military.
·, ,·. c-_he fall the Courier-News counter-attacked the
conservatives on the issue of campaigning in German.
Stephen Doyle, the "old guard'' candidate for governor,
had 5,000 German language cards printed with his message
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at the offices of the Volks-zeitun'.i!_ in St. Paul whose editor had been sentenced to Leavenworth for sedition.
'

'

The

'

editor then blasted the opposition in two different editorials for' im~lying to the German voter that he was not
100 -percent unless he voted for them~

The editor reminded

, th:d;rman--.A.mericans that they had been called disloyal, .i'sts by :this group at, the time of the primary. 7 5
:: .-, : .. " '.·-<::.-·; ..,-:.. /, _·._i/.:·· .

,Although' the Courier-News changed its stand on the

Germa.t111ri~\i'Jge.i.ssue and the elimination of German hyphenat~ i::ommun.i'i:l~s in a:ccordance with the dictate of the
.·

,,

.

.

'

Council and the judgment_of Amidon in the Fontana case,
.

·.

,'

"\.

:'.

'

..

,'the,•riews]?apet was more, sympathetic to the plight of the
. -..
.,;--. ·''
German~Airl~r:i.Can's, - however, than the Gr_and Forks Herald
'

.

and cl.i.dnot,end the war-degrading all things German as
,,

'

did the Bi!'.itnarck Tribune.

IV

The,Germans in North Dakota did not openly rebel
against the war.

By the same token, North Dakota of-

ficials treated the German-Americans quite fairly considering 'the-circumstances.

A sampling of the other news-

papers also present the picture of dutiful GermanAmericans entering into the American war effort with
little protest and some vigor.
McKenz~e County Chronicle

One example, the weekly

reported the disbandment of the

Williston German Club within the first week of war, as
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'President:

,.J '

::'

.Wr, R. · Saler

explained, "When it is a question

·. betwe:ri ;d{:~-~ten.te an~ Germany our sympathies are with
Gsl'.'many. ·.• But between Germany and the United States, our
natu:i~1 sympathy i~ with America as a matter of course. 1176
I

Two German-.language newspapers, the Staats-Anzeiger
'

,,,

,'

/

:,

'

of Bismarck, the largest German newspaper and the Hebron
Herald, which ,printed in both English and German followed
the pattern of the Fargo Courier-News.

They justifi.ed the

war on the grounds that it would bring victory for democratic forces in the fatherland and possibly a revival
of Christianity.

The incident of the Bismarck Tribune

finding the Nord Dakota Herold guilty of sedition and the
general distrust of the German press exhibited by other
elements in society helped ensure that the German-language
press would be discreet about any opposition that it might
have had to the war.

For instance, the Hebron Herald,

sympathetic to the NPL, printed mostly in German before
the war; by the war's end the only part in German was the
local newi, and even this was translated into English in
the same issue.

This newspaper advocated a patriotic

line pers?nified by its effusive support for such Germanlanguage loya~~y lecturers as Professor Alfred E. Koenig
of the Universi·:~y of Minnesota and Dr. Karl Mathie. 77
An interesting incident occurred in the German
region of North Dakota early in the war and was reported
in some detail by the newspapers there.

The Mandan
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.Pioneer r,ei.ated f.hat in Mercer county, Audi tor Carl
Semmler andi'.:~h~riff William Haevischer were removed from
office f6:tsl.ispicion of exempting Germans and others with
CehtraJ.

Powers'· sympathies

from the draft.

Semmler re-

portedly responded by telling an unidentified man over
thei.;hbrte tha.t · "It's a dirty American trick" because the
·... ;e~n\~~i:i paid over 80 percent of the taxes in the county
.

.. and y~i. did not sit on boards of importance.

Semmler sup-

posE:idly presided over draft examinations in a way that
U.S. Secret Service men declared unpatriotic and disloyal.
Semmler allegedly stated, "The only thing they have
·agaihstus is that we are pro-German."

Semmler, Haevischer

and County Judge Henry Sagehvrn, who was forced out a~
well, were replaced by J. J. Harris, Dean M. Helland and
78
Dr. L •• G. Eastman.
The Be.ulah Independent was so opposed to the use of
the German language that it advocated, with the Dickinson
. Pres.s, the enforcement of prohibition of all languages
except English.

It went further, a month later, arguing

that it would be a good idea if all the world spoke
English as other languages required so many words to say
the same thing as one word of English.

Its editor, A. D.

Brown, was so concerned about loyalty that he editorialized, "If a m,--i is not a good American after having a
fair chance the rope should not be spared."

Staunchly

anti-NPL and pro-100 percent loyalty, Brown nevertheless
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felt that German farmers would prove by words and deeds
"that they want their children and wives to speak the
language of this country" leading to the reading of "some
standard American magazine" eventually, the process would
culm:i.nate in "true" Americans and the editor was willing
to help in this process if possible.
language newspapers were not
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The German-

found seditious at any point

in the war, but did change to a tone more declarative of
their loyalty as the war continued, much in the manner of
the Fargo Courier-News.
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CHAPTER IV
The political battle. for control of the state was
a heated one, and neither·side was above accusations of
sedition.or disloyalty to try to sabotage the opposit::.on.
The ''old line" conservatives accu~dd the NPL of sedition
because the,League was affiliated with many national
· figures who were undoubtedly pacifists; also, the League. controlled state government failed to pass strong antidisloyalty laws as had many other state governments; and
the NPL was
nbt as enthusiastic, in general, about the
,,
war as t:he "old gang."

The League attacked the conserva-

tives, lecturing that profiteering and "big biz" in the
United States were like autocratic rule; and the NPL
·.mocked the conservat.i.,es' hatred for "Kaiserism" and love
of democracy as false patriotism.

The League's spokes-

men often declared that the rise of the NPL was democracy
of the purest kind, and the "old guard" could not stand
it.

However, the NPL found it wise to become more of a

cheerleader for, and less analytical of, the war effort
as time grew nearer to November 11, 1918.
I

The Grand Forks He~ald, under the leadership of
superpatriot Jerry Bacon, was proud of its commitment
105

106
· to the war effort and its loyalty to the government.

It

promoted the conservative brand of loyalty with as much
vigor as .possible and pointedly showed discrepancies be·tween. its . pi:i.'t.t:iotism arid that of the Nonpartisan League.
Many patriotic organizations were formed in the
.

..

.

first weeks of.the war, and most worked to promote Liberty
LOal'lS·,· th~

~ed

Cros~, and other war-related drives.

Other purely patriotic organizations attempted, someI

•

•

'

•

. time& su.C:ce~sfully, to bar speakers from lecturing in
their towns. 1
· ·,Be'sides the new patriotic organizations which were
orgcini~ed simply out of patriotic fervor, many older
groubs added ''loyalty.'' to their platforms; they did this
for patriotic reasons but also as an expeditious measure
which was.· sure to gain them recognition in the Herald
and provide a bulwark of nationally endorsed rectitude
to which they could return and from which they could deliver their other ideas.

These included many churches

for which patriotism was the "keynote" in the first month

of the war combined with the. "usual Easter time cheer.

11

The Anti-Socialist convention resolved a declaration of
loyalty.

The Commercial Travelers in North Dakota re-

named their organization the Commercial Travelers National Patriotic League and the name change brought them
letters of praise from many including Robert Lansing and
Theodore Roosevelt; in the fall of 1917 they used their
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.· platform to demand that Senators Robert LaFollette and
Asie.Gronna, two of the six senators to vote against
.united States entry· in the war, be removed and initiated
lawsui:tS against newspapers that criticized their group.
Service clubs such as the Eagles pledged patriotic service, and labor formed an organization called Labor's
· Loyal .Legion. ·. The North Dakota Bar Association interpreted its wartime task seriously and clearly; among the
prihdipal topics discussed at its July 1918 meeting in
.Bismarck was "the lawyers work in war; patriotic lawmaking and the rapid development of state socialism."
The downtrodden Democratic party latched unto the words
"loyal" and ,;patriotic" and added them prominently to
their platform, hoping to pull votes away from the NPLcontrolled Republican Party.

2

In the second year of the war, men who wished their
patriotism and fighting spirit more spectacularly displaye~ joined Home Guard units.

A typical example of the

structure and purpose of one of the units was defined at
a meeting in Grand Forks:

those eligible for membership

were all men in conscription class two, th·cee, or four
and all able-bodied men under sixty; members were required
to buy their own uniforms; the purpose of the group was
the "exposure of German propaganda and spies," 3topping
trade with "the enemy and enforcing the death penalty on
all traitors of the allies . . . the drills and uniforms
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·of tlie organization will place it outside the ci v:i.lian or. .

.

.. '

.

.

.•

gani,zatioris'wi.th the same purpose."

3

The Herald gave this

parcimilitary
club front page coverage and supported it
'
hearfily. ( ft i,;as even more supportive if the club did
not .affiliate itself with the parent state organization
which the council of Defense controlled.

When the

Bismarck Home Guard refused to affiliate, despite the
fact that this meant that they must cut certain military
features, the Herald headlined the article "Bismarck Home
Guard Refuse To Be Dominated By Governor Frazier."

The,

first large undertaking of the Grand Forks unit was an exhibition of official war pictures entitled ''Pershing's
crusaders."

When the Bismarck Home Guard was given a

chance to guard something it did so with great gusto.
When Hector MacQuarrie of H. M. Royal Artillery was
scheduled to speak there, an anonymous threatening letter
was received; the Guard responded by placing its members
at all the entrances, on the stage wings and scattered
throughout the audience, all armed with rifles.

The

article found nothing humorous or dangerous about the
situation, the tone was that these actions were necess~ry
and commendable.

However, the peak of activity for most

of the Home Guard Units came when approximately twenty of
them paraded in Bismarck on the occasion of a Fourth of
July rally in 1918.

All outfits whether or not officially
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connected.
··.· .·.·

to .. the

.· ... ·.·· .··.

state militia were allowed to march in

.

uniform and bearing arms.

4

·According·
to the Herald, soldiers and their mothers
.· '
,,
'

we;e

'

othe't ~toups whose loyalist sentiments caused them to

. ··. be anti..;NPL •. 'l'he paper gave front page coverage to a
scen~.in Minot where drafted men about to enter the service were leading a loyalty parade.

An NPL function was

.in Minot
at the same time, and Governor Frazier was plan.·.:·-·,·
·n:i.ng to·give.the troops a farewell address.

The soldiers

in·the vanguard of the parade carried a banner which read
.' IIVote for Hindenburg, Lindbergh (a well-known Minnesota
.NPL gubernatorial candidate who was indicted on disloyalty charges), Langerburg and on Frazierburg and We'll
All Go To Hell Together."

The paraders also jeered

William Langer for claiming exemption, even though he was
able-bodied, young and single.

They did not want to be

addressed by Frazier on the eve of their departure, and
one of the banners read "Hindenburg Wants Frazier, We Want
Steen."

Langer, who was on the speaker's platform with

Frazier, invited the man carrying that banner to come up
to the stage.

The man brazenly did so; when he was close

enough,. Langer grabbed and held him, and a farmer slapped
his face while other NPL men tore up the banner.

It

seems possible that the incident was true as related because of the well-known reputation of Langer for direct
action.

The editorial related to the incident chose not
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to comment on the actions of Langer, as though his behavior .was not extraordinary but concentrated on explaining and enlarging on the "anti-Townleyite feeling" of the
soldiers; the argument was, as usual, that the NPL was
not 100 percent American."

Not unusual either was an

earlier article which said the disloyalists would find
very little comfort when the boys came home.

During June

1918, the Herald reported that mothers of servicemen in
Pembina, Devils Lake, and Grand Forks had petitioned officials to prevent "Townley or his minions," as the
Herald liked to call the NPL speakers, from speaking in
their towns.

The petition caused some problems for NPL

speakers in those towns although it did not prevent them
.

5

from speaking.
The official loyalty organization was the State
Council of Defense, supported by the county councils.
The state council, which the governor appointed, was apparently moderate in exercising its power.

The first

official act of this group did not come unti 1 it has bc,en
in power for fourteen months; there were to be no loafers
in North Dakota, everyone was to be employed in some
''lawful and useful profession.''

The article said that

this law would be hard on the NPL organizers.

6

During the entire tim~ of the war, the Grand Fork,;
Herald kept up a constant attack on the Nonpartisan
League.

The assaults at the beginning of Uic war were
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the same as they had been for many months preceding the
war.

'ro the Herald, the NPL was only thinly disguised

socialism.

Not long into the war however, it began mix-

ing in an equal amount of criticism which explicitly
charged the League with disloyalty to the government.

By

the time of the primary in June 1918, John Steen, Governor Frazier's opponent for the Republican nomination, was
basing his whole candidacy on that issue; "Loyalty Is
Everything, Steen Says," was subheaded "Candidate For
Governor Thinks All the Rest Matters Little."

The Herald

agreed that this was the strongest argument; but, by
October of 1918 with the war under control and loyalty
less of an issue, the campaign of the Democrat Stephen J.
Doyle hinged on Socialism as ''the only issue.''
fined the argument this way:

Doyle de-

"We are either for Socialism

or we are for individual property rights. 117
Almost all of the salvos aimed at the NPL were
similar.

The Herald never missed a chance to 3.ttack if

the subjeGt of disloyalty could possibly be associated
with the NPL.

These attacks, when combined with the other

forces of national opinion, were not ineffectual.

By the

middle of June in 1917 it must have been evident to the
League leaders that their attacks on the war, or any of
the government measures taken for the war, were detrimental to their other causes and could, in fact, cause
them to be jailed.

For instance, the position of the
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(;League,

oh

thf tiberty Loan had been that the government

'

}iad a_ strpii.:1S
•

. ·i\ \.

,.:

'

'

\

.,.

Of mbiJ.ey t enough tO finance the Wart faiJ.-

ing .that),
the money of the nation should be conscripted
,,.,,
1 ',
·:.:.'-

'{',,".'.

like "the' mefri ·· 1 The end of these arguments was signaled
· .. by Governo.r,Frazier
in June, 1917, when he half-heartedly
,'. ·,.,,'
came out in favor of the Liberty Loan, saying that he
·endorsed the Liberty Loan for "ready money" but that big
business should carry the financial load later with the
huge profits it was·going to make.

No more public op-

'

position to the Liberty Loan followed this speech.

The

opposition of the NPL to the draft was also publicly
dropped about that time; again, Frazier summed up the resigned attitude of the NPL when he spoke to a large group
of departing servicemen in September 1917 saying, "I
would to God the enemy would see the error of their ways,"
but he went on to deliver a patriotic speech based on the
necessity of defeating the Germans using any methods
necessary.

8

Before the NPL had to modify its public stance on
the war issues, there was a confrontation between the conservative forces, personified by the Herald's publisher
Jerry Bacon and the NPL leader Arthur Townley, in early
June, 1917.

The arguments of the NPL and the Herald were

usually repeated with little variation at this early
stage--the NPL said that the war and those who supported
it were under the influence of the big businesses for

113

which war:against Germany would be a financial boon, and
th'e Herald accused the NPL of being opposed to the government and further, treasonous, because the nation was at
war.

·The leaders of the NPL had been going across the

State ste>pping dai1y at the largest towns to speak.

The

, ll~:r:'ald hctcl sent a man named Thomas Parker Junkin to cover
these. rallies,· and it printed long articles containing
his... undisguised·
scorn.
.
'

'

'

The feelings on both sides were

at their strc,ngest when the campaign reached Grand Forks.
·Many friends of Herald publisher Jerry Bacon had gone
down to hear Townley and. the others speak.

They were led

by Tracy Bangs, a frequent contributor to the Grand Forks
Herald..

In the course of his speech, 'l'ownley who, like

the Herald, could be vicious to his politial opponents,
stated that each of those who opposed the NPL "was a
traitor to the state and a tool of gamblers and pirates
and guilty of treason and a defender of the big corporations."

At this point, Tracy Bangs broke in to say, "You

know of course that Jerry Bacon has sent his son to
war. 119
Townley replied, "Yes, I know there are men who
would sell their .sons for profit."
The Herald reported that cries of "shame" went ur,
from the crowd; presumably that means the backers of Bacon
cried "shame," because, even though this statement was
shameful, it was not so extraordinary.
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Bangs advanced to the platform declaring, "This is
.

.

a disgraceful statement and should be withdrawn."
There·· were more words, and some of Bangs' friends
joined him in advancing and so Townley said, "In reference to Mr. Bacon, I will withdraw the statement."
The article concluded under the subheading "Mr.
Bacon's.Type of LOyalty" which explained again his view. · ·p~int but also related why he was not at the meeting dur-

ing. the excitement.

Stressing the fact that Bacon was a

farmer as well as newspaper publisher, the Herald reported that Bacon had arrived just as the meeting was
breaking up because he had to bring lunch to a tenant in
the field on one of his farms and had visited another
tenant who was fixing his tractor and was delayed there
•
.
10
1 en d 1ng assistance.
The newspaper ran a jubilant cartoon on the first
page which showed Townley eating his words.

Bacon's edi-

torial stated that "There is no place outside of prison
for any man in this country who attempts by placing a
single obstacle, no matter how slight, in the way of the
successful prosecution of the war.'' 11
In the following few days the Herald attacked
Townley and the NPL with unprecedented vigor on the war
issue.

For instance, the stand Townley took on the

Liberty Loan was believed by the Herald in 1917 to be
the chief obstacle to its sale in the Northwest.

A
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cartoon entitled "Song of Nation's Big Five" depicted five
vultures singing "Don't buy liberty bovds" the vultures
were labeled pro-Germanism, Socialism, Townleyism,
.
· an d The Enemy. 12
I WWism,

Townley responded in kind in town after town.

He

called those people of the Bismarck Tribune, Fargo
Forum, Grand Forks Herald, and Mandan Pioneer "low down,
rotten citizens"; in reference to an article in the
Bismarck Tribune on Lynn Frazier, Townley said, "Frazier
is a man who is so much bigger and better than the editor
of the Tribune as is the kindly elder brother to the low
dog who leads the little sister to the brothel. 1113
But, by the end of the tour, according to the Grand Forks
Herald, Townley was much more subdued, perhaps a little
frightened.

His last rally at Fargo, in Bacon's view,

disappointed many who went to see some action but found a
lack of ardor on the part of Townley.

The conservative

newspapers of the state had taken the last logical step
in their hatred for Townley and had printed cartoons
showing how traitors had been treated in other wars; the
version of this cartoon in the Fargo Forum indicated that
Townley should be hanged.

Townley had joked before going

to Fargo about keeping his throat in shape, but the pos14
. 1 ence must h ave b een on his
· mind.
·
si'b"l't
i l yo f vio
After Fargo, the first Liberty Loan only received a
half of what was projected for North Dakota; although
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subsdtipt.ihris by Germans.far outnumbered those of any
,, '·.:·i.·.:/;:,:..:,. /,._i:\_· ·,. _· . '
.
other nationality. After this Frazier and Townley saw

. '

that d.:t was prudent to change their stances somewhat and
aftia:!r Ju~e; 1917 were much less critical of the war ef' fort.

..North Dakota more t)J.an reached its predicted

'!

'..,,

,,·

->

qt.iota'~ ori the remaining Liberty Loans.
':; , Occasionally, a speaker would repeat the old lines,
.cir tlieNPL w<>uld engage in some mischief.
':

.

An example of

.

this.happened when Colonel Charles H. Mcvey was not
issued a .passport when he arrived in Washington, D.C. at
the head of his contingent of North Dakota volunteers.
McVey, who had been-a military instructor at the University of North Dakota and the Congregationalist minister
in Orr, had been very critical of the NPL and Townley,
yet he was denied a passport because someone had charged
him with disloyalty.

This action perpetrated against

him was, as the Herald stated, "manifestly a political
move" and the Colonel received his passport after a wait
of approximately a week. 16
Jerry Bacon, Thomas Parker Junkin, Tracy Bangs and
all anonymous contributors to the Grand Forks Herald
wrote against the NPL with passion and intolerance.
Such pressure from "stand pat" groups that espoused "100
percent loyalty" forced the League to abandon some positions on the war and come into line with the plan for defense advoc.:,.ted by more conservative elements in North
Dakota.
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II

Very early in the war the publisher of the Bismarck
Tribune, George D. Mann, stated that his newspaper's
task was to be·as a moral force to end the war as quickly
as possible. · This meant the elimination of public protests to the war effort, the Tribune, however, was not
quite so inclined as the Grand Forks Herald to consider
the matter a pitched battle between the forces of light
and dark, except on certain occasions like election day.
While supporting the "old gang" wholeheartedly, the
Tribune.tended to be more moderate in its dealings with
the Nonpartisan League.

It supported more aid for farmers

as essential war policy for instance, an important issue
to the NPL that the Grand Forks Herald mostly ignored.
Still, the Tribune used the loyalty issue to attack the
League with regularity. 17
The Tribune gave adequate coverage to examples of
German loyalty~ it gave excellent coverage to loyalty
functions by North Dakotans in general,

Lj.ke the Herald

it enthusiastically publicized such rallies regardless of
their size.

The small towns took their patriotic pro-

grams very seriously, one humorous example helps toillustrate this.

When outsiders implied that disloyalists

had disrupted their patriotic rally the people of Enderlin
were much disturbed.

They explained that the "disloyal-

ists'' were actually a horn player delayed in the country
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and a high .school singer hoarse from "too loud rooting" at
.the baseball game.

The Tribune portrayed celebrations

featuring NPL speakers, especially in the early part of
the war, as less than loyal.

The newspaper attacked

Attorney General William Langer's Arbor Day speech, for
instance, because it was "not war and armaments but Elm
trees."

18

Publisher Mann approached the League loyalty issue
differently from the Grand Forks Herald in June of 1917.
While the Herald compared Townley to a traitor and implied that he should be executed, the Tribune merely
criticized the NPL for. using the war to make points about

big business and profiteering when all Americans should
drop past differences and unite in the war effort.

Mann

viewed Townley as an unpatriotic socialist, but his
· editorials did not drip with the Vf:nom of the Grand Forks
Herald.

In response to Townley calling the editors of

the conservative dailies "low down, rotten citizens,''
1119
Mann merely responded "let the socialist rave.
In August 1917 the NPL sanctioned a speech in
Fargo by leftist Max Eastman, publisher of a nagazine
called The Masses.

According to the Tribune hundreds of

P.argoans, including Company B of the Fargo Horne Gu?.rd,
stopped Eastman's speech.

The mob crowded into the

Civic Center and began singing "The Dear Old Flag"
"The Star Spangled Banner."

and

Eastman and his people were
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allowed to leave.

The crowd had not yet had enough, how-

ever, and they went to the Gardiner Hotel where Eastman
was supp?sedly staying and waited wit,1 murky purpose,
either to make Eastman kiss the flag or arrange a "necktie party.I'

The Tribune stated that if Eastman had ap-

peared, violence.would have erupted; but Eastman and his
.·.

. staff escaped ·Fargo •

20

.The Eastman incident coincided to the day with the
.· announcement that Governor Frazier had invited "The
People's National Council of Peace" to hold their conven·tion in.Nor.uh Dakota after they were not allowed in Minnesota.

The group, which involved most of the prominent

leftists in the country including Eastman, Eugene

v.

Debs,

and Victor Berger, was invited because Frazier believed in
the maintenance of free speech for all peoples.

After the

incident in Fargo, and despite the fact that Frazier
Ordered Lan~er to "get the Fargo Rioters," the Peace
Council chose to convene in Hudson, Wisconsin.

The Fargo

Home Guard responded to Frazier defiantly, refusing to
protect any peace conference, arguing that they were not
under the control of the governor.

Editor Mann endorsed

the mob action in an editorial entitled "No Time for
Copperheads," declaring nothing that hurt the morale 0f
the troops should be tolerated.

The chance for violence

on a fairly large scale thus came and went with little
incident.
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!rt'September, 1917, Senator Robert LaFollette spoke
'

at an

'

' "

NPL

'

_.

me~ting in

st.

Paul.

Conservative press in

North\Dci:kota attacked his criticisms of the entry into
,._...

;,

..

'

.

.. ·:

'--.

.,

,,

';.

-,

.the war ahd' handling of the war effort and began to use
his. name ~s . . a . synonym fortraitor.

LaFollette's link to

·the League gave newspapers like the Bismarck Tribune ammunition for further bombardment despite the fact that
League ie~·aer Arthur Townley disassociated the NPL from
:
', · ·
21
LaFollette!s remarks.
The Tribune's abuse of the NPL helped cause the
League-dominated State

Council of Defense to produce a

resolution proclaiming the patriotism of the people of
North Dakota.

The resolution was in response to an

article in the New York Herald that was picked up all
through the Northwest and stated that North Dakota's patr io.tism was in a chaotic condition.

The Tribune. agreed

that North Dakota was patriotic and should not have to defend itself, but argued that it was the League's continual
blunders that forced such ludicrous resolutions.

Mann

went further, arguing that Governor Frazier's loyalty was
22
much weaker than that of the average North Dakotan.
The Tribune recorded in mid-December, 1917, during
the Kate Richards O'Hare trial, that there were great similarities between her speeches and those formerly given by
Townley.

The auditor noted with irony that Townley had

changed his tone since LaFollette's speech at the
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controversial NPL convention in St. Paul and had suddenly
·become. ostentatiously patriotic.

23

Governor Frazier had no control over most of the
·Home .Guard units of the state ancl did not see the need for
them, arguing that nothing in North Dakota, including the
IWW,.required such units.

The debate over whether the

state should legitimize and fund such groups was an issue
in January, l'.>18.

The NPL presented a bill which would

sanctionthe Home Guard as a state body under the direction of Frazier who would then direct Guardsmen to work in
the · farm$ and mines for a dollar a day.

Home Guard uni ts,

numbering 317, had been organized in the state with 10,000
·members; these members would be required to work if the
NPL bill were passed.

Mann was very critical of this

bill, especially since Townley was in negotiations with
the IWW for farm laborers.

Mann argued that a Home Guard

might be required to protect North Dakota from these
radical laborers.
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However, the editor was not always critical of North
Dakota's government.

About the time of the Home Guard

debate, he noted that Frazier had come around to the view
that the war was one fought for principle and not a "rich
man's war."

Mann also felt that the League was becoming

less socialistic as the farmer's fortunes changed for the
better, citing the adage that as people's economic conditions change so do their politics.

25
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In February, 1918, another quarrel similar to that
between the Governor and the Home Guardsmen arose over
the showing of ltwar.pictures" in the movie theatres on
.

-·

.

.

.

-

•sundays so as not to interfere with commercial movies
. .

.

.-

'

shown.during the week.

Staunch "blue laws" were in ef-

fec~;:i:or film viewing.

The Tribune surmised that "alien"

sentin\ent '.was . in back of opposition to these pictures and
.

·..

.

suppoitea the.testing of the "blue laws" by groups like
·the . Gband · Forks Home Loyalty League.

Frazier and Langer

were opposed not only by loyalty groups but also by Secretary F •. O. Hellstrom of their own Council of Defense.
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.The Council of Defense received endorsement from
·. the'Tribune at the end of February as it organized a huge
loyalty celebration which ran for several days and in. eluded the formation of the North Dakota Home Guard,
several nationally known patriotic speakers, the distribution of loyalty badges, and the loyalty oaths of all the
members of th2 state Council of Defense.

The main or-

ganizer of this whole celebration was Secretary Hellstrom.
However, this was his last act as secretary; the newspaper reported two weeks later that Thomas Allen Box was
replacing the more loyalistic Hellstrom.
banker, was a dedicated NPL supporter.

Box, a Casselton
The newspaper

noted that Box would be receiving $7.50 a day whereas
Hellstrom had worked for nothing.

That spring Frazier and

Box went to Washington where Frazier invited President
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Wilson to come to North Dakota f('-:- loyalty festivities in
July.

Also that spring, Frazier passed authority over the

North Dakota Home Guard to General H. Angus Fraser who .
'wouldti'ainthem into a state militia with local units
able '\:.o become part of the state group by application.
Box was·established as a loyal man; he had two sons in
.

.

.the a:r:my and he urged patriotism as ardently as Hellstrom.
· 'With these circumstances came a truce between the Tribune

~nd· ·.the NPL state government which lasted for some
·

weeks.
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The Tribune supported the state Home Guard, which
,proved a sticky issue throughout the war.

This position

·was contrary to that of the Grand Forks Herald's.

When

the Bismarck unit was threatened with disbandment unless
it affiliated with the state Guard George Mann urged them
to join because.the Governor was not so bad and the state
Home·Guard was a,firie and necessary group.

A later edi-

torial from the Steele Ozone published in the "With the
Editor" section suggested that it was safe to join the
state Home Guard but wished Frazier and the NPL would cut
'

'

·

. ·

.

ties to Townley and the IWW.
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Further explanation of the accusation of disloyalty
made against Colonel Charles H. McVey came also in the
spring of 1918.

Colonel McVey, the brother of the presi-

dent of the University of North Dakota, was on the
governor's executive staff and made speeches under the
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/·,.·,· .

:.o;f. the. 'state

. • '.,ausp'ice~
,.

,,): ':

'

:..

.

...

.

,,

gbvern~ent and the university.
.

Board of Regents member George To.tten accused him of charg-.

>

'

''

'

(

ing state g'?vernment officials with disloyalty.
·\' :-·

:·_ ·i:,_

\ . .- ·.

_,'·

Totten

:.

had gbne·to Surrey sbme days after a speech by McVey and
.had interviewed several people.

Governor Frazier wrote

to McVey asking if it was true, and if so, calling for an
apology.

He also stated that he would be disappointed be-

cause Mcvey.had been appointed at the request of his
brother, President Mcvey.

The governor added that he had

thought of taking the matter up with the authorities but
did not want to jeopardize McVey's military career since
Mcvey was about to go overseas with the YMCA.

Mcvey

denied that he had made such remarks but did say that any
man who stirred up class prejudice was a disloyalist and
in response to a question from the audience he made it
clear that this included A.

c.

Townley.

was being unjustly treated and resigned.

McVey claimed he
29

Anti-NPL material began to appear again in May,
1918 with the formation of the Lincoln Republican League
which shortly became the Independent Voters Association.
They chose John Steen to oppose Governor Frazier in the
June pril\1ary for the Republican nomination.

The first

resolution of this new party dema1ded loyalty from all.
The ne,; party was kind of a patchwork politically said
the Tribune but it was mostly loyal Republicans.
tone for criticism was set by an article from the

The
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·. Minneapolis :Tribune published in the section called "With
the Editor"

;hich:

s~at~d that although Townley and the

;Leaguewere acting loyalin 1918, the speeches Townley
:·

l

made ~ur±ng :ti:bhA'' Bde:t •s 1917 congressional campaign proved
.h· . . . · 30
.o t erwise. , .
Assaults on the Leag11e increased somewhat as the
June primary drew closer despite the fact that the Council
of Defense''was• reportedly considering steps to make ir'

'

'.' ,

,·,

respohsib'le accusations illegal.

For instance, the "With

the Editor" section contained editorials from the
Napoleon,Homestead and Ohio's Toledo Blade which proclaimed respectively, "The present governor of North
Dakota will be welcomed here by only those whose sympathies run with the socialists, IWW and pro-Germans, a fact
which thousands of people will admit, but which they fear
to assert," and that anyone who took away from the war
effort was an alien enemy or a German spy.
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The Tribune gave much publicity to a pamphlet published in early June by Bishop Vincent Wehrle of the
Bismarck Diocese which condemned the League as a Socialist
movement and a menace to the state.

The pamphlet was de-

signed to "guide His people as to their duties as American
Citizens and Christians."

The "impartial observer" who

reviewed it found the book "temperate and scholarly"
despite the fact that it included pase;ages like "[Socialism
is) a theory put up by the enemies of the Christianity
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for. the very purpose of destroying Christianity."

The

bishop found the war between the conservatives and the
NPL destructive and wasteful, but blamed the NPL for
32
starting itby stirring up class against class.
Even though the Tribune was extremely opposed to
the League, the sustained hatred of the Herald was not
present, possibly because state officials and newspapermen
would have had more personal contact with each other in
Bismarck' than in Grand Forks.

The differences in per-

sonality of Mann and Bacon were of paramount importance
as well.

A good example of the Tribune's mitigated bias

comes from an editorial in the "With the Editors" section.

The piece was from the Fargo Forum entitled "Of

Course Loyalty is not ari Issue But--" eriumerated the
strongest arguments of the conservative side:

the "near-

bargain" between the IWW and the NPL, the links to indicted and convicted disloyalists, Frazier's invitation
to the Peace Council and his insult to Fargoans opposed
to that council, the backing of LaFollett8 in NPL publications, and Townley's speeches during t!1e first
Liberty Loa.n drive.

Despite the fact that the Tribune

surely agreed with the Forum on most of these points, it
saw fit to print a disclaimer for the first time during
the war period stating that the opinions of the editorial
were not necessarily the Tribune's.

The following day

the "impartial observer" criticized the Fargo War
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Organization, an "old gang" club, for accusing the League
of. sedition all the time.

The criticism was fairly mild

and based on the contention that sedition was not the
. main issue in a political struggle.

A few days later,

the Tribune published, with another disclaimer, an editorial from the Fargo.Courier-News which implied that
those who criticized the patriotism of North Dakota's
leaders when the state had such an excellent war record
were doing the will of men outside of North Dakota.
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The Tribune's chief criticism of Governor Frazier
was his link to outside advisors and the NPL penchant
for bringing in controversial leftist speakers like
O'Hare, Mills, and Lindberg, and other, less well-known,
contentious orators.

of

The editor encouraged the banning

all such speakers, arguing that Leaguers who opposed

such a ban were wrong in times of war but not in times
of peace.

He compared it to the rationing of bread and

meat saying that we cannot say as much as we want but
must restrict our speech as a war measure.

34

As mentioned before, the Tribune editorialized in
strong terms against League c2ndidates on the eve of the
1918 primary noting "there is only one issue--Loyalty."
Nevertheless, in the same issue an analyst noted that
both sides were well organized, that there had been no
mobs despite the strong feelings on both sides, and that
the campaign had been comparatively free of mudslinging,
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such attacks as there were had done little to erode the
support of either candidate.

35

When the NPL almost swept

that electicin, the reaction of Mann was conciliatory.

He

Urged the.city people to make conces;;ions to the farmers
on economi,.:: reform.

On the other side the editor felt

that Frazier had a fine opportunity to show the state's
patriotism over the course of his term but hoped he would
listen to his more conservative NPL advisors.

Mann .even

went on to suggest that increased government .control of
the people was a good thing; "everybody is for everybody.
So there shall be no stragglers.
but even so it is progress."

This may be paternalism

All of which suggests that

the editor was resigned to the fact of state socialism
36
and was trying to make the best of it.
Except for rare attacks on the League that compared
the autocratic control of its leaders to "Kaiserism,"
there was little suggestion in the Bismarck Tribune that
the state government was disloyal to the nation's cause
in World War I.

The leaders of the party, especially

Townley, were assaulted more for their socialism than
their loyalty although a connection was often made between
the two.

As the war wound down and the fall election

became the big issue, charges of disloyalty were less and
less attached to charges of socialism and Bolshevism.
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III
T.he .Fargo Courier-News chose two strategies to
cc:>unt~r :ci:mservative. allegations of disloyalty during the
>.:,·1, ·-. ·.

war.

Early.in the war they would strongly imply that the

.wealthy ~Leniefits<that
the"old
guard" backed had seized
.
'
.
'

.

'

control as surely as the aristocracy of Prussia, the
Junke.rs; the conservatives "display an impatient enmity
to the normal processes of democracy in their own country. I'

Later,· the NPL pointed to the excellent war record

' .

of the state under .League administration as proof of
their loyalty. 37
Editor Herbert Gaston pronounced war aims early,
including larger harvests, reduced profiteering, and the
ideals of democracy.

With the exception of its stand on

profiteering, which it later had to tone down considerably, the Courier-News stuck by its war aims until Novem38
ber, 1918.
The problem that the NPL had with the conservatives
during the first part of the war came from many Leaguers'
refusal to join in nationalistic celebrations with the
same extreme fervor &s most of the other North Dakotans.
In an editorial entitled "Loyalty to What?" Gaston stated
that too many at these patriotic rallies had "Jekyl and
Hyde" personalities, hating American principles yet speaking loudly of loyalty, Gaston implored, ''look beyond the
flag sta·te and think about true American ideals--
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where every man can work out his destiny as he
chooses." 3 9,
The League offered different ways of financing
the war.

One idea, the conscription of wealth as well

as men, was proposed many times in the early months of
the war.

Also, the paper urged the federal government

to use up its own resources before turning to Liberty
Loans.

After a few weeks, however, it editorials began

to encourage readers to purchase bonds because. it helped
the government more than flag waving and was as good
as any b an k d epos1' t • 40
So that the,farmer 's stake in the war would not be
minimized, the Courier-News proposed that farmers buy
Liberty bonds if they could afford them after patriotically putting in as large a crop as possible, which
was surely just as important as the government loan.
However, farmers, if they could afford bonds, should buy
a few to insure that it was a truly popular loan and
not just another tax-free investment for the rich.

Far~

mers were very concerned about price protection from
profiteers, and this too was a topic the editor concerned
41
himself with.for months.
The editor dubbed registration for the draft "superlatively socialistic" because it was an example of service
to the country by all on an equal basis.

"A :iew sense
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of the essential brotherhood of man enobles the nation,"
·.
..
.. •. .
42
declared the editor.
'I'he Courier-News described the uproarious meeting
in GrandForks where Townley and Tracy Bangs shouted insults back and forth quite differently than the Grand ·
Forks Her.ald had.

The courier-News maintained that

Townley's sp·eech clarified the NPL stand which was that
the farmers.lleld unreserved allegiance but would make
efforts to set the government right in particulars with
which they disagreed.

These particulars have mostly been

· ~nUI111arated in this section, but one which was not was the
proposal that the United States make an open declaration
of war aims and a renunciation of indemnities as they
were often the basis for future wars.

After the enumera-

tion of the war aims, a voice vote of endorsement was
called which was apparently una_nimous.

But, when the

call for "noes" was made, response came from "a small
knot of Grand Forks residents who had earlier tried to
disturb the meeting by interrupting the speaker."

Bangs

was identified as a real estate agent who raised several
small disturbances but refused to take the stage and
speak even though invited to do so twice.

Jerry Bacon

appeared at the door at the end of the meeting and debated with the farmers for half an hour.

The crowd was

so great that the police had to clear the sidewalk but
. .
43
there was no row d iness.
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The Courtier-News was, naturally, upset with the
Herald's extremism, arguing that "patriotism demands common sense and decent demands rather than furious blindness."

The Herald was calling for mob violence and was

contemptible and undemocratic in view of the huge enthusiastic crowds, according to the Courier-News.

The League

attacked the conservative newspapers, the Herald, Tribune,
and the Fargo Forum, as owned by "men who have long constituted the ruling political and business clique in the
state capitol."

These newspapers prefer "anarchy and

violence" to "policy which has won the approval of a
great body of citizens in the state. 1144
Despite these arguments the Courier-News began to
sound defensive during the next few weeks; its description of the Fargo meeting, where Townley was threatenwith hanging, was careful to describe every patriotic
detail--that tnarty carried little flags,and that the crowd
remained standing until the National Anthem was over.
It reprinted the whole speech.

Farmers had come to Fargo

expecting trouble, the editor stated, but found instead a
cordial welcome.

The Courier-News also fended off criti-

cism of the proposed deal with the Agricultural Workers
Union, the organization called the

rw,v by the conserva-

tives, stating that the workers were needed and they
had a right to unionize.

Later that summer Governor

Frazier stated that harvest workers would be dealt with
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· -firmly bu'.t. lawful:ly .if they became criminal.

The Courier-

News editorialized that North Dakota could win honor by
avoiding mob violence especially in regard to the migrant
farmworkers.
When the League's lukewarm support of the first
Liberty Loan brought it under fire the editor responded
by saying that North Dakota's farmers had had a bad
crop the preceding year, needed to pay for staples just
.like city people, and had paid exactly what they could
afford.

The editor also accused the conservative papers

of bringing on these criticisms of North Dakota by sending false reports to Eastern newspapers, then printing
the resultant outraged editorials with the obvious falsehoods edited.
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Still, the important issue to the Courier-News in
the summer of 1917 concerned the fight against profiteers.

Over and over the editor suggested that the

government take over big business in order to supply the
war effort more efficiently, and, by extension, he hoped
such a takeover would lead to a more equitable peacetime situation for the country.

''Disgraceful as it may

seem, the nation has two battles on its hands.

One is

to fight the German autocracy and the evils which it
represents.

The other is to fight entrenched autocracy

and the evils which it represents," Gaston argued.

"The

other is to fight entrenched autocracy in this country so
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that the nation may have the privilege of using its full
· powers and .·its full resources to carry on the war."
"Does the· nation love money more than it loves the lives
ofthe·flower of America's manhood?" he asked.
The League newspaper fought, in general, against
the increased strictures on freedom of speech in the
early months of the war.

Editor Gaston defended the

rights of dissidents, like the pacifists, to air their
views and spoke out against the "patriots" who tried to
·dictate opinion writing arguing "whoever knew truth to
be beaten in a fair fight?

1147

The editor chortled that the joke was on the
"standpatters" because the government was borrowing the
NPL program of government control.

The "old gang's"

claim that they were "true Americans" rang false.

They

made claims of being envoys of social justice and
democracy when their actions spoke otherwise.
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The editor also chided those.people looking for
spies, reminding them that the federal government had
said that the German spy system was no great menace to
the country.

The editor remarked that much greater

danger came from the amateur spy catcher during this
''silly season of war-time alarms,'' since often patriotism was used to settle private grudges and the federal
government made enough mistakes without the help of
amateurs.

49
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Thenewspaper, the party leadership, and the state
.

.

· gove:rrunent were in accord on these issues, but they were
: fdrceci to .cidjust some of their opinions slightly as the
autumni~1::1917.neared.

Editor Gaston criticized Governor

'
Frazier's
handling of the Max Eastman affair in Fargo, de-

clarfng that Frazier's statement. that the incident was
. "a .dlsgrace ,to the st.ate" was an overreaction.

The way

wa~ open. £or a disgraceful sh '),'1 of mob violence, but
this did riot happen.

The editor also offered the strange

argument that the motives of the Home Guardsmen should
·not,be questioned because they had offered their lives
·to the, service of their country.

Editor Gaston also

showed evidence of departing from the League's support
for i peace settlement with no reparations as spelled
out by Townley in his June speeches.

Gaston stated that

everyone agreed that they have to be paid by the Ger-,
marts; but the working man in Gerr11any, argued the editor,
should not bea.r the brunt since he too was a victim,
therefore the nobility of Germany must pay.

An NPL con-

ference in Fargo in mid-September ended with Governor
Frazier appealing for loyalty.

'l'he editor concurred

that the meetings should have convinced all of the
League's wholeheartc,cl support of the war effort with the
addition that ''all'' should do their best, but this jab
at profiteers was fairly mild compared to the newspaper's
thrusts in the early months of the war.
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An important occasion which led to the reduction of
NPL criticism of the government was the Leagues' St. Paul
convention with the speech by Senat.or Robert LaFollette.
This hurled the party, tainted with disloyalty, into the
national spotlight.

The paper reported LaFollette's

speech sympathetically.

LaFollette was giving a standard

NPL · speech when the enthu~.iasm of the crowd caused him
to throw down his notes and defend his anti-war stance
before entry.

He went on for a while on t.hat subject,

which everyone else who·had been anti-war avoided, then
changed topics to discussion .of conscription of wealth
crying,

"Shame on Congress" for taxing only 31 percent

of needed war funds and "Shame on the administration"
for approving it.

Then, because he had to catch a train,

LaFollette made one final appeal for taxation and bolted
out.

Left-leaning speakers included pro-laborite

Minneapolis mayor Thomas van Lear; Jeanette Rankin of
Montana, who called for federal takeover of the copper
mines; Charles A. Lindbergh, who urged tighter control
of the dollar to curtail speculation and manipulation on
Wall Street; and Carl D. Thompson of the National Government Ownership League.

Judge Eli Torrance of Minne-

apolis also sp6ke, urging the sale of the second Liberty
Loan and receiving "respectful attention and enthusiastic
applause."

Finally, W. B. Colver of the Federal Trade

Conunission commended the conference for being very much
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iin the ~piri:t\, of Pr~side:nt Wilson,' s statement that "real
'tatr:Lot.isri\ .i'~ive~' profit~ out of the question. 1150
Th~con:f:erence
passed ten resolutions:
,·.
.
·,

''

first, they

· p1~agec1 t.Heir iiV'~s and fortunes; second, the government
.

.

faced .s,elfish ,opposition from profiteers; third, all
,,;

'.( ·,:. ·:

people should be dealt with fairly; fourth, consumers
should. get savings on wheat; fifth, aid should be given
to bankrupt.farmers; sixth, prices should be fixed by a
"zon,e system"; seventh, the conscription of weal th;
eighth, public utilities should be publicly owned; ninth,
higher pay and government furnished life insurance for
soldiers; and the endorsement of President Wilson's
.·

peace·terms.
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Attacks on Lindbergh's speech were immediate and
inaccurate in the conservative newspapers, and the
Couri.er-News hurriedly sought to counter them by pointing
out their mistakes and reprinting two paragraphs from
conference resolutions that pledged the loyalty of the
entire assemblage to the government and people.

Editor

Gaston protested that the big conservative Twin Cities'
papers were pari:oting the "stupid little dailies of
North Dakota," reprinting sections of LaFollette 's an t.iwar talk and implying that this was the League's endorsed
position on the matter.

The editor felt that LaFollette

was unwise to give in to those in the audie,1ce who wanted
"fireworks" rather than the "tame stuff of economic
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justice."

Gaston believed the audience was four-fifths

Twin Cities' people who were goaded by articles in a St.
· ... Paul newspaper that urged just such a scene.

The editor

could not justify LaFollette 's remarks, however, saying

.they were an. "old tale" which impugned his usefulness.
Gaston stated that the whole incident was an attempt to
stir pp passions against the NPL, but the truth was to
be fot.ind in the resolutions, not in LaFollette's mistake.
·The next day the editor defensively wrote under the title
"Sedition" .that there would very likely be real traitors
to.deal with in the war so our power should not be
weake.ned by accusing those
who.have merely adopted a wrong view and perversely
cling to it. Many of these men would gladly give
their lives for their country. We mustn't hand
those.who unconsciously put an obstacle in the
way, we'd find a way to hang everybody.
Gaston concluded that the enemy was being helped by those
people "who divide and cause civil strife by such irresponsible accusations, these people are probably not disloyal but "more likely merely fools.
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As attacks increased, the tone of the editorials
became more hostile.

Gaston stated that those against the

League were so fearful that their North Dakota tools
would blunder that the attacking articles were written
in the Twin Cities and merely reprinted in North Dakota.
When Theodore Roosevelt called the League disloyal since
some at the conference had cheered LaFollette's speech,

1.39 .

Gaston labeled him as under-informed and unfair.

The pa-

per ,deferid.ed. LaFollette 's record again and again during
.· the period of late September and early October, repeatedly
.· . making :the point that criticism of what he had said had
. · suddenly .far outstripped any actual disloyalty on his

.·,i '

···part
•
.
'

,,

'

..

. '·

5j

'

· 'L'he
.

.
--.-.,·

'

·League had come almost into the mainstream on
'

the issue of.buying liberty bonds.

The repeated editorial

. u:i:;gings .to buy the second loan indicate this.

This time

the teasonsi:6or buying--good savings technique, prompted
.national thrift, the installment plan facilitated it,
and the.eyes of the nation were on North Dakota--were
·. strop.g.

The cry for conscription of weal th became fainter

although it was still present.

That North Dakota over-

subscribed by 74 percent indicates that most in the state
54
had come around also.
A debate fired the editorial page of the CourierNews for a time in mid-October; it concerned the teaching
of the war in elementary schools.

One side of the argu-

ment was that the war was too full of hate, violence,
and depression for young children.

Another reader wrote

· that there was no reason not to teach it since we were
.fighting for principle, not for conquest.

Editor Gaston

had yet a third idea; teach about the war but teach
hatred for autocracy and the blind following of a tyrant.
A reader ·countered that it would not be proper to teach.
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i t in. history class since correct history could not be
·written for 100 years.

He added that prejudice learned

·elsewhere would create difficulties best dealt with by
leaving the issue alone.

Four other letters, evenly

divided in opinion, were printed in the same three-week
period.·
The Courier-News was sympathetic to the plight of
Kate Richards O'Hare and attacked the conservative papers
for the way they were using the trial to attack the
League.

The editor sarcastically suggested that he

. could help the Bismarck Tribune which captioned a picture
Of a female anarchist, ''She is also an admirer of Kate
Richards O'Hare recently entertained by Rev. George
Totten of Bowman."

Editor Gaston suggested that they

could even go further and added that

11

'Rev. George Tot ten '

is a member of the Townley board of regents appointed by
Governor Frazier."

The suggestion was given freely to

the Bisma~ck Tribune ·in the spirit of the "canned editorials" from the Twin Cities which it so often carried.

The

editor then went on to point out that the Tribune did not
have the right Totten as it was Edward, not George, who
entertained O'Hare.

The point of the editorial was to

show the "blackguard methods of maligning the state ad56
ministration'' used by the Tribune and its ilk.
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The'.Court,ier+News also reversed, the "class against
class" a'rgu~~n~,;,!Jy;,arg~i~g that patriotic rallies stirred
up a class warfare against farmers.

57

The'League continued a consistent pJea for "true
democracytl
and an ,end to,Junkerism" during the winter
'.
. -·
-, .
and e~:rly sp~ing of 1918~ ·Anti-League activity in North
Dakota was fairly mild at this time, but Minnesota was
fu.11,of more vicious fuss including the arrest of Arthur
Townley on sedition charges.

This kind of harassment'

made self-protective editorials a staple of the CourierNews.
The strongest argument the League had to counter
charges of disloyalty were the announcements of President
Wilson and George Creel, chairman of the National Committee on Public Information.

These endorsements were

proclaimed by the NPL at its Minneapolis convention in
lat~ March, 1918.

Creel stated, "Despite attacks, I be-

lieve intensely in the loyalty of the Nonpartisan League."
Also, it was revealed that German propaganda to Russia
calling the United State,c; a nation controlled by big
business was being offset, partly, by press packages
that included pictures of Frazier's campaign train and
articles from NPL organs.

Still, the Courier-News was

careful to note the loud cheers for the call "Lick the
Kaiser!" as well as those for "Lick the industrial
kaisers!''

The convention adopted resolutions including
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the us.ual for government control and against profiteering,
and it pledged loyalty to the United States and added a
pledge of.allegiance to the Allies. 59
The coi:i.rier.:.News showed its patriotism when it
editorialized against those who walked out on "four·iuinµte:men," North Dakotans acting as official represen..· tative~< of <the nation who gave four minute patriotic talks
at mos't. shows and gatherings.
•

•

' I

•

,

•

Edi tor Gaston gave the

strongest sales pitch yet for the third Liberty Loan.
Also, he called upon all farmers to follow Food Administrator Herbert Hoover's call for farmers to sell all
grain.exciept seed·grain.

This would mean farmers would

nothave·any more flour than city people and all would
share the rations equally. 60
·rn April an incident occurred that indicated how
Leaguers who had not made the transformation to full suppert of.the Liberty Loan could be punished in a moment.
President·A. G. Steele of Minot Normal School was asked
to resign by a committee of businessmen after Joseph T,
Cashman, field secretary of the National Security League,
had addressed the faculty and students on the loan's
importance.

. Steele took the. podium and strongly refuted

Cashman'.s pitch, crying for taxation of war profits, not
bonds.

Steele supposedly criticized Hoover and wound up·

refusing to resign after.exchanging words with the
moderator, a Professor Clark.

But the next day Steele
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.did resign, calling his own statements an "error of judgment not of heart."

George Totten had been .at the meeting

and he advised Steele to quit.

It had been understood

that his contract would not be renewed at the end of the
year anyway.

Steele received a threatening telephone

call, and Totten felt compelled to call the Minot police
chief and ask for protection, broadly mentioning that
it would look bad for Minot if anything happened to
Steele.

Gaston summed up the incident when he wrote that

war profits should be taxed, but Steele's stand was
"obstructionist"i Steele should be invt!st:i.gated but careful,1·· judged.

In his own defense Steele wrote the

Courier-News that he had purchased and would continue to
purchase liberty bonds.

The Courier-News saw fit to

print this on its front page.

61

The Courier-News' version of the Colonel McVey
speech and subsequent confusion contained a denial by
George Totten that he had apologized to Mcvey as reported
' ti1e Tri. b une. 62
in
In May 1918 the Courier-News came out in favor of
the Sedition Act.

The statement of new Congressman John

Baer that support was warranted for the tough new bill
of 1918 was given front page coverage.

Baer stated that

it was better to have well-defined laws, enforced in the
courts, than to have loose laws that might tempt mob law.
Baer stated that lawlessness of all kinds, even in a good
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cause, was bad.

In conjunction with this leading article

was an. editorial calling for an official state Home
Guard to keep the laws enforced.

The next day the editor

· railed against Ku Klux Klansmen enforcing work laws in
another state; this is mob violence and "more in keeping
with the Kaiser's world than America."

The following day

the paper brought the matter closer to home by accusing
the Fargo Foruin of writing that which "boldly incites the
unthinking to mob violence and anarchy" in its attacks on
League speaker Leo Horst.

Correspondingly, the conserva-

tive Fargo War Organization was asked to appear before
the Council of Defense to show evidence against Horst.
The FWO replied that Horst should not speak because he
had been arrested and indicted.

63

Gaston protested in a May editorial that there were
so few "disloyal or half-loyal" persons that they did not
create an issue.
the war.

''uo

The real issue was the same as before

not let the junkers dictate your vote by

such cheap tactics," urged Gaston in reference to the upcoming June primary.
A skirmish developed in the month before that primary election of 1918.

The Fargo War Organization de-

clared that they would not do business with aPy advertisers in the Courier-News.

At first this news was taken

from a speech by Addison Leach, prominent War Organization member but denied by the organization itself.

Later,
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·howev'er,, >t:.rie,
,. '

·)

wa:.·

dtganization passed such a resolution,

,.'>-.'I

although,it did not name the paper.
talked to.memb~rs

ot

The Courier-News

the organization who said they would

'have v:oted against such a boycott, but it was so adroitly
interwoven between patriotic statements that it was impossible to vote against it.

The resolutions we:t:e the

promotion of loyalty and patriotism; the promotion of
patriotism and the extermination of disloyalty and sedition; the discouragement of ads in publications of questionable character and uncertain public convictions; and
the promotion of the.proper attitude to take towards publications controlled by anti--government men.

Editor

Gaston seemed resigned to a fight, but he had two reasons
fbr not wanting one:

it wrecked North Dakota's patri-

otic record, and the whole incident was too secretive and
dirty; he wanted the opposition to admit that it was
political maneuvering.

The courier-News found support

from farmers and the state Federation of Labor.

64

That the Associated Press had misquoted Senator
LaFollette when his controversial speech was reported
was cause for som~ celebration to the Courier-News.

It

was reported that LaFollette had said, "We have no grievances" to go to war over, when actually he had said,
"We have grievances," although they were not strong
enough to warrant American entry.

This was a minor
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. revision and changed the meaning of the speech little, but
it did back the editor's view that the conservative
press, the St. Paul Pioneer Press in this case, did not

.
. . .
65
give
accura t e accounts o f League activities.
An example to the Courier-News of what could happen
if narrow patriotic views were mob-enforced took place in
Hazelton in June, 1918.

A wealthy farmer, W.W.

Daugherty, had removed his wheat from an elevator operated
by

E.

J. Babcock.

The Bismarck Tribune added that the

wheat had to be brought back from Minneapolis because it
had stayed in Babcock's Victoria elevator more than thirty
days and hence had been shipped to the cities as was
dictated by the food administrator.

Daugherty claimed

that he had taken his thousand bushels to the Farmer's
Friend Milling Company at Temvik, but the manager there
denied this.

A group of men, fourteen or fifteen strong,

including E. J. Babcock and Charles Armstrong, nephew of
the county food administrator, took action.

Others tak-

ing part were mostly younger men, some six of them boys,
but also the gang included the marshall of Hazelton,
Harry Ellithorpe.

According to C. Pennington, a drayman

interviewed in jail, the mob had decided to find
Daugherty to tar and feather him.

Pennington was picked

up at home; then the mob motored around the countryside
looking for Daugherty, drinking liquor the whole time.
Pennington felt quite drunk, and they took him home as
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they could not find Daugherty.
later to pick him up again.

They returned a short time

The gang had decided to go to

the house.of Daugherty's mother, Mrs. E. P. Perras.

When

she would not or could not reveal her son's whereabouts a
melee ensued during which Pennington shot her dead on her
front porch.
mediately.

Marshall Ellithorpe arrested Pennington imLater, most of the others were arrested un the

initiative of Scott Cameron, states attorney, with the
backing of the people of Emmons County and Attorney General Langer.

Controversially, Cameron would not arrest

Ellithorpe despite an implicit reconunendation to do so from
Langer who had interviewed Pennington in jail.

In his

interview with the Courier-News Pennington, who appeared
to be a dupe, stated that Ellithorpe and Babcock were the
leaders of the mob.
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An outraged editorial by Gaston placed the blame
for the incident on "poison-filled" conservative newspapers that incited such violence and appealed to those
for whom "it hurts to think."

This murder would not

bother them, he went on, because they have "represented
commercial cutthroats and bandits so long that the blood
of one innocent woman can make but little difference to
them. 116 7
0. W. Roberts, the federal district food administrator, remarked that the Perras incident embarrassed not
only the Federal Food Administration and the people of
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North Dakbta but also the national government.

He recom-

. mended that all of the conspirators should be punished
regardless of station.
the judge·for

a

In July Langer and Cameron asked

grand jury to probe the situation.

Langer cal.led the . jury in October.

Eventually though

punishment was light~ Pennington received a five year
.
·
d . 68
sentence an d c h arges against
t h e ot h ers were d.1sm1sse
. Shortly before the primary election, June 23, 1918,
the Fargo Courier-News responded to accusations of disloyalty:

the issue was indeed loyalty, but the League

was truly loyal to American institutions and principles.
The Independent .Voters Association was trying to sti1· up
violence as conservatives had done in Minnesota and on a
much smaller scale in North Dakota.

The editor turned

the accusation of disloyalty around, charging that
Minnesota had a slacker government. 69
There were some cases where rough heckling or antiLeague feeling almost led to violence.

In Fargo on June

25 "hoodlwus" tried to break up the League's outdoor
rally which featured N. H. Hinkle and I. H. Ulsaker,
labor candidates for state legislature, and some other
League speakers.

The "hoodlums" shouted IVA guberna-

torial candidate John Steen's name, and chanted accusations that the meeting was IWW.. Another popular yell was.
"Everybody but pro-Germans come across the street."
Police intervened to prevent a fist fight but did not
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try to

crirb the heckling.

One person who interviewed sug-

gested that tha hecklers were mostly traveling salesmen,
non-residents bf Fargo, and boys.

In Williston Townley

·and Usher Burdick, a leading North Dakota progressive,
squared off in debate at a meeting outside of town on the
· ·banks cif th.e Missouri.

Traveling men, one dressed as a

farmer, were trying to break up this League rally, but
Burdick would not allow it, challenging Townley to a de.bate instead.

In Devils Lake women with anti-League ban-

ners "were the only ruffians."

John Baer refused to speak

in the hall with those banners, so the meeting was moved
'

outside.

The women did not follow; but because they were

so concerned about violence, Thomas Box swore in all 300
audience memberr. as deputies.

In Dickinson the Assistant

Attorney General had rotten eggs thrown at him.

When

"scores of farmers" from the audience arose to go after
the throwers, they were restrained by cooler heads who
called on the whole crowd to stand and sing '.'America."
Job W. Brinton, in attendance at an IVA rally headed by
conservative Minnesota governor Joseph A. A. Burnquist,
was .insulted by speaker S. F. Stone who declared "We have
a damn Hun sitting behind us."

Brinton, as was his wont,

invited Stone outside to fight if he would not apologize.
Stone refused, Brinton swore at him, Stone immediately
sought a policeman; Brinton was arrested.
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The.last effort of the IVA according to the CourierNews was to.put Steen ·cards in voting booths in Mandan,
Minot~ and Fargo which said, in part, that there is no
"but" .or "if" in loyalty.

Worse yet were the IVA "voter

helpers," and the clerks and judges wearing Steen buttons.

71
With the large League victory, the battle tide ebbed

for some time.

The editor noted this, and took some jabs

at. the conservative press writing that they were "sort
· of denatured, or dehorned or something."

He mused that

most conservatives had resigned themselves to the loss
and had quieted their bluster.
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Late in July as organization for the fall campaign
started,.Gaston suggested that the "old gang" would not use
the loyalty issue that fall:
The attempt to create the impression that disloyalty exists to any extent in the state is
looked upon as being directly contrary to the
wishes of the government at this time, and as
the primary fight was staged entirely on this
issue and the results show the people take not
stock in this SC.'t"t of campaigning, there is no
desire on the part of many of those who. were
· strong supporters of Steen to aid in such a
campaign in the fall election.73
The editor wrote one week later that he wished the fall
campaign could be limited to "real, live issues" not in74
nuendo .and slander.
Only minor squabbles marked the months of August
and September.

In October the Courier-News was pleas0d

to·report that the Federal Committee on Public
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Information, Foreign Press Bureau was requesting clippings on the NPL to send in their press kits to foreign
countries to show foreign fa.rmers how important farmers
were in North Dakota.

The editor remarked that this

should be a lesson to the "kept" press of how loyal the
League really was.

75

The IVA's last hope to win North Dakota's governo=ship was for Democratic candidate Stephen Doyle to woo
large numbers of Republican votes.

Gaston reminded his

readers that Doyle had been calling them disloyalists in
June even if he was not doing so now.

76

A. W. MacMaster made one of the most dishonest attempts of the autumn campaign to defeat the opposition
using the disloyalty issue.

McMaster was running against

NPL candidate Girdell Paterson for a state senate seat in
ward county when he sent a seditious letter to Lieutenant
William O'Leary in France; Paterson's name was signed to
it.

The hoax was disclosed, and MacMaster came before

Judge Amidon who sentenced him to three years hard labor
at Leavenworth.

Amidon called it "as dastardly a crime

has has been brought before this court in many a day."
Addressing MacMaster's defense's contention that he
wrote the letter for patriotic reb.sons, Amidon stated,
"That's how all the crimes which darken the blackest
pages of history were committed; the perpetrators made
a truce with their conscience with the thought that
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:they,w~.t:e''l:i.ctirigirtthe·name of.God and their country."
MacMaster
'

..

>who had

served as doorkeeper at the national

·

Congr'eE;s in Washi11gton 'for several months in 1903 and
1911, waspro~eCuffd for his letter as though its contentswere;;his actual sentiments.
·\

Federal.agents re-

ported that when the letter became public sentiment
.

'

.

against Leaguer Pater.son was so strong that a "tar and
feather party" was organized,

but Paterson was never

nabbed because "some of the mob leaders imbibed too
freely of the flowing bow1. 1177
The gubernatorial campaign was quite free of disloyalty charges.

Gaston accused Doyle of instructing
his ,workers to avoid the issue. 7 8
At the war's end the NPL was in a very strong position politically and could proudly point to North
Dakota's excellent war record as one of its accomplish-·
ments.

Some adjustment of League arguments had to be

made, but overall the war against the "entrenched interests" was not overly affected by the constant barrage of
disloyalty accusations from the conservative press.
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CHAPTER V
Powerful extremist forces fought the rule of the
Nonpartisan League, yet North Dakota remained relatively
free from violence and had an excellent record of support
for the war effort.

Judge Amidon's refusal to allow the

hysteria to influence most of his decisions was an important factor.

Of equal and perhaps greater importance

·to the relatively peaceful conditions in North Dakota was
the League's leadership of the state.

Especially im-

portant were the vigorous, young attorney general,
William Langer, and the Council of Defense, chaired by
steady Governor Lynn Frazier.

They were most crucial in

keeping the peace in North Dakota.

Promoting the peace-

ful resolution of problems and with the state government's
power to back up such resolutions, they helped keep emotions.under rein throughout the war period.

Comparison

with Minnesota will help underline this point.
I

Langer was only thirty years old when the United
States entered the war, but he had already made himself
known throughout the state as a man of action in the
service of progre·,ive causes.
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While he was state's
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attorney of Morton County, Langer had cracked down on the
illegal drinking industry; he had enforced compulsory
attendance laws in county schools; he had attempted to
equalize tax assessments on land in the county; and he
forced the Northern Pacific Railroad to pay taxes on unused land that had been untaxed completely.

After his

election to attorney general in 1916, he spearheaded the
best-known raid in North Dakota history.

He and his men

closed all of Minot's "blind pigs'' and brothels in one
night, in the process shutting down the town's telephone
exchange, as they had closed the illegal businesses, at
gunpoint.

Langer himself was arrested for this incident,

possibly for his own protection, but charges against him
were soon dropped.

Langer continued to be a highly vis-

ible state official during the period of the war.

1

A review of Langer's correspondence during the
period revealed some of his vigor, but the tone of most of
the letters leaving his office was more soothing than
fiery.

Confused or spiteful, frightened or frustrated,

letters arrived steadily throughout the period,

Langer

handled most of it by reassuring the writers that the
special problems of the war would eventually solve themselves.

In the case of accusations of disloyalty, Langer

sent most, but not all, of them to United States Attorney
Melvin Hildreth or, later in the war, to Governor Frazier
and the Council of Defense.
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During the first few months of the war, Langer received several reports of draft evaders or ''slackers.''

If

they seemed .somewhat legitimate, he passed them on to
Hildreth.

Hildreth wrote back at one point though that,

as with sedition cases, it was very difficult to prove
wrongdoing because witnesses were extremely difficult to
find in these cases, the complainants usually evaporating
when asked to testify.

Also, documentation of birth
2
dates was not available for many at the time.
An extreme example of accusations of sedition was

postmaster Leo E. Behan of Mohall who wrote Langer three
times in April 1917.

He asked for a secret service man

to come to Mohall because few people had raised flags and
"as there is some of the business men doing all together
too much talking about the war."

Two days later he asked

for material for "two different parties here that want to
join the Dept. of Justice to do Secret Service work for
the governmer.t."

Finally, that month he reported that the

school was hanging a flag out one of the windows because
.

3

it had no flagpole.
replied to Behan.

There is no evidence that Langer
Only if the letter writer seemed able

to make a case for his claim would Langer pursue the
.. 4

"slacker."

Most of the cases of this type fell to the

offices of Hildreth, however.
Langer and Hildreth held fundamentally different
views, but both were careful to avoid any entangling
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arguments.

In the fall of 1917, Hildreth wrote to Assis-

tant Attorney General Dan

v.

Brennan in confidence; he

was concerned that some of the editori~ls in the CourierNews were "doing the government great harm," and he told
of many complaints from all classes. of people.

He hoped

that Brennan would say a word to "the powers b1at be."
Brennan replied that he would do what he could but needed
Hildreth to be concrete on the facts.
to keep it all confidential.

5

Brennan promised

Hildreth surely would not

have made such a request of Langer.

For his part Langer,

in a reply to Tobias Casey of Dickinson a little later
that fall, said he did not want to get into a mix-up with
Hildreth

as they had to enforce the law together.

There

is no correspondence to indicate that there was such a
.

mix-up.

6

People had figured out that such notes should be
more properly sent to Hildreth, or maybe they heeded
Langer's widely circulated admonition which indicated his
strong disapproval of ''pointing fingers or shouting
traitor for political gain. 117

In any event, by the end

of the summer of 1917, Langer received many fewer accusatory notes.
October, November and December brought little correspondence to Langer relevant to this study outside of
a few accusations of draft-dodging and a complimentary
letter from W. J. Arnold, a League-oriented patriotic
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speaker from the North Dakota Standard, who praised Langer,
''The whole demand today is for Patriotic Action.

I want

to use your work to show that long ago you were taking
the steps to make the newcomer (sic) an engligh (sic)
speaking American thinking citizen even before othe:rs."
Arnold wished to show Minnesotans, whose Public Safety
Commission was beginning to take steps to force "Americanization" in war time, that Langer and North Dakota had
been patriotically taking such steps even before the war
had rea.ched the heartland.

Arnold was a strong progres-

sive from Lisbon whose main causes were temperance, social
purity, and rural uplift.
Correspondence for January, February and March continued to reveal the annoyance of Langer and Hildreth
with the letters charging sedition.
passed on to Hildreth "spite work ...

Langer called one he
4

Hildreth wrote to

Langer that he preferred not to pursue these things until
further proof was found as many accusations were based on
"rumor and in some instances on enmity."

Hildreth sug-

gested that one such charge should be turned over to the
B ureau o f

.
.
.
.
k 10
Investigation
in
Bismarc
.

As Smemo pointed

out, Hildreth did pursue an incredible number of these
indictments to their final failure, but it is conceivable
from the tone of his letters to Langer that he was
tiring of his duties in regard to these accusations.
Hildreth's original conception of the handling of these
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letters, however, probably encouraged some of the accusing writers.
The powers in North Dakota's young Council of Defense clashed noticably in Feb'ruary of 1918.

The Grand

Forks Horne Loyalty League with the backing of the Grand
Forks Herald and Council Secretary Franko. Hellstrom (former Democratic candidate for Governor and warden of the
state penitentiary) planned to show "War Pictures" on
Sundays in a Grand Forks theatre.

Hellstrom had ordered

the showing of these pictures at any hour of any day.

In

reply to queries from Grand Forks State's Attorney
Theodore B. El ton, Langer wrote that he and Go' rernor
Frazier had spoken with Hellstrom and in future there
would be no pictures allowed on Sunday.

1111

Later in the spring Langer wrote to the State's
Attorney in Ashley to request that John Wishek's bank be
protected.

In June Langer was confronted with the German

language issue and with requests from the War Department
in Washington for examples of state statute" vn war
issues.
Langer's role in the Cass County church school controversy has been quite thoroughly discussed previously.
What should be added only is the sen.;;e of disgust with
the pettiness of the issue exhibited directly by Cass
.
d ent J. W. Riley
.
12 an d inferred
.
County Superinten
to the

case of Langer who replied patiently on the subject for
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the remainder of the war period, but his suggestions were
merely ambiguous admonitions that even though it might be
better if catechism class in the German language were not
taught the state would not do anything to prevent it.

In

September, for example, Langer reassured R. Culemann of
Hebron that. even though the State Board of Education had
"made a recommendation that no German be taught in any of
the High Schools after July 1, 1918" there was no legal
reason to prevent Hebron's church school from teaching :i.t:
"You can teach it on Saturdays and I suppose in the evening.s if you wish providing it is not taught in the Public
13
Schools."
Langer re~used to prosecute Ben Froeshle, a soldier
of German ori::1in, who was "kicking up quite a ruckus" in
heated protest against the use of German in a Golden
Valley church.

Langer's reply to the complainant on this

issue was "when I was a boy my father told me never to
monkey with a skunk--'nuff said. ,.,l

4

Langer's attitude throughout the war:

This was essentially
to try stay out of

mean fights over issues like loyalty ;,.1hich were only
temporary.

In another example, Langer received a letter

from W. F. Kempshall, postmaster in Taylor, who claimed
an alien enemy German minister was having church and
Sunday school in German.
send more information.

Langer encouraged Kempshall to
Kernpshall replied that the minis-

ter, Louis Denninghoff of the German Evangelical Lutheran
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Church, was i~nning a C:erman school and was a registered
alien.

Langer wrote to Denninghoff suggesting that he

should shut down the school,. adding .that it was not an
order but remarking that it would.be in the best interest
of himself and his friends.

Langer further encouraged

Denninghoff to come to Bismarck to discuss the suggestion
if he wanted.

A few days later, August 9, 1918, Kempshall

reported that the confirmation class was taught in both
English and German to which Langer replied that it would
be ''very difficult to stop .the school.''

Langer sent

Denninghoff a letter on that issue copied from one he had
sent Culemann in Hebron.

The problem in Taylor was ap-

parently not resolved because Langer received a desperate
telegram from Denninghoff three months later requesting
protection.

He had been terrorized by a mob whic~ had

come to his door and was about to force him and his family
1.:o come downtown when "the man who started the whole excitement"--perhaps Kempshall~-rushed up and asked the
people to go home.

They did, but Denninghoff had heard

talk that they were cominq back that night.

Langer was

gone, but his secretary called Denninghoff's state's
attorney.

15

Generally though, there were not many incidents of
this type in North Dakota and part of the reason was
Langer' s policy, "I want to 1.iake mobbing and tar-andfea thering the most unprofitable business in the world,"
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a position to which he clung during a time of great possibilities for extremist action.

16

II

When THomas Allen Box replaced Franko. Hellstrom
as secretary of the North Dakota council of Defense it was
not a big surprise.

Hellstrom had clashed with Langer

and Frazier publicly on the issue of war pictures on Sunday, and he was more conservative politically than the
rest of the council's leadership.

Box, a Casselton

banker, on the other hand, was a prominent Leagurer.
Named vice-chairman of the Council was R. J. J.
Montgomery of Tappen, president of the North Dakota Farmer's Union and a close friend of Townley.

Frazier was

chairman, and Langer was also a prominent member.

Others

were former NPL editor William English of Grand Forks, a
representative of the North Dakota Federation of Labor;
NPL newspaperman Carl Nelson of Cando; K.

s.

Ramset, a

Fingal merchant and former state senator; C. H. Roney,
Tappen farmer; T. J. Nielson, Hoople farmer and neighbor
of Governor Frazier; Dorr Carroll, Minot attorney and one
time leader of the state's Bull Moose party; Dr. V. H.
St-.inkney, me<lical advisor to the governor; M. S. Higgins
of Banks, farmer; and Charles S. Whitmer, a Yucca rancher.
Cut from the board at that same time were 29 former members many of whom were very prominent including John
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Wishek, E. J. Babcock, dean of the university, and Bishop
Vincent Wehrle of Bismarck, the writer of the antisocialist pamphlet:

The Bismarc~ Tribune pointed out that

the new secretary would be compensated $7.50 a day whereas
Hellstrom had worked for nothing.

The Council was over-

whelmingly pro-League. 17
Two significant resolutions passed by the Council
were designed to protect the state from anti-League bi.as.
One, discussed previously in this paper, was the "Tostevin
Resolution."

which tried unsuccessfully. to force editors

of the more conservative papers to refrain from calling
people or groups pro-Germans or ~0ditionists unless they
were convicted of those charges.

The other important

resolution was a joint resolution with the North Dakota
Banker's Association which was also a reaction to the
stand pat press around the country.

The statement denied

the conservative innuendo that the state would take over
the state's Plevators and place a motatorium on foreclosures by the banks.

It claimed that the state's credit

and good name had beeen damaged by the innuendo and reprimanded those who spread it for not seeking the truth. 18
In contrast to other states the North Dakota council
of Defense never did pass laws or resolutions designr.d to
make the Espionage or Sedition Acts stricter.
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III

A comparison '.)f the relatively small amount of violence in North Dakota with the much greater number of
such incidents in Minnesota indicates how successful the
state government was in de3.J.ing with the issue of loyalty.
Minnesota Leaguers suffered much mor~ difficulty.
They were often banned from indoor auditorium::; in miserable weather; later in the war, Robert Morian in i-'c-litical
Prairie Fire st:ates, "the breaking up of League meetings
either by local officials or by mobs was almost standard
practice, and violence became more and more common."
This excerpt comes from a chapter on the NPL's difficulties during World War I significantly Pntitled ''The Reign
of Terror" which contains many examples of violence perpetrated against League men in Minnesota nnd other
states.

19

The government of Minnesota under Governor J. A. A.
Burnquist dismissed all of the League's prottsts.

When,

at NPL president Townley's request, George Creel, chairman of the National Committee on Public Information, tried
to send loyalty speakers under League sponsorship to
Minnes~ta, p~rmission was refused in many of the counties
where violence or mob action had taken place.

Creel

later described the situation:
What stood clear in my mind then, as it stands
clear today, is that Democrats and Republicans

alike feared the political power of the Nonpartisan league. and did not want it to be given any
reputation for loyalty.
In plain words, they
preferred that the Nonpartisan League should be
disloyal rather than loyal, in order that they
might be.provided with a campaign weapon.20
Some typical examples of everyday persecution that
League sympathizers other than farmers faced:

stores

painted yellow with windows smashed; some professors at
the University of Minnesota found their desks rifled and
dictaphones in their classrooms; a newspaper editor found
hisiinotype smashed, press damaged and other destruction.
Many a gathering of farmers was greeted with mud, rotten
eggs, stones, buckets of yellow paint, or the blast of a
fire hOUSE::.

21

Even more flagrant anti-NPL feeling caused a mob to
tar and feather two men in Washington.

In Texas another

crowd severely whipped three League organizers.

22

To historian Morian:
These months of terrorism in the League states
constitute a period difficult to assess.
The
League always maintained that the reason for its
persecution was purely political, engineered by
those who.either feared the end of their own
political dominance, or who feared the economic
program to which the League was committed.
It
is scarcely deniable that this was a most important factor in the attitude of many high officials,
persons in positions of economic power, and numerous
newspapers, but it does not adequately explain the
mob brutalities in hundreds of small towns.
Nothing was more significant than the treatment
of the League by the press, which largely determined the attitude of most persons who did not
hear League speakers themselves.
Passions are
easily enflamed in a war period when fear and
hate are dominant. Many unthinking persons
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naively assumed that violence against those who,
it claimed, were opposed to the·war somehow demonstrated their own patriotism and superiority, and
once a mob has been started o·n its way no one, of
courS:e ·stops to reason,23
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CONCLUSION
North Dakota had an outstanding war record by national standards.

For instance, all of the Liberty Loans

. were eventually met; and when North Dakota oversubscribed
by 70 percent on the second loan, it led the nation.
The state had a very good record for voli.1nteers, and the
cost per draftee was less than half of the national
average.

North Dakota also, by tremendous margins, over-

subscribed its Red Cross and YMCA allotments.

It in-

creased wheat acreage by 630,000 acres and placed a moratorium on mortgage foreclosures against soldiers.

The

Council of Defense resolved that all persons between
eighteen and fifty had to be employed in essential occupations.

At war's end George Creel declared that North

Dakota could be proud of its record of loyalty.
the war record of North Dakota's German-Americans
who did not go off to battle was also plainly above
criticism.

The language issue which caused many older

German-Americans anguish could not really be linked to
disloyaity to the American cause.

The assimilation of

the Germans into the American mainstream may have been
speeded by the war.

The drastic drop in the number of

German-language newspapers during the period is
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illustrative of this phenomenon, but the process was
uncontestably well underway already except in the most
rural German areas of the state.

None of the German-

American trials used in this study revealed any kind of
·organized opposition to the war effort; one senses only a
painful toleration for a situation that had to be borne
by the older German-Americans who were too deeply in-·
grained with their German heritage to become ''normal''
Americans in the way that some, like Judge Amidon, would
have liked.

However, to accuse them of being unfaithful

to the United States was unfair and unfounded.
The governing Nonpartisan League was fortunate
that the federal judge was very sympathetic to the movement.

The combination of the two, both opposed to ful-

some war-time hysteria, was largely responsible for the
relatively modest number of serious war-related outrages.
The high number of indictments brought by United States
Attorney Hildreth, the stridency of newspapers like the
Grand Forks Herald and, occasionally, the Bismarck
Tribune, and the resentments within many communities inflamed by the war and the League's radicalism created a
climate that carried the potential for the same kind of
lawlessness that typified Minnesota and Montana.
North Dakota's people were not as "sane" as Edwin
F. Ladd would have us remember them; nor was there as
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much hysteria as Kenneth I. Smemo suggested in his study
on Amidon.

Opponents of War, 1917-1918, the well-known

study by H.

c.

Peterson and Gilbert C. Fite, asserts that

the Sedition Act legalized intolerance.

The authors pre-

sent numerous examples of repression and violence which
became all too common as the war dragged on.

They include

the bitter strife between North Dakota's two political
opponents as one such example.

The book discusses the

measures that were taken against other groups who did
not agree with government policy.

The Socialists and the

Internation .. l Workers of the World received the brunt of
these attacks.

Examples of loyalty trials against Soci-

alists, cited by Peterson and Fite, make the case of Kate
Richards O'Hare seem unexceptional.
mitted against the

r.w.w.

The violence com-

in other states far exceeded

any similar actions in North Dakota.

One particularly

onerous example took place in North bakota's western
neighbor Montana where an

r.w.w.

organizer was lynched.

The possibilities for violence were often present in
North Dakota and occasionally its people fell victim to
violence.

r.w.w.

However, no vigilantes lynched a member of the

in North Dakota.

No North Dakota government agency

trampled on civil liberties and created a mood of vengeance and violence as did the Public Safety Committee in
Minnesota.

North Dakota was not an oasis of sanity; nor

was it a hotbed of hysteria.
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